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CHAPTER I

INTP..ODUCTION
American education has drifted into t he grave st crisis in its
three-hundred year history.

Det·e riorating buildings and the shortage

of teachers a. r e only part of this crisis.

Most important is what is

being taught the ohi ldran of this country and how i t is being tattght.
Ver-1 subtly. in fact.

probably unnoticed by most of

people. highly organi zed left-wing and

right-~nng

the Ame rioan

extremist groups a r e

pressuring the public sch ools in an attempt to capture the minds of
the students -

the minds of the future citizens of the United S·t a te s ..

The se pre s sur e groups have already gained a foothold in a number of
communitj.es a.cross the oountry and are reaching f or othe r s.

Parents

i n many of these cities and towns are discovering that their chi l drer
no longer are being given the basic education needed to face today' s
problems.

Therefor·EI • education

has baooma a subject of

public controversy for good reason.
.As a r esult of

increas i ng

Schools s.ra the key to tomorrow•

this r saliza t i on and exa.mina·tion a numbe r of

parents across t he country have banded together to do somethin g ab out
·t;he situation.

They have

to thi s problem.
the elementarJ and

come up vdth what t hey feel is t he answer

Their answer

is pri va.te Christian schools on both

secondary level to teach their children the fun-

damentals in which the public school s a re

no l onger intereste d.

These

Chri stia n schools have spru11g up throughout the enti re country a nd are

2

constantly playing a more

impor~cant

role in the educational life or

this na ti on.

The Problem
Statement of the Problem.
was as follows:

The problem presented to this study

Hovr do the to aching methods of Christian p rimt1.ry and

se condary schools

in the :fields of English and the

social studies

compare with the public sohools?

Purpose of the Study.

It was

the purpose of'

this study to

(1) investigate the presentation of material in some of these Christian
elementary e.nd secondary schools; (2) compare this presentation with
that of the public schools in

general~

and

(3) determine whether or not

these Christian schools are accomplishing the task for which they have
been organized.

Assumptions.

The primary assumption of this study was that the

Bible, both the Old £1.nd the 'New Testaments, is the V/ord of'

l

was written under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit.

God~

which

Therefore, H;

is the final authority on e.11 matters with whioh it dee.ls.

It is the

guide to faith and practice for every true Christian, and the foundation of the Christian school.
It was further assumed that the Arnerican Standard Version is a

schola rly, authentie translation of t rus-bnorthy manuscripts of
original, inspired text of the Bible.

the

Therefore, this version was

used for all references.
Importanoe

~ ~

St•.idy.

The number of Chris·tia.n

and seoondal"IJ schools has inoreased from year to year.

elementary

The leade r s

in the educational field have come to. realize ·that this new movement

3
in the nation's schools i.s here to sta.y and must be reckoned ;'li th.
The necessity for a change in the educational practices of the day is
apparent but the question uppermost in the minds of parents is whether
the Christian school is the answer.

As far as it was possible to

ascertain there have been no studies conducted on this subject.

There-

fore. it was felt that a comparison between the presentation of material
in the publio schools and the Christie.n schools would be timely.

It

was desired that this study would be of assistance to parents interested
in this field of education, and to the Christian schools themselves by
examining what they are endeavoring to accomplish and by making
reoornmenda.tions for improvements.
Limitations

or~

Study.

Since there are several hundred

Christian elementary and secondary schools scattered across the
continent it was impractical, if not impossible, to visit all or even
a large portion of. them.

Therefore. for the purpose of this study

fourteen Christian elementary and secondary schools were selected from
the llforthweat Pacific Coast area to be interviewed and used as the

I

basis for the investigation.

The large number of courses taught during the twelve years

{

of grade and high school would compose f'e.r too large a field of study

I

if they were all to be considered; hence., the investigation vras

limited to two of the major fields of study, inhich were English and
the social studies.

The reason these were chosen is that they carry

through the entire period of elementary and secondary training better
than any other fields.

The departments representing these two fields

were the basis for the interviews made.

4
Methods of Procedure Used
Research Method .

The materials for the study in the public

school field were very carefully selected.

The chairmen of the

English and the social studies departments of the Portland State
Extension Center, State System

o~

Higher Education, were con·ta.cted

and each recommended the two tex·l:;books which \l\rere considered to be

the best in their respective fields.

These books were secured and

became the basis for the information on the publio schools methods
of teaching in these two subject field s .

The l i t-sratura irrri tten

011

and the portions selected, that

the Christian schools was

~~re

~chen

e:xa.i11ined

used in establishing the methods

em?loyed by these schools.
Ques~~~~·

To supp lement the t extbook i nfo r mation used

in showing the a:o proach of the Christ ian schools to -Che whole :r,;Hilm
of education and parti cularly to the fields of English and t11e social
studies, firsthand data was gathered by me ans of a questionnaire.
Sinoe it was t o be used as an

interv~ iew

instrwnant, it was dasigned

to a.id in asking questions a:nd s ecu ring the i11forma.tion desired.,

It

was divided into three .main t opics which were: (l) the preparati on
and training of the teachers , (2) the organization of the school

itself, and

(3) the methods

of teaching .

A copy of this questionnaire

may be found i n the appendix of this study.
Thi s questionnaire was taken into fourteen e lementai-.t and
secondary Christian schools in the states of Oregon e.nd Washington.
}"'our school:3 were visited i n the

state of Oregon.

s~.te

of Washington and ten i n the

5
The ourpose of these i nter-vievrn was twofold: ( 1) to get
flrsthand information on the operation of these Christian schools,

and (2) ·to g;et the viewpoints of the teachers.
From the information gained in these interviews, and from the
textbook material, it was possi'ble to determine the distinctive
featu:res of the Christian schools and establish the fact that they

were accomplishing the task of teaching the fundamentals

o:f.

education

with a Christian in·berpretation.
Definition of Terms Used
In order to prevent the possibiUty of confusion ar:i.sing in

the mind of' any reader over the meani ng of a term used ln this study,
a few definitions a.re listed.
Christie.n school - An

instH;u'l~ion

of learning; .. based on a

God-aentered philosophy, controlled by an organization of pa r ents,- a
boa.rd of trustees, or a protestant denomination, for the purpose of
training children in the subject fields as sat up by the state board

of educationo
En&_~_ish

- The study of reading, which includes a study of

lH;e I."ature, grain.mar or language study, spelling, and handwriting.
~~ ~~~

- The study of :history, ancient, world, national,

state, the study of hume..n geography, the study of ci·11ics, or cltizen-

ship, e.nd other rel9.ted subject :mattr::n·.

Organization of Remainder of the Thesis
In order to se·t up a lJackground for the study, Chapter II
was devo·bed to a history of the methods used in education from the

\

\
I

l

6
earliest of the anoi ent cultures through to the present da.y .

Chapter

III dealt with the philosophy and methods employed in the t eaching
of English in the publio schools .

Then in Chapter IV the field of

the soc i al studies was discussed as taught in the public sohools e
As a basis for the comparison, the Christian school 1 s philosophy and
methods in the rae.lm of' English Ylas presented i n Chapter V.

.gain

to oompare 11 Chap·ter VI ha ndled the teaohing oi' the social studies in
the Christian schools .

Chapter VI I was a comparat ive a1'ld E;ummary s t udy

of the publi o school and Christian sohocl methods in the two fields of

E11glish 9.nd the social studies.

For the purpose of' givi ng it in a

concise manner a chart \ms used in that chapter.

The general s\l!!lJM.ey ,

evaluation and concl usions we r e given in Chapter VII I.

\

CHAPTER II

A BRIEF HISTOHY OF TBE DEVELOPMENT OF METHODS OF I NS1'RUCTION

This chapter was designed to present a short resume of the
various methods that have been used in educational fields of the world .
_.\n

effort was made to go back to the earliest of the ancient cultures

and trace the development through to the present day .

By, doing t hi s

the progr ess that various methods have made, and ultimately the
reasons for the methods which are used in the public schools of our
country today, have been determined.

As

these reasons \'fare more

clearly understood an evaluation of the methods and, in turn, a compari s on of them with the methods in use in the Christian schools wa s
made possible.
In order to make this survey a number of textbooks on education
and especially educational methods were examined.
ined,

!

History

of~

Of the books exam-

Problems of Education by John s. Brubacher, gave

a very complete history of the type that was desired, and the infonnation
was taken primarily from this book.
After a.n introduction to the fi e ld of methods, the following
methods were discussed: imitation and memoriter, Socratic method ,
imitation and memoriter in an advanced culture, Christian and scholastic
methods, the lecture, humanistic methods or instruction, the prelection,
the disciplinary method of instruction, the methods of sense realism,
romantic method, object lessons , monitorial method, Herbartian method,

\

\

8

self- activity, the problem method, the project method, the uni t plan,
the socialized recitation, individualized instruction, supervised study,

and new materials of instruction.
Introduction
How to transform a child's ignorance into understanding is the
educational problem beyond all others that has stood most persistently
at the educator's elbow throughout educational history.

In its

simplest terms, this problem has taken the form or determining the
most effective things the teacher can do in order to get a child
to modify his ways of behaving.

The more advanced state of the

problem has taken the form of working out a method of exposition so
that the child will not only change his ways but also comprehend what
he is doing.

Again, the problem is a matter of devising ways to

mot ivate learning so it will ocour easily and be remembered.
The development of instructional method through these foregoing states has not taken place independently.

Rather. i t he.s been

extra ordinarily dependent upon developments in other phases of education.

For instance. methods have been unusually sensitive to

ohange in the psychological theory of how learning takes pla.ce. and
there are po¥rerful other faotors that must be taken into account.
The philosophica l conception of the nature of man and the world i n

whioh he lives is an equally potent determinant.

So, too. are t he

aims of education and the particular form of social and p,oliti cal
organization v.nder which a child is reared.

If any of these fe.ctors

change t he method of instruction will clw.nge correspondingly. 1

9
Imitation and Memoriter
The chief amciety of early cultu res was for survival .
did not e.im to s u rvl ve

were content

by experimenting with

They

the precarious .

They

if they los t none of the expe ri ence of their ancest ors .

The method of i nstrt<c:tion that early men found most appropriate
such ci:rcurnstances was through imi tation .

to

Eve11 af·ber writing ensured

statements against loss, methods of inst :ructi on continued to depend
upon imitation and memoriter .
Among the Chi nese it was customary for the teacher at the lmver
levels to teach completely by imitat•on .

In

ancient India

educa-

ti onal method wa.s a similar mixtu re of wise precept and practice that
honored precept more in t he breach than in the observance.
phasis was la.id on memorization oi' the sacred tex !:;s .

Great em-

The educational

methods found appropriate in Chi na and India proved no less appropriate

among

peo~les

closer to the beginnings

of Occidental educational tra-

d i tion.

It is interesting to note that among the Jews 1JJW (shanah)

the wo r d

11

Tl

to repeat, n is s.lso the Hebrew word meaning; "to teach . 11

The educat·l onal methods
vaded early Greek edLicati. on .

of imitation and memori ter also per-

During Homeric times a.rLd for

a long time

afterward the g;rea·i:; man of n oble example was held up for the young to

. •ta t e . 2
1m1
Socratic Method
T. e glory of Greek eduoati on was that
definitely to perpetuate
riter .

t d id not con-binue in-

Greek culture through

By the fifth century B.

c.

imitation and memo=

the methods of in$truction that

10
produced strir}·t; adherence to customary folkvvays began to give way
for the first time to more critical procedures.

Preeminent i:n the

development of these procedures ·was the philosopher. Soc1-ates (469-

399 B.C.) one of the greatest teachers of all time.
In fact, the method of teaching that he employed has eve.r

since borne his name.

Briefly, the Socratic method e.imed to teach

not so much by transmitting knowledge as by inquiry into what might
be accepted to be valid knowledge.

This inquiry was carried on

through the give and take of conversation, which Socrates guided by
a cleverly-put sequence of questions.

In the tim3s following Socrates

his method was kn0tm as "dialectic," f'rom the Greek words dia. and

lego, meaning "to talk through."
Both Plato CL127-347 B.C.) in his Academy and .£1.ristotle in
his Lyoaum. employed ·the dialectical method of instructione

Of' the

two perhaps Plato leaned a shade more on the authority of the teacher.
He favored pupil freedom only after appropriate habits had been
to warrant it.

fol"!l~d

Yet he did not go so far as to countenance compulsion

in learning, for he had grave misgivings that learning under compulsion
would not have a lasting grip on the mind.
Aristotle (384-322 B.C,)

l

Vlt?.S

opposed to the dogma.tie methods.

The only way to learn to do things, he contended, was to do them.

His

chief improvement on. the Socratic dialectic was that he peroe:ivad

more clearly than either o:f' his predecessors the role of concr•ste
experience in teaching ?Uethod.
Rapid educational progress might hava followed on the further
development of this now obvious educational truth of Aristotle's; but

11

the generations of teachers who followed Aristotle were too dazzled
by his principles of deductive logic.

Consequently, they taught by

deductively elaborating the implications of the wol."ks of' the Greek
masters and for long centuries seriously neglected Aristotle's inductive
princlples.3
Imi ta ti on and ~lemo ri tar in an Advanced Cul

The Romans

w~re

tu re

no innovators in educational method.

Yet,

much as they copied from the Greek,, they seam never to have copied

Greek methods of inst;ruc·tion in their most creative phase, the
dialeotic of Socrates.

rose much above copying.

In fact, Roman educational methods never
They were thus a throwback in an advanced

civilization to the procedures characteristic of early cultures,
the procedures of

i m H~ation

,,

and memoriter. ~

Christian and Scholastio 1iiethods

One of the greatest teachers of antiquity was one whose principal
interest was not in education at all.
-;ms

This was Jesus.

Although lie

primarily a. gre at raligious and moral leader, He often exerted His

leadership in the role of teacher.

Many of His precepts are introduced

in the Bible by the e xpre ssion "and He taught them, saying ••••• "

.1iore-

over-, His closest followers were known by their educational relationship to llim, that is, e.s disciples, a term which stems from the Latin
discipulus, meaning "pupil."

There are a number of features that distinguish the methods
of Jesus as a. ma.star teacher.

The feat 11re that apparently impressed

12

His followers most was the faot that "He taught them as one having
authority. n5

In this lie differed ma rkedly fron1 Socre.tes.

Perhaps

most cogent in His a.rt of instructing the masses who followed Rim
was Ilis use of the simile and parable.

His materials were a l ways

drawn from the familiar background of His listeners and so pertinent
and incisive rere His figures that only the dull or obtuse oould mis s
the point.

He enooura.ged questions but often antioipatad them in the
/

minds of His disciples before they were even asked. 0
This saction on Christi an methods of instruction naturally
began with the methods employed by Christ.

It is recognized by

Christians and non-Christians a.like that He was the greatest teacher
of all times.

Howevera Christians realize that His teaching waa

only a means to an end as He looked to His death on the cross.

There ..

fore it should be understood that although this saation considers
only His teaching ability His real mission in life went far beyond
His teaching ministry.
In propagating the Christian viewpoint in the centuries iram.ediately
follo,ving the death of Jesus various methods ware employed.

As Christi-

anity appealed at fi r st chiefly to the lowest sooia.1 olasses among
whom previous education was at a minimum. it is not surprising that
the methods of instruotion were largely narrative and exhor'"..a.tory.
Christian dootrine was taught quite dogmatically.
set on orthodoxy in the

inst~uction

A high value was

of these unlearned people.

Con-

formity was achieved by a ca.techetical form of instruction. a system
0£

oral questioning not unlike the Socratio method yet markedly

different in that answers were fi xed in advance.

In tra ining the

body as well as the mind. the methods employed were largely ascetic

and disciplinary.

\
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Later, when Christianity became well established, with followers
from the upper as well as the loler classes, more literate, and henc9
more conventional, methods of inst:ruotion owne to prevail among
Christians.

But conventional education to\Yard the end of the Roman

Empire was rapidly becoming formal and lifeless.

Too much emphasis

was placed on the letter and too little on the spirit of instruction.
The basio politioal and economic conditions favorable to educational
development continued to deteriorate till the nadir
was

or

the Middle Ages

reached.
Rad it not been for the Catholic Church, literacy might have all

but disappeared.

With the inroad into the Roman Empire of the barba.ri-

ans from northern Europe, culture was reduced to such a low ebb that
the .main problem of educational method was again that of its survival.

Memoriter and imH.;ation were reinstated as the basio eduoational methods
of monasticism and chivalry,, the principal religious and secula.r edu-

cs.tional stereotypes of the medieval period.

Both we.re supplemented to

a greater or lesser degree by asoetioisrn as a method of teaching amena-

bility to discipline among the vigorous but unruly populations of
northern Europe.
The more systematic development of educational method did not go
forward again till the end of the Middle Ages and the rise of the
medieval university.

This we.s the grea.t period in whioh the Catholic

Church was busy absorbing into its doctrine the philosophy of Aristotle.
The Schoolman whose teaching beoame the very source of Scholastio
orthodoXl.,r was St. Thomas Aquinas ( 1225-1274).

According to him one

lee.ms either independently through his own discov01"'Y or through being
depende nt on someone else to instruct him.

But even in the latter case
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the teacher does not. as is so often thought, transfer his knowlsdge
bodily to the student.

On the contrary , he maintained that in

l ,e arning by instruction, just as in learning by discovery, the teacher

must regard the learner as the primary agent.

There is no teaohing

without learning, and learning is a self-active process on the part of
the learner.

Hence the proper method of the teacher ls not to transmi·t

his knowledge to the pupil but from the pupil's potentialities to educe
in him actual knowledge which will be simibr to that already in the
teacher.

More immediately and particularly, the way to educe such

knowledge from the pupil's potentialities is through the logical demonstration of the syllogism.
Studen·ts in the medieval universities not only had the curricu-

lum presented and explained to them in a series of syllogisms but were
also expected to gain considerable proficiency in the method of the

syllogism itself.

The technique for teaching this was the disputation.

The impo:rcance of the disputation as a method of instruction is bes·t

revealed in the fact that, just before getting his degree, the medieva l
student he.d to engage in a disputation in v1hfoh he successfully maintained a selected thesis against all comers, including his professors
in the guild of masters.7

The Lecture
The growth of the lecture method can be directly attributed
to the great scarcity of books at the new institutions of lea.rning in
the Medieval period.

Because the teacher at the medieval university

was usually the only one who possessed a book, ha fell into the habit
of teaching by reading his book while the students took notes.

So
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common did this habit or custom become that the Latin word meaning
11

to read" legere {past participle lectus), became synonymous with

"teaching."

Often the reading, or lecture, amounted to little more

than dictation, which required frequent repetitions.

i'iben and where

books became more abundant, the lecture turned from dictation and
exposition to

~entatio

and sununa, that is, to a summary of authors

or a co!ll.!llentary on them.
\ifoe-l';her books should hold an important position in the art of
instruction was an old bone of contention.

But in spite of this books

continued to grow in importance as instruments of instruction.

Indeed,

by the time of the medieval university, books became revered because
of the uniformity and authority with which they invested instruction.
With the invention of printing the pedagogical importance of books was
established beyond question.

The printing of books s.t last freed

instruction once and for all from the necessity of the method of personal
communication from teacher to pupil.

The extent and rapidity

instruction could be propagated ware enormously increased.

~rith

which

Moreover,

the control of thought, which had been relatively easy so long as the
multiplication of books was done by hand, was now renderad far more
difficult.

Indeed, it is probably not too muoh to say -that the astonish-

ing versatility of modern civilization and education is in large part
due to tho development and spread of printing.
Important amendments were soon made in the lecture system of the
medieval university.

It transformed the lecture from an interpretation

of accepted texts into the systematic presentation of a growing field
of knowledge.

Ultimately this change in the form of the lecture led

to a similar alteration in the form of the disputation# which came to

I'
l
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be known as the dissertation.

The candidate for a university degree

still had to defend a thesis in oral argument.

But the thesis, in-

stead of aiming at the syllogistic elaboration and consolidation of
some accepted canon of truth, had become a hypothesis on which the
student had inductively endeavored to collect new experience to see
whether the hypothesis could be used as a sound premise.

8

Humanistic Methods of Instruction
The lecture and disputation were largely for teaching mature
students attending the professional faculties of law, theology, medicine, and arts, in the medieval university.

In reviving the Greco-

Roman ideal of liberal education, the Renaissance, to which the medieva l
period ga.ve way, appealed to a younger group of boys.
school clientele required a shift in methods.

Thi s shift in

lforeover, since it was

necessary to carry on the pursuit of the liberal arts in the Greek and
Latin tongues, pedagogical method naturally shifted from a base in logic
or dialectic to one in grammar and rhetoric.
to the

meth~ds

Hence, there was a return

of memoriter and re production.

The spirit of the Renaissance at its best was marked by an endeavor to enjoy life more abundantly.

It should not be surprising,

therefore, that the best Rumanistio teachers of this period attempted
to make the educative process an attractive and enjoyable one.

a number suoceeded in doing so, the Dutch scholar Erasmus

While

(1466-1536)

has left the best written instructions on how to accomplish this end.
At the very outset he was careful to note the limits that the "innate
ca.paoity 11 and the ''native bent" of the child set to what could be

accomplished through instruction.

In teaching the humanities, that is.,
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Latin and Greek -

their grammar and the culture locked up in them -

Erasmus in the main employed the methods already tried and systematized
by -the great teachers of antiquity with whose pedagogical writings

he was undoubtedly quite familiar.
Erasmus's introduction of some independence and individuality
into the learning of lessons wa.s most welcome in an age addic·l:;ed to
verbatim memoriter and a slavish imitation o:f' the litera:cy style of
Greek and Roman masters.

But he was ahead of his times in seeking such

independence for the individuality of the pupil.

On study and making

it more interesting Erasmus had several things to say.

Instead of trying

to stir up new energies in the pupil, he tried to motivate the curriculum by coupling it to drives already spontaneously operating.

Thus,

he sought to teach the humanities, not through grammatical rules but
through informal conversation about the boy's concerns in play and life
'Tith his fellows.
To those who would have the teacher resort to the rod as directed

by the Old Testament, should gentler motivations fail, Erasmus frankly
countered tha.t, howeve r advisable such a prescription might have been
for the Je'ls of old, he doubted its suitability in the sixteenth century.
Both Ascham and .. iontaig:ne had similar views on discipline.
do away with forcing learning under the threat of violence.

Both would
Indeed,

Ascham wished the relation between master and pupil to be so free and
easy that the pupil having di fficulty vrith his lessons would be prompted
to seek aid openly from the master re.ther than illicitly from his mates.
;11oreover, he had neither frown nor ohiding for the pupil who failed

after he had done his best.9
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The Prolection
The teaching of the humanities rae.ched its most brilliant
phase in the famous schools of the Jesuits founded at the time of the
Counter-Reformation and extending long into the post-Renaissance
period.

The instructional methods that enabled the Jesuits justly to

enjoy the reputation earned by their schools were matured from a
composite of the best contemporary methods and the best methods of
antiquity.

The central feature of the Jesuitical method of instruction

was the preleo·bion.

As one ma.y surmise from an etymological inspection

of the word. the prelection was a variety of the lecture method.

In

brief., i t was a sort of preview of a passage from a. selected author who
WE'.S

being read by the students.

To guide the students before they

studied the passage themselves, the teacher himself gave an extended and

ce,refully prepared pre-reading of the pe.ssage .

The student meantime

took notes to enable him subsequently to memorize the salient points of

the prelection.
One of the strongest features of Jesuitioal instruction was the
Tray in which it ensured leal."l'ling through a continual review of old

material.

Each day the work of the pl."eceding day -was reviewed, each

week the work of the pa.st week, and ea.ch month the work of that month.
At the end of the year an examination was set in which the student vras
examined for a knowledge of the books read during the year, for ability
to translate the vernacular into Latin or Greek, and for :familie.ri ty with
the various rules involved.

In addition, he had to present some compo-

sition of his own creation.
Other devices that the Jesuits used to enliven and enrioh instructiori included one of the earliest efforts at grading pupils.

In fa.ct.
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prelection. demanded t hi s.

The m!'l.ster giving a. prelection certainly

could not properl y delive r it to students who r s.nge d in abilit y and
traini11r; all the way from the bottom to the top of the school.

Conse-

quently, the Jesuits did some pioneer work in dividing their students
into classes.

Furthermore, even at this early date they made a practice

of having a teacher move along with his class from grade to grade.
Again, the Jesuits were clever enough to supplement their prelection
not only with the dispu·l:;e.tion but e.lso with dramatization.

Thus the

dramas of Greek and Latin authors were performed as well as read.

Yet

again, none realized better than the Jesuits that all work and no play
makes a dull scholfar.

day.

Eence they provided ped.ods of recreation every

10

The Disciplinary Method of Instruction
So far in the course of the development of educati onal method,
discipline has been a me-t;hod of social or moral control in t he school
and sometimes a method of prodding or quickening learning.

But there

was yet another method of. instructi.on, frequently called "disciplir1ary."
This method was to tax the student's abilities to the utmost by setting

him difficult, even disagreeable, lessons and then, by holding him
strictly to their accomplishment,, to expect hint to achieve a worthy

discipline of his mind.

According to this method of instruction it was

not so important what the student lea.rnecl as how he learned.

The

~·
curriculwr. was not so important on its own e.ccount a s it was as a barrie r
/

to balk the student and thereby to lead him to discipline

himself~

impose habi ts on himself 1 which. would be useful no matter what the
barrier ·that obstructed his way. 11

£utur~1

1
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The Method of Sense Realism

The .man l'rho has most often bean called the first modern educator

was Joh&.l'°'.n .Amos Comenius ( 1592-1670).

He was the earliest to contrive

speoi.fic: methods for instruction wherein bodily organs would be brought

t.o the aid of the intellect.
was his writing
device.

or

His most outstanding achievement he r e

the first textbook to employ pictures as a teaching

In 'this book. the

~~-

pictus. he hrough't the bodily or gans

of sight to the support of the intellect.

Here the beginner in Latin

wa s helped. to an understanding of Latin words by having the printed words
accompanied. by pictures illustrating their meaning.

He also laicl down

the general rule that everything should be taught through the medium of
the senses.

Further,, one should try to employ more than one sense at a

time. for senses like hearing and seeing will then reinforce each other.
Comenius advised the teacher to start with the senses because they stand

nearest to the child's present state of understanding.
the senses is to go from the e asy to the dii'ficu.lt.

To commence with

Therefor e. a fter

a secure sense impression has been registered. the teacher may proceed

to memorization. from memorization to comprehension, and thence to
judgment.

In the ne xt. geners.tion the fi r st Reals2!.1.;.2!, was founded by August
Hermann Francke

(166-,-1727)

at Halle.

This school derived. its name from

the fact that its teachers employed Ree.lien, the German word for "real
things ," in order to facilitate instruotion.
took place through such

Realie~

On the one hand,, instruo~i:;ion

as the school's collection of plows,

churns, and models of buildings and ships.

On the other hand . instruction

through Realien consisted in field. excursions, such as expeditions in.t o

\
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the country for botanical specimens or Yisits to artisans to see how

their goods were produced.
In the

ei~htaenth centu~J

the pedagogy of a ppealing

to the

senses through cono:i."'ete objects in ·the child's en.vi1·orunent came to
have revolu.tions.ry social s:i.gnifica.nce9

The type of education that

had been useful in attacking the inaccurate presuppositions of Aristotelian science was expected to be equally useful in attacking the shams

and iniquities of the established socia l ordar.

Therefore, the method

of instruction that felt its way ahead through seusory contact

~~th

reality was advocated in place of the Humanistic one. which was oriented
to a. :rational comprehension of the liter~ry .. treasures of the pas·t;.12
Roma.nti·~

Method

Muoh as sense realism contributed to modern methods of instruc-

tion it was only one facet of the complex surface of nature.

Another

impor-t;ant facet and one closely related to seuse was that of .feeling.
Lining up educational method vtl t.h t his was chiefly the work of Jean

Jacques Rousseau (1712-1778). great

eigh"l;e.3nth~ce11tury

Frenchman.

He

felt true education consisted less in knowledge than in doing, and i:n-

oluded within his method those inner senses or springs of action better
known as feeling s ,.

In :ma.king this inclusion he introduced a romantic

note into educational method, the effects of which ha ve not 1rmrn off' in
the t-flentieth century.

According to him the centr al featu:t•e of' the t eacher• s strategy
should be to maneuver the pupil into wanting t o lear11.

that wi ll

oa.rry him furthes·I:; along in his

The inner drive

studies i s some present
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interest.

So important were inte re st and inclination to Rousseau

that he depended upon th.em r athe r than upon constraint to teach a
child sustained attent ion and perseverance in the face of difficulties
and distractions •
.A.i.1 important corolle.ry of his

doctrine of interest made pupil

freedom an essential part of the teacher's method.

This freedom ex-

tended all the way from an injunction to dress small children in loose-

fi tting garments inviting the quick and easy uncoiling of native springs
of energy to an approval of the child's pursuit of hi s own inclinations.
If a child wera restless,, he would not thwart him but would rather
treat this manifestation of energy as a necessary apprenticeship in
learning.
The first to make a serio1.lS effort to translate Rousseau's

romantic methods into

pr~.ctica.l

clas s room procedures was Johann Be·rnhard

Basedow ( 1723-1790) in an expe r imental school that he called the

anthropinum."

11

phil-

This was perhaps the first school in educati onal history

that opened vrl.th the delibera te intention of setting tradi t ional educe.tional procedures a.s:tde and launching for·t;h e.ltogether on the basis
· of "improved principles." 13

Object Lessons
The first ha.11' of the nineteenth century brought f'orth the largest

number of reforms in educational method ever seen in ·the history of
educs,tion.
three of the

In suoh quick succession that their lives overlapped appea r ed
greate ~ t

men in the whole of educational history, Johann

Heinrich Pes-Calozzi ( 1746-1B27),, Johann Friedrich Herbart ( 1776--·18~1),

and Friedrich Froebel (1782-1852).

First to succeed, but only after
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the hardest kind of tri al-and- error proce ss, was Pesta lozzi, the
famed Swiss educato r .
Ever since the social culture had been reduced to written symbols
and ever since e duoation had taken the social shortcut of

vicarious

learning; through the written or printed word re.ther thru1 through direct
experience, one of the most persistent aberrations of education had been
that the oncoming genere.tion had often memorized the literary form of
their soci.al culture without always comprehending its actual meaning.
The only way to correct

this~

according to Pestalozzi, was for the

teach.er to commence with sense impressions of the object of the lesson.
Only after time for these impressions to take effect had elapsed should
the teacher proceed to the naming of the object.

Once named, ·the object

could be studied as to its form, that is, its various qualities could

be discussed and compared.

Finally, with the abstraction of its essential

as age.inst its accidental que.li ties. the object was ready for definition.
This, in brief, is what he so frequently referred to as the essence of
hi.s method. teaching everything through number, form, and language.
this

v~~

In

language and observation or experience are always so closely

linked that education should henceforth be well on its way to eliminating
forevermore memoriter without comprehension.

Obviously, from the foregoing, activity of the pupil is an
essential part of learning.
sense impressions.

Fithout activity he can hardly get lively

It will behoove the teacher,, therefore,, not to

develop the lesson in the spirit of dogma.tic expositiou.
trary~

On the con-

he vtill rather conduct the lesson so as to encourage the pupil

to exert his ovrn powers.

Teaching, instead of creating vicarious

experience for pupils, will he.ve to create opportunities for firsthand
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experience itself.

For this same reason Pestalozzi early abandoned

emulation as a way of motivating learning.

He held that each child

should learn to feel pleasure i n exercising his owu powers for ·the
discove ry of truth rather than in comparing himself with others.

14

Monitorial Method
The innovation in educational ir.-ethod with which Pesta.loz danism
found itself chiefly in competition, especially in England and America.
was the simultaneous .. or monitorial, method popularized independently
by Andrew Bell

Englishmen.

(1753-1832) and Joseph Lancaster (1778-1838) .. both

The essence of their method

Vl8.S

for the master to instruct

monitors .. who in turn instructed the boys under them.

As might be ex-

pected .. ·!;he device was very popular where exceptionally large numbers

of children were to be taught by a single master.

For the same reason

the method is more significant as a scheme of administration than as a
method of instruction.

As a matter of fact, neither as a scheme of

administration nor as a method of instruction was the monitorial system
of Bell and Lancaster anything new.

Instruction through monitors dates

back a.t least to Comenius in the seventeenth centul"'IJ, if not to someone
earlier, and had already been put in opera,tion by the cn_ristian Brothers ..
who called it the Simultaneous method.

~bat

Bell and Lancaster did v.ra.s

t o succeed in popularizing the notion.
The monitorial system of instruction did not survive long in
competi tion with Pestalc.zzian object

~ essons.

On a comparison of the ir

educational merits, a ll the . advantage in f lexib i lity and insight into
child nature lay with the Pestaloz?.ian method.

The chief historical

service that the monitorial system performed was to win the public to
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the support of schools, for it a ppeared at first glance as if public

education would be quite inexpensive.

This service once

p~rformed,,

·the moni toi-ial system r a pidly sank out or sight,, for the public v.ras
soon persuaded that, if it was going to support education,, it might

as well have the best. 15
Herbartian

~ethod

Just as Pesta.l ozzi indicated the proper steps for the teacher

to take in proceeding from sense perception to definition or con•
ceptualization,, so it now remained for Herbart, second of the trio
o:f great educational reformers of ·the first half" of the nineteenth
century, to point out to the teacher how ·to proceed from one concept
to another, how to assimilate new coroepts to old ones.
In this task Herbart wa.s exoeptionally successful,, for, more
e ffectively than any oi' his predeoesso1•s, he rested his method squarely
on a clear-cut theory of the psychology of' learning;.

His theory grew

out of association psychology and vras known a.s the doctrine of
caption.
old.

apper~

According to thi s doctrine one learned the new in terms of the

The child did more than just perceive au object; he apperceived it

as well.

That is, ideas or concepts a lready stored away in his mind rrom

previous contacts with his environment helped to condition the manner in
which his mind received new presentations of the environment.
To ensur e apperception in the ola.s:sroom he analysed the prooess
:i.nto four di s tinct steps, which the teachEn• was to follow.

HerbE~rt

died without attracting much attention to these steps, and it we.s not
till se veral decades later that e. folloVl'er of his revived them and recast
them in the better knovm .five steps, in whioh form they became famous.
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The .f3.'lre. steps are e.s follovrs: ( 1) Preparat ion.

In this ste p the

teacher commences the lesson with something he is sure is already

familiar to the class.

That is. he starts where Festalozzi left off,

with concepts that are clearly held in mind because based on previous .
obse rvation or sense perception.

Failing in this, he might have to

begirt with sense observation itself.

(2) Presentation.

presents the n evr material to be lea1·ned for the day.

Here the teacher

(3) Assocfo.tion.

This is probably the most important of the five steps, for here the
teacher leads the pupils into a. comparison of the materials of the

preceding two steps, to note

~hat

in the new presentation is already

familiar in the stage of preparation and what is an advance beyond it.
The more carefully the teacher knits the

new·

into the old by this com-

parison or association, the more securely is psychological apperception
achieved.

(4) Systematization or generalization. Here the teacher

presents the class with other instances of the same kind of novelty first
b rought to their attention.

Ylith the a.5.d of these the class is able

to generalize what has been learned or apperceived in the third step.

(5) Application. Here the teacher will probably tell the children to
take the next ten problems or translate the next dozen lines.

Appli-

cat ion is thus an assignment of further examples of the day's lesson
for each child to s olve by himself according to the rule or generali-

zation developed.

In these five steps he gave a classic analysis of the

method of exposition.16
Self-Activity
The seeds of romanticism sovm by Rousseau flovv-ered more luxuriantly i n the pedagogical method of Froebel than they did in that of
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either of the other outstanding educational reformers of the early
nineteenth century, Pestalozzi or Herbart.

Froebel took the view that

the teacher's or parent's method should be more protective than prescriptive.

Tha·t is, the teacher or parent should be careful not to

interfere with nature's laws of self-expression or self'-development.
On the contrary

eve~~

effort should be made to create an educational

situation in which the inborn forces of the child's nature would have
every opportur.dty to unfold freely and naturally.

The aim of the

teacher's method should be to bring out rather than to put in.
should be creative rather than merely imitative.

It

The device par excel-

lence for encouraging; spontaneous self-development and self-expression
he thought 111as ple.y.

It remained for him to perceive the.t play is in

itself educationai.17
The

Proble~

Method

The most indigenous and original American contribution to

educational method was made by John Dewey ( 1859-1952).

In general

principle, Dewey identified himself with that gre0.t educational tradition which believed the:t the teacher's method should capitalize on
the inborn active propensities of children..

Like his predecessors,

his method capitalized on these propensities in two directions, that
of clarifying and ensuring understanding and that of' motj.vating studies.
Dewey's unique contribution was in the amendment he made to
the employme11t of the activity principle as a. means of clarifying the
ohild's understanding of his lessons.

To the idea of learning by

doing he gave a hitherto unthought of educational application.

Summar=

izing and epitomizing; his own views, Dewey defined activity as a series

•
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of changes definite ly adapted towa. r d accomplishing an end.

Thus 1 he

would have objects and materia.1:3 used at school i n both work and pl:l y
as a means of achieving ands suggest•ad by the child's impulshre
activities.
act on his
objective.

In striving ·t;o achie ve his e.n da Dewey would have the child
environment~

and then note the consequenoes in t<Sr-!lls of his

Obviously. this is just the opposi·te of dictated exerc i s e

or ttbusy work."

To Dewey self-activity would dems.nd opportunH;y for

inves·l;igation and experl:rrent 1 for tl"';ing ideas out u pon thint;s.

Dewey's instrumentalism and experimentalism stand out in almost
eve1wy phrase of his remarks on activ ity.

Of what practical cla.asroo

method, therefore, could Dewey more appropriately be the author than
the problem method?

The steps in this method he clearly outlined.

It

is easy to peroei ve ·that they are ·the same as in the scientific method.

( 1 ) The student must sense a difficulty.

Preferably he must feel balked

in some activity in which he is engaged so that the problem a r ises of
how to restore its continuity.

(2) Having once sensed a. problein he

must next explore and clearly define it.

(3)

Onoe the situation ha a

baen thoroughly surveyed and analyzed, suggestions will arise as to hovr
the continuity of one's initial activity oan be restored or reconstruote d
into a more adequate form.

(4) Next the student reasons out the i pli~

cations of these suggestions.

He dramatizes in his mi nd whe.t the con-

sequences of each suggestion would be if aoted out.

(5)

Finally he tests

the suggestions. hypothesis 1 or theory that seems most likely to a ohieve
his ends by acting on it.
While the whole approach is novel 1 it is e.t the fifth step that
Dewey makes his uu.tque contribution to activity

pedago~.

His de liber-

ate provision in thi s step for physical activities in accord with the

\

hypothesis select·ed both tests whether the implications theoretically
su.gg;ested by the hypothesis actually occur and at the same time pro-

vides participa tion in an e:xpe:rience wherein the pu.pil oan

hardl~/

to coma to an understanding; of ·the terms and ma.'cerials involved.

fail
He r e

then Dewey affords a startlingly ne1v reason tor the activity pro&ra.111 of'

the laboratory, the shop, and the field trip.
oise the senses, more than to

lu""ll'>W

More than just to exer-

objects concrately or symbolically 9

and much more than to gain relief' f"rom academic routine, the pedagogy
of activity is to learn truth by tasting it. 18

The Project Method
Seeing the vitality that the problem method possessed in

form of a project, William E. Kilpatrick (1871using the project as a general method of teaching;.
certain motivational
other oharacteristics.

ths

) conceived of
He also added a

character th!.l.t has almost overshadovred

its

In his ovm words, he described the project as

"any unit of purposeful activity where the dominating purpose, as an
inner urge, (1) fixes the aim of the action, (2) guides its process,
and (3) furnishes its drive, its im1er

otive.tion. 1119

The Unit Plan
In the decade following; the a ppearance of the proja ct

another procedure was put

fo2~•ard

method

known as the unit plan of Henry

M.01•?'ison ( 1871-1945), whose thinking vras

c.

dominated by the idea that

children should be taught so as to gain wastery of what they we ra
stuclying.

His formula for mastery was "Pretest, tea.ch, test the re-

sult, adapt prooedurs, teach and test again to the point

\

I

of actual
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learning. 1120

The uni ts he se l ected for mastery were patterned some-

what after the conorete problems or 1.1.raas of interest of the problem

method.

The method of pedagogical attack., however. at least as it

was planned to operate in the teaching of science, was a combination
of the Herbartian method with Dewey 's problem method.

Elements

or

both a.re evident in the following Morrisonian :five steps: exploration,
in which the teacher th1•ough oral quesMon 11 discussion., and even testing acquaints himself with ·(;he apperceptive be.se which the ohias e.1-

rea.dy possesses for the wo rk about to be proposed ; presentation, in
which by lecture or demonstration omitting; details the teacher gives

the main outlines of the un:i.t to be studied in such a manner as to
arouse in.terest in it and then tests to find out which students have
not understood; assi.1111.lati on, in whioh the studenJG collects -t;he detail ed data from sources indice.ted by the teacher ln orde:r to come to a full
understanding of the unit; organization., in which the preceding t wo

steps are carrie d to a point of a logical statement of conclusions; and
recitation., in which the student presents either orally or in written
form the final results of his work on the unit. 21

The Socialized Recitation
While Deweyv s doc·crine of interest and his problem ir.-ethod were
carried f'orirro.rd in the project method., a:rrd ·to e. lesser degree in the
unit plan, the socie.l element in his method received chief elabora-

tion iu the socialized recita tion.

One trouble with the old recita-

tion was the fact that the teacher dominated to such an extent that
ptipil spontaneity vvas crushed.

In the

democratie era, which was

blossoming in the first decades of 'c..11.e twentieth century, it beoaroe
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a problem how ·t;o make classroom teaching an ocoe:.sion by which ch ld-

ren would l e arn qualiti es of initiative and cooperation, which ware
so much in demand in a democracy.

Obviously, some way had to be f ound

to reduce the dominating posi t ion of the teacher i•ri thout reducing his
iill:'lerent authority so that pupil spontaneity would have an oppcrtuniti;
to develop.

The thought occured to some that this might be done by

giv ing the children more :responsibility for the recite.t:\.on..

Thus, in

reciting children were taught to face the class rather than the teacher.
Sometimes, in place of the teacher interroge:cing the class, the children
asked questions of each other.

This was especially valuable where child-

ran in sma.11 groups had previously been working on differe11t pa.rts of'
the assignmen·t.

Some teachers. to reduce their own formal prominence

still further, moved their desks to the side or even to the back
roomo

or

t he

An exoeptionally popula.r form of the socialized recitation >vas

the instance where the class resolved itself into an informal discussion
group. 22
Individualized Instruction
The most notable of these methods was the Dalton plan, in some
places known as the "contract" plan.

l.hlder this plan the teacher me.de

a. contract ·with the pupil in which the la.tte:r undertook an assignml3nt
in his various subjects which would run for several weeks.

Having

\.mdertaken it, the pupil was free to budget his own time in comploSiting

the contra.ct.

His only Hmita.tion was that he could not receive an-

other contract until he had finished evecy part of the one on hand.
G1•oup activities were not neglected, but it we.a the individualization

of method that caught professional attention.

\
\

Under this plan

~lass-
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ro oms became l aboratories or oonference rooms and t eachers been.me
consultants .

Meanwhile, ch i l dre n were put on t hei r own i niti ative

and r esour ces in a way far surpa ss ing the old r ecita:l;:ion me t hod of

::>3

the n i neteen·l:;h century. -

Supervis ed Study
1i1 i

th all t he emphasis va rl ous modern methods ha ve l a id on the

i n i t i a t i ve and self-relianc e of t he pu pil , it has become increasingly

evident that there is a vast d1.f f arance among child r en i n their s tudy
This is due a s much to differences i n h ome pl•ovi si on f or

hab its .

study as to d iffe r e nces i n men tal capacity.
vi dual ro oms i n which

Some chi l dren have indi -

to study, but mo st do n ot.

Some have mo ra l e n-

coura.gement f rom thei r parents, but many d o not .

F e-:iv,

ha11e ha.bit s of s tudy t hat co uld n ot be i mp roved.

To reme dy these de -

ficiencies, study peri od s i n s·i;udy ha lls wera p rov i ded .

if any 11 child re:n

La t er 11 a. l ong

c l ass r oom period was arr a nged so that pa rt of it might be devot ed t o

the recita tion a nd the othe r pa rt t o study unde r the supervisi on of t he
t e acher .

I n a ddition, a lit e r e.tura appe a re d with exp li c i t inst ruc t i ons

on how to attack t he l es s on and make it part of' one's experience.
first te xt on how to s tudy followed mo re or le ss the lines

or

The

Dewey 's

pr oblem- s olv ing ·bechnique. 2 4
New Mate ria l s of I nstruction

Not least among t-.o rentieth-ce ntury ma terials and devices for i mproving ir..st:ruoti on were the moti on pi c ture,, r adi o, and phon ograph.
Al though it is too e ar l y to a ss e s s the educat i onal value of any of
,

\
\

t hese _ there seems little doubt that t he i n t r oduct ion of t he mot ion
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picture has opened up the possibilities of a far greater advance beyond contemporary methods of instruction than did Comenius 1 s Orb5.""
pic't\:1~

i.n the seven·wen th cent1Jry .

Down to the middle of the present

century these new instr uments of method were chiefly de-;e loped for
amusement pv.rposes.

Consequently,, all three

instrume1tt~

on the thre.sholC. of theil• adaptation to education.

still stood

Perhaps this

W8.8

lee.st true of the motioi picture,, as witness the excellent instructiona.l uses to which it was put by the Arn-iy and Wavy in trainir1g officers

and enlisted personnel for the Second World ·war. 2 5

SummaX'y

This has been a very concise resume of the methods put fo rth in
the history of' education.

It has been i nteresting -to go back to the

very beginn:i_ng of recorded educational history and observe the gradual

progress of the various methods.
of l ee.rning were through im1tati on

zs.tion of mater-·a1..

It was noted that the earliest methods

o.r

the instructor e.nd a rote .memori-

It was the Greek culture that improved on this

method when Soorates brought forth his method of dialeotic teaching.

was up to the Christian methods and those of the Scholastic:
on the Greek forms.

follt"n~·o

Out of the mediev·a.l

universities este.bli.shed by the schoolmen grew the lecture

I
I

to improve

Christ set the example of ·the perfect ·teacher which

teachers the world over have attempted to

because of the

er~.

sc~trci 'bJ

of books.

ir~thod,

.mainl,;

It oontinuad, however,, even after the

print:i.ng press made books available to all.

This method has come down

through the ages as one of the most important ones in use..

In fact,, it

is still used some today although not as extensively as it has been in

the past.
I

\

It
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Under t.he leadership of Era.snms the humanistic methods of

instruction came into being and attempted to make educat1.on an att.ra.otiv~

process.

From this the Jesuits were able to establish their form

of instruction, the preleetion, which is

8.

vi:i.riety

or

the l ecture .

There also arose about the same time the d i sciplinary method of i n struction whioh did not last

l on~

because of ·the i dea of making learn-

ing a ha r dship.
The i deas which have a ff ected the method s of modern educo.tion

began .d th the method of' sense reali s m established by Comenius..

He

could. be said to have be.gun the theory of' ti.udio-visua.l teaching, e.1-

though in its very crudest form .

Rousseau added to this the use of

fee l ing; in teaching and close l y following him came Pesta.lozzi, Her...
ba.rt, and Froebel with their coneeptions on t .e use of object lessons,
the .formal steps of l earniYlg, and sonli'-activity .

John Dewey took ·the

theod.es of all these men and enle.rged them into his probl0m method.

Using De;rey ' s basic forms Kilpa triok este.bl:i.shed his proj ect method and

Morrison advanced his unit plan system..

Ail of these theories led to

the socialized reci ts:ti on as a change fr om the old form of teacher

cantered classrooms .
This short survey has given a better understanding of tho methods
used in the public school or today and the reaso11s for using 'chem.

It

is apparent the:!:; the methods employed ha.ve almost entirely develc1ped

from the philosophy of Comenius, Rousseau and those following.

.An

inves t igation of these theories gives us the reason for the conditions

found in the public schoolrooms of today .

I
\

Clii PTER III

PUBLIC SCHOOL ME'l'EODS IN THE TEACHING 0

ENGLISH

The purpose of this chapter "was to investigate the material set
forth by the authors of the textbooks on teachhlg i n tho public school
English field, a.nd from this information esta:bl:lsh the e ssentials need-

ed by the teacher of English in the public schools.

The essentials

were i'ound to be a. knovtledge of academic qualifications, professional
qualifications, the responsibili ies and problems of the teacher of

English, the problems in reading and listening, the problems ir writing
e..11d spee.king, and the teacher of English :ln a damoore;tio nation.

There are maIJ.y textbooks used by c olleges in training their
s·tudents for teaching i:n the field of English, but they have about
the same type of materie.1 presented in them.

Therefore, it was neces-

sary to exe.mine a number of the texts and then select the information

needed to show the methods recommended for t he public school teaching
of EngHsh.

All of the books inspected seemed to begin with e. listing

of the qualifications of an English teacher.

A li st of these quali-

fications wa s compiled from the various books.
Academic Qualifications
(1) The capab le teacher is ab l e to rea d well. both
si l ently and aloud.
(2) The capable teacher can speak and wr:i.te clearly

and agreeably.
(3) The competent English teache r has read very widely.
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(4) The competent teacher has a knowledge of literary
history.
(5) The capable teacher knows hov1 to show the present
social implications of literary selections . and
this is an academic competen cy closely related ·to

professional ones .

(6) The capable English teacher

has soma idea of the
rela t i onshi ps be·tween English and other areas of
lea.ming.

(7) The capable English teacher- is more than dimly

aware of the existence of movies ; stage
newspapers . and re.dio programs.2°

plays~

Pr ofessi onal Qualifications
( 1) 11.bi l ity in p l ~mning a co urse of study :i.n Engli sh ..

(2) Skill in providing for individual differences .
(3) Competency in improving students' reading .

(4) Competency in arousing interest in literature and
appreciation of it.•

(5) Skill in improving students 1 oral and wl"i tten
English e

(6) AbilUy to teach satisfactory listening ha.bits.

(7) Skill i n guiding

co~aurri cu

ar act vi.ties.

( 8) Ability to lead classes through semester after
semester fi lled with stimulating, broadening.
and pleasant hours . 27

The Responsibilities and Prob l ems of the Teacher of English
In dealing with the responsibilities

nd problems that conf:t·ont

a teacher of English the shared responsibilities we.re dealt with fil•st

and then

th~

individual ones oonsidered .

Aocording to the books con-

sulted , the public school needs to guide its students toward seven
goals: health, command of fundamenta l processes . worthy home membership.,

\

\
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vooation. c itize nship, \"To1•thy use of l e isure . and eothical character .
Of oourse, all of the public school teache r s share in working tows.rd.

these goals a.nd. therefore, the English teacher has partial re s ponsi=

bility for each goal.

His responsibility on each of these seven goals

can be summed up in this manner:

( 1) Health refers not only to a

sound body but also to a sound mind.

Through choosing liters.tu1•e

ca.re~

fully, and through helping the students to think s-traight, the English
teacher may do much to assure his students of mental health.

(2) Re a.din',

wri tin', and 'ri thmtio a.re gene rally regarded as the fw1da.mental proc-

essas.

To those might be added speaking a.nd listening. and certainly

straight thinkb:ig.

The English teacher has a heavy responsibility il'l

teaching the fundamental processes.

(3) Problems of home life

a.11 be delegated to the home economics teacher.

In this era,

c~.nnot

when

divorces are more frequent than ever before, and when some alarmists
say that home life is as nearly extinct as the bison, the challenge
of teaching worthy home membership is a real one.

Democratic class-

room procedures may result eventually in greater democre.cy in homes .

I

Such books as .!!:!.!_ Iea.rlil1g, !:_ Peculiar T1-ea.sure,, and
may throw new light on family relationships.

~With

Father

Class or panel discus-

sions on home problems of' today are not outside the p1•ovince of the
English teacher.

(4)

In some high schools 6 a portion of the senior

year is set aside by the English teachers for a unit on

vocations.

Often this unit proves to be one of the most popular and p rofitable

in ·the curriculum.

Even though the teacher of English may not devote

an entire unit to vocations. he may well encourage supplementary reading on suoh a worth-while topic and thereby earn the lasting; gra/citude

of some students.

(5) Intelligent citizenship is the basis of

e.
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democracy.

In both composition and literature the teacher of Eng-

lish may unobtrusively f'oster better oitizanship.

(6) The Ent;lish

teachar shares the responsibility of guiding toward worthy
leisure.

usG

of'

Probably ·!;he tavern and the burlesque ahoYT will never lack

p3.trons -

including some English ·teachers -

but life fortunately

does offer recreat ion more wholesome than peering at lags and
zli:ng liquor.

guz ~

Sinoe the amount of' leisure time has more than doubled

during the past century, the problem of satisfactory outlets for
energy not used in work ht<.s increased propor·tionately.

The English

teacher is doing; society a favor if he can convince h i s students that

it is fun to write le·tters that their frieuds will enjoy receivlng.
if he can instill in them a genuine love of literatura ( in contract
to a cold respect for it: ), and i.f he can hel p them to differentiate
bet-vraen good and bad eritertainment in mo·i;ion pictures and radio pro-

g1-e.ras.

(7) The English teacher shares w:i. t h all other teachers -

with the church and the home -

and

the responsibility of developing in

his students an ethical character.

Thro gh helping his classes to

apprec i ate li'cera.ture and through training them in writing and speaking, the English teacher may help keep society• s hope replenished.
Perhaps " right" and "wrong" are relative ter1 s 9 not absohltes.

even though that is true, there

!!!:.

serve as guides to human oonduct e

But

stundards of rightness that may

Through reading; , writing ., listening;,

a nd speaking, those standards may be defined .
Beyond the shared respons bi lities that have just been

cussed, the teacher of English is faced
that is completely his own.

of school subjects .

\\i

dis~

th a special responsibi Hty

English I-as been oe.llad the most complex

The ohief reason is that English has indefinite
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boundari es .

is small.

The area that oan be described as English pure and simple

In fact, it may not exist at a.11, for even grammar, pu:notua=

tion , a nd " My Last Duche ss" hava ramifications far outside the fi e ld

that is customarily designated as English.
The indefiniteness of t he boundaries of Eni;Hsh is caused by two
facets.

( 1) English is in pa rt a tool s ubject; such things

for meani ng, organizing a paragraph,
sentence , or ms.king a

~v-erb

sp elling~'

3.S

re ading

punctuating a

agree with i ts subject are tool s

tha:t;

t he

students ma.y use in their other s chool subjec·cs and in the lives outside of school.

(2) The second c.a.use of va gue boundaries is that li teI""·

a"ture must be about some-thing 11 and " s ome thing" mny be art 11 economios 11

zoology, or any other r e alm of man ' s knowledge .
Because English does overlap other subjects , s oma educators have

declarad tha.t English should not be taught as a separate subject.
there is o. need for the t eache r of English -

But

for the -teacher who :reicog-

ni zes one big responsibHi ty in tea.chin€ the vague ly defined :subject we
call Eng li sh .

The.t r as ponsib i li t-1 is the improvement of verbal com-

munioation .
The work of the Engli sh teacher i s to improve both phases of the
process

or

communicat3.on : sendin.g a nd recei ving.

The Eng;lish teacher

assists his students in sendi ng by teachi ng; them the skil l s of · triting

and speaking. and he ass i sts them in rece iving by improving their
ability t o re e.d and to lis ten.

Ee knows that his s tudent s, to

get

along well in this c omp le x world, mu st be ab le t o make thei r meanings
cles.r to others a.nd understand

hat others are s aying to them .

A fev1 years ago, a researcher listed all the aims
\

\

tei:i.ching that he cou ld find in print.

Re disc over.e d the

or .English
somewhat
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e.stonishir~

total of 1, .581 a i ms .

If his resea!.'eh

up to date, the number might exceed t ro thousand.
there a.re only 180 school. days per year .

'NEH·e

to be brought

But in most schools

To attain two thousand aims·

is :impossible; to attain one large and worthy aim is not only possible
but desire.ble .

and worthy.

The aim of improvement of communication is both large

If attained to a considerable degree, it can do much to

improve mutual human understanding and to decrease man's inhumanity

to man .
The aim

or

wri ting, speaking,,
ita rian to
T e

~ome.

impr ving communication through the betterment of
!"&9.di1lg,

"v~11eire

and listening may seem excessively

util~

does literat ure coma in?" ma.y well be asked.

.nswer, of course, is that l i teratt.lre is included under read ng;.

An author communioates his thoughts and his emotions via t 1e :;Jrinted

page .

The teacher guides his students tm•rn.:rd a l·ich understanding of

what the a utho1· was attempting; to convey; he makes the
purposeful ,, enj oyab l e ,, and as competent as possible .

ct of reading
Although

no

rea.der wilJ. ever be abla to underst and comp l etely what Keat s was trying to communicata in the "Ode on a Gracj_an urnn (or what any

othar

Wl"itar has ever tried to commur1i cate), there are va rying degrees of
understandin 0 •

The teacher increases t his understanding

hig;hes·t point ·t;hat each individua l can reach .

to

the

He does as much as ha

can to oppose insularity. to cros s the miles that separate all human
beings . 28

The Probl ems in Reading and Listening
In reading (meanil:'l_g litera·ture, too), these are the chief prob=
lems faced by the teacher:

\

(l) Individual Dii'ferenoes ..... A range in
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I.Q.'s and reading abi lity, as well as in ages and inte re sts .

Hovf can the teacher select literarjr materials which wil l

probl em:

he.ve appeal and value f' or all members of the c lass, and teach

such a

The

~·a.y

in

that t he c l ass may bec ome confirmed in the habi t of read(2) I m? rovement of Rea.ding .Ab ility -

ing lite rature of g ood quality?

The problem:

How can the teache r raise the r e ading leve 1 ot t he

poor~

est readers , and at the same time develo? further the ability of' the
others?

(3) :?fotivation -

For many students, the club which we call

a report oa.rd is a s ufficient incentive to work.

But the w"ise teacher

of literature knows that students who road only to earn a. g rade often
do not learn to love reading.

It is easy t o motivate a fev1 students

even without grades, because the most capab le or mos t ambitious stud=
ents are usually se lf-starting and virtually
self-sta rte r s are all too rare.
one type of motivation h; needed.

s elf~propelled.

With the othe r students, more than
The problem:

How can the teacher

l eHd students to 'Nant t o read more and better literature ?

tion and Apportionment -

But the

The problem:

(4) Selec-

Eov•, from the host of material

B.vailable, can the teacher select that v.rhioh vrill be most helpful to

his students?

What proportion of the class time should be devoted to

classic literature, to contempora.ry literature., to reading;
uot Lite r atu re , and to ea.ch type of literature?

~hich

is

(5) Arrangement

• fter t he litera ture Jco be studied has been chosen, the arrangement of
the selections must be decided.

Haphazard organi zation is likely to

result i n :more-haphazard-than-usual learning.

Lite rary se l ection s may

be presented accordi ng to types , presented i n chr onologica l orde r ,
grouped in units based on central themes, o r grouped around student s'
experiences .

I

l

I
\

The problem:

'With the particular class , how can

the

teacher arrange the selections most effectively in order to improve
communication bet·veen author a.nd student ., and to encourage
reading?

{6) Approaches -

:f'ur,.the:e

Just as a choice must be made in arra.ng=

ing the materials or the oou1•se, :so one must be made in de·termining
the approach to each selectio11

01·

group of related selections.

The

six basio approache s are these: the histo rica l, in whi ch the

emph~.sis

is upon the author and the ba ckground of the selection; the

socio-

psychological, which emphashes the socia.l e.nd psychological aspects
o±' the literature; the emotive , stressing the beauty or Jche plea.sure
implicit in the selection; ·the di a.ctic, involving a study of

the

aut or ' s purpose; the parap rastic, involving a summary of what the
author has said; and the analytical , y;hi ch attempts a st·udy of the
s election on t!1e b sis of its literary charac·teristics.

The problem:

What criteria should the teacher use in de"'i-;ermining the best approaches
to employ with aach se lectio.n?

(7) Out.side R<sading -

Every English

teacher require s , or at l ea st encciura· es ., s ..,udents to read material il1
addition to that rea.d by the c ass a· a whole .

To some students , the

opportunity -to do outside reading is welcome; others oonsid9r it onerous , an und!3sirable chore.

di tional ''book

re~ ort dayn

Nearly all studen·i;s quie ly dates·t a tra-

on vnioh each is expected to discuss his

book in acaordauce with some rae.ding formula .

The problem:

How can

students be led to \Yant to read e:..:tensively and at progressively higher
levels; e.nd how oan the_r reports be made boi,;h plea ant a:ud helpful!
(8) Listening -=- Reading is the act of i-eca:iving. by means of the eye
and the

nex~vous

system, a communicatio:n :n written or printed symbols

which have been infused with meanin .,
cei ving,

\
\

Listening is the act of re-

y means of the ear and the nervous systen1; a eommunica:tion
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in audible symbols which have been infused w-H;h meaning ..
raadin~

Since both

ru.1d listening involvs receiving a com.'111.mice.tion, one may

rightly expect some similarity between the two acts.

'ii. W., '.Jnti'ield

has pointed out these similariMes:

(a)

Pu1~oseful lis tenin~,

ike purposeful readine;,

is more successful the.n that which is without
purpose.

(b) tistaning, like reading_, is of various types,
each of which must be imstered through practice.
( c) Careful listening, like careful reading , im•ol ves

attending;

(givln~

one's mind) to what is being

c0Il1!!11mi ca.·eed .

(d) Semantio dangers (p rob lems in word meanin 0 } are
even g:rea-t; er in listanilig than in r~ading . 29
The problem :in teaching listening may be s tated thus:

How can

the

teacher make purposefu l, disorimina ti n,g; listm e rs of his students ?30
The

Proble~1lS

in Writing e.nd Speaking

The teacher also faces problems in tLa field of writir10 and
speaking, such e.s:

( l) Indbridual :)ifferences -

The problem:

Gbren

suoh varied levels of ability, hovr can the teacher provide 1.1riting and
1

speaking; ao·1;:i.-v-i ties whioh will brlng each s t udent above his present
level?

{2) Motivation ~

Tha problem:

Eow

C<!m

the teacher motivate

a.11 members of h is class to follow a lingui s tic pat ern that is aecepted by oa.pa.ble speakers and writers?
ment -

(3) Selectio:n and Apportion-

'Jnde.r the heading of writing and speaking a.re suoh topios a.s

o~ganization ,

grammar, syntax, punctuation and capitali zation. spelling,

and various ty:Jes of oral English.

Each of these topic s., in turn, is

divided into a considel"able number of subtopics.

Most of the subtopics

need to be taught; e.nd reta.u&ht during the high school years.

I
I
I

\

The problem:

Which subtopics should be t9.ught in oach
be devoted ·to eaoh?

~rear?

How much time should

In \vltat order may the topics and subtop' cs be

taug;ht more effectively?

(4) Approaches -

The problem:

·what ap-

proaches br:i.ng best z·esults in teaching each phase of wri ting and

spaakin~?3 1
An e:xcellent example was found in. the textbook.

.£.£ ~ Sch~~

Engl_!.~h ,,

~ !~~!_1~

to illustrate the methods used to describe

the beginnings of the use of l ang;ua.ge,, as taught in the pulilic schools.
In the chapter anti tlad, nliovr To G?'ow Sentenees", of this text _. the
first section

!taS

called "P:repe.ring tha Soil and Pla.nt:i.ng" and it be=

ga.n with ·chis discussion entitled

11

The Basis

o:r the Langua e 11 ~
0

Dark, sha.ggy, it crouchsd behind a
bush overhanging a stream. Its hairy hand
shot dovm and scooped out a fish in a single

moment .

Soon another .

Then another.

A

grunt came 1"'rom its throat . It e..roi:H3 1 picked
up ·the three fish . and st S1rted trotting to=
ward its mate and t heir cub. As it trotteda
it stepped hard on a long, sharp thor:n and
shr:ieked. Its me:te oame running and stooped
to pull out t he thorn.
1U'ts~ ·~hey had eaten, it grunted. and
its mate grunted , and t he cub grunted .. One
fish still lay gasping; a f evf fee-t f'rora them .
They heard footsteps. Another shagbY figure
wa. ... edging ~coward them, to" .::1.l."d. their fish .

They growled and advar.ced toward the figure.
1·etr.eated in the direction of ·cha stream.

I-I;;

Pdmitive people they were.

tive .

Very pri.mi-

Fire thay knew only as a t ' ing to

fear ~

The wheel was millen..YJ.iums in the future.
More mill.enni,ms away were "the long reaches
of the peaks of song ., 11
Their language was anima l -like , an exp ression of tra.nsi tory fee lings , no'c ·choughts "
Grunts for satisfaction. shrieks for pain ;
growls for warning.
Had their l anguage remained grunts e.nd

grovrls and shrie 1 s, "civilized' me.n could
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never have existed ~ Behind each simple or
complex thing that contributes to our civi ~
lization = radio, trains , insur.9..noe.ii schoo l s 11
money, house s , shoes - is complex human
thov,ght. Behind every compl9x thought a.re
many sentences. Very primitive ma. h~d no
sent anc1;;s. Eis utt eranc~s were probably
combinations of interjGctions and verb$,
like ou1• "Ouohi '' which means "Hurtl" or l i ke
the dog's growl which means "Beware!"
But then someone, s ome unknown hero,
p robably by acciden·I; made the greatest
invention of a.11 time. The. t invention was
not t he wheel, bi..rt the noun. ·when the noun
wa s i:nven·ted , man really be gan his mareh
away from animality, the long march tovro.rd.
an unknovm destina:l;i on.
With invention of ·the noun ca.me the
poten tiality of complex thought-putting one
and one toge the r , oonstruotive thought as
opposed to mere reaction or imitation.
There came the pos s ibility of transmi tting
info:rms.tion mo re complicated than '' Go" 01·
"Burt" . Whe n a name was gi v en to the tiger,
that name cou ld be combined with the inte r=
jectional call t hat me ant "Come " to indfoats
that a tiger was corning. The name for fire
could be combined with the shriek that
meant " Hurtn, and a. chi l d could thus be
warned that fire is painful 9

Upon this tiny foundati on of a few
inta rjecti om\l verbs and the f irst noun was
built -the whole vast structure of the world's
lan~uages as we know t.}iem-t he who le st1~11c
ture of civilization. in facto Later thal'.l
the noun came the modifying; words-the ad~
j e etive and the adverb. Sti 11 later ca.me

the pronoun ~ t .e prepos ition. and the con°
j unction. But without the V•.9rb and noun.
these five parts of speech would neirer have
existed. Sentences, connected discou rse ,
would have remai ned

unknown ~

To the English tea chei· ,. ·these facts are
sign:i.f'icafft because the verb and the noun are
sti ll t he bases of 9ur language. Every s entence pos sesses, at least by implication. a
verb e.nd a noun or noo.m-s ub stitwte. To
ooltununioate in English~ one must be able to
put nouns and verbs -i:;ogether# and understand

t he nouns and verbs that ot he r s pu.t together)

I

'

\
I

2

1.1>
It is true the:t ·the

nou~n

and verb are important parts of the

English language today but the so-called facts just given are not
si g;ni.f'ica.nt when the t r ue p icture o!' the origin o.f the language is
studied.

A diiscussion of: thi s ·t;opic can be found in the chapter on

Christian School .methods in -the teaching of English.

The Teacher of English in e. Demo<n atie Nation
4

In preparing a conclusion t o the material presented in this
chapter it was felt that the author of one of the state t e xtbooks on
methods gave an excellent sununation of the 1?urposes of t h e inforruation given in his book.

Therefore it wa s used as a basis for the

summary.

It should be apparent from the foreg oing di scussion that the
teacher of English is not a comma hound, not a searcher for
not a resident of an ivory tower.

" e~rors ,

11

Ra.ther, he is an a live human being

deeply interested in developing his students into effective citizens
of a democratic nation.

11.fith Haro l d A. Amerson he believes:

The language arts are t he tools of democracy,
the instruments by which it implements and

perfects itself.

The goal of

En~lish

instruc-

tion in American education is universr:tl lite r acy on a hi£;h ple.riG and the employment of ·the
written and spoken •,vord for high pui•poses .33
The teacher of English conceives of e. democracy as a form
government in which all tho paopli:i contribute
their own dastinies and deGtiny.

t tJ

or

the v;orking out of

He conceives of i t as s. form of

gove n1ment i:n w'hi,.,h each human being; , by the mere f a.ct that he is
human, is iropo:rtant both to himself and to others.

The t e acher

thinks of his students as both pre sent and futura factors in the life
\

\
I

I
\
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of the democracy, each a pa.rt of a fami l y ,, a community ,, a sta te , a
natlon 11 and a wo r ld, each i mporte.nt to himse lf and to the groups of
which he is e. member.
To make his best c ontri bution to demooraoy, ea.ch person must

atta in knowledge and skills., emotional m t u:rity, and social
ment.

a.d j us~;~

The t eacher of English. thr ough h:i.s work in the improvement

of communication, th rough his

bui l ding of boa.ts to facilitate

ex-

change of information_, materials, and i deas among two billion islands 11
not only i ncreases the knowledge and ski lls

or

his student s , but al s o

helps them to mature emotionally and to adjust ·chemselves soc:lally.
The teacher of English i s one of the instruments f or the perpetua.tfon and the improvement of democracy.

Through his work :ln

help ~

:i.ng to create an irU'orruad, mat1..ire , and re a sonably harmon ious citizanry,
he serves hi s nati on and he serves hi s world .
task .

The t eacher

doe s not s e.y .11 !!Today

I t is a day after day

I shall teach demooracy. a

Rather, in each clas s and with each stv.dent .. a s the need or the opp or-

·tu11i t y a.rises , ha helps to demonstrate wha.t democra.oy really means .
He perhaps only occasionally uses the word " democracy. " but ·the thiug
itself i s constantly being illustrate , steadily being taught .. i n all
his c l asses .

The purpose has been to present a bi rd 1 s-eye view of the work
of the English t e a che r .

The work i s not easy ,

are heavy, the prob lems are nume r ous.

rasponsi ilitie s

But t he work of' the person who

taaohes people to c ommunicate with others better with them -

th~

to learn to get a long

is s timulating, pleasant. and rewa rding .

Whan it

is done well ,, i t gives the fe eling of keen satisfaction that comes only

i

\

l

to those who knoYI that they ha.ve accomplished worthily a worthy task.34

It was easy to give assent to the ideas put foFth in this man 9 s
summary, but i t did not go far enough..

There are far more important

responsibilities confronting the teacher of Engl i sh than equipping a
student to work ou·t his

democracy .

011m

de stinies and find a place to fit into our

It was very self-evident that God and all thoughts of re-

ligion had been left out O•:>mpletely.
In this chapter an effort was made t o study soine of the

quali ~

.f'i cations , obj eet ives ,, and problems of the pulJli c school English teacher

unde r the t our divis i ons of read ing,, listening,, writing ,, and speaking •
.An

e:ffort was also ma.de to interorat the objectives a s they were set

forth in the textbooks .

\
1

\

\

CFJ.PTER IV

PUBLIC SCHOOL lvIETHODS

I~

THE TEACHING OF TEE SOCIAL STDDIES

In t he last chapter the findings of the s tudy on methods used
in presenting English i n the pub li c schools were di scus sed.

I n th:ts

chapter the findings of the study on methods used in t he social studies
f i e l d were p resented .

These inc luded a s ecti on of introduction to the

field of the social studies., the source of mate rial, c:riteria for method
of procedure, the a ims of the social stud i es, the ob j ecti ves of'

the

social studies , the role of education., the kinds of changes to be ms.de

in pupils , the procedures of inst ructi on, the vitalization of teaching,
the five fo rmal He rba.rtian· s te ps , and miscellaneous i terns related Jco
me thod.

I n or der for a comparison to be made be·twaen the pu lie and

Chl"isti an schools,, it was necessary to inve stigate and present the view

of each.
Inti•oduct.ion

In a field a s la.:rge as that

was to establish the boundariese

or

t he soci al studi es the first s tep

It was concluded after much invest

~

ge.tion the.t the various sp ecific i"i elds of endeavor, discipiine., or subject matter whi ch

a ~e

conceived as ent eri ng i nto the concept of so ci al

s tud i es are : philosophy, h istory , political sci ence t ec onomi cs , sooiolot:;y, geography, e · hies , a na. many pho.ses of psychology.

I
\
I

!

subj ects have suodi visions .

So.me of these

iiistOr"/ , for example, has many aspec t s and

may be present ed fro m various vievrpoints .

It may deal with the progress
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and deTelopment or growth of a particular region, continent, or cow.1-

try, or of a

subdi ~ision

of some given unit.

Agai n, it may deal with

a particular institution, such as the church, the schoo l, the fru.ni ly,
the government, and so forth.

It may have to do with a particular

movement; sueh as the ri s e of democracy, 01."' ·itlerism, of Autoc racy,
ths agrarian movement , the Ii'ldustrial Revolution, t he development of
the Prot estan·t church, the rise and fe.11 o.f' feudalism, the
the

Refo~nation,

the deve lopment of commerce.

Renaissance ~

Still further. history

mie;ht deal with the rise a.nd influence of g;reat pe :rsona.lities, or with
the o rigi n e.nd s pread of philo sophie s and their bee.ring up on society.
It might cont"'ine its elf', as has been so cu stomary in the po. st, ·t o the
military activi ties of the :nations of the wor ld.

In a s imila r manner,

the othe r disciplines or subjects under t he general concept of

the

social studies c ould be broken up i nto more or less distinct parts or

subdivisions of the larger subjects.
It was also important to fi nd the nature o:t the fields as vie' ed
by the public school authorities, and a study of this revealed that they
felt a.s the growth of knowledge,, the development

or

science , the furth er-

.:ng of mechanical inventions, and the incree.se of population continue,
the socia l order becomes eve r more comp lex.

This greate r social

coru~

plexity demands more a.nd more empha:tically that the peop le, e specially
the leaders in society , become conversanb with the social o rde r , so
as t o fo rmulate proper ideas for the

C'

ntrol of t he ir

function adequately in gi.ving direction to society.

or

c i v::Hza.tion doe s not

human beings .

siropli~J

ow"t1

lives and to

The a dvanc ement

or minimi ze the demands made u::ion

On the contrary, as it makes human relationships more

involved, it lays progres s ively heavier demand s u on the individual as

\
\
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well as upon the social

group~

To meet this new and increasingly im-

portant obligai;ion, serious study and much lmowledg;e , together with

the control of the will and the emotions , become more and more impera ..
tive , if civilization

s to advance rather ~cha.n retrogra.de . 35
Source of Material

What is the source of the mate rial deal
studies?

with in the social

Is it the result of experimental effort, or is it a product

of thoug t and mental reconstruction?

Some social scientists would be

gla d to trace i·t entirely to the former; il1deed, so !le have even
ed to write social soience on that basis .

beer1 by no me ans successful .

attempt~

Such attempts , however, ha,ve

In practically all cases the writers who

scv.g;ht ·l:;o work on tha"G b e.sis alone gave very clear evidence that choice,

selection, and interpretati on entered in and, therefore, destro.,red the
purely scientif'ic procedure in which t hey were attempting to treat their
ma.terie.lo

I n some phases of social studies literature, the scientific

method has been too much neglected, and too much attention has been put
on thinking alone .
better be designate

Unfortunately, in some cases this thinking could
as a rearrangement of prejudices.

attempt to discredit writers in social science

·co

H; is not an

state that the purely

scientific: procedure is probably impossible, and that

i n all cases

thinking and evaluation ha e been employed , w:U;h no small amount of
prejudice or bias oreeping i n .

Probably the best of v1ri ters could no·!;;

avoid such an outcome even if they sinoerely tried.
The scientific method is nee ed in construoting; the material for
social studies courses, for at least four fundamental purposes :
gather e.nd authenticate knowledge , (2)

\

I
l

\

( 1) to

o accumulate those t-ypes of
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socis.l d.ata vhich are susceI;tible to ma.therna.tical treatment. (3) to
provide a basis upon wh ch to establish rules, regulations , and guid-

ing principles for conducting p rivate e.ffa.i rs a and (4) to provide adequate bases for drawing conclusions.
Unfortunately, some thinkers have drifted into the error of regarding the scientific procedure as a philosophy rather than merely as
a means to an end .

They, therefore, seek to write social science wholly

Coul d they succeed, 'che result would be a mere cataloging

objectively.

of isolated facts .

ifihile there is much va l ue i

fa.ct.s, it, however, remi nds one of t .e

which is properly called chronology.

e~rlier

the tabulation

types of written history,

For the rank and file of the popu-

lace, 0'ten for ·he rather we l l educated , such mataria
worthless .

of

would be larr;ely

The i11diYidual untrained in using this type of material t e nds

to be unable to dige st it. no me.tt.er how we ll authenticated t he fa.cts
presented are.

~any

hi

n

school graduates today have in mind an abun-

dance of f'e.cts in regard to the socia l s udies but

have very mediocra

ability in interpreting and applying them to social problems.

Thus ,

Vlri ters in the social sciences who claim to be entire l y scienti fic a.re

p:t"one to do very large l y e.s the ultra .. fund.&.mentalists in religion do.
The ultra-fundamentalist says that we 1nust accept the

ScriptL~res

ver-

batim, and then forthwith proceeds to interpret Scripture as he sees
it o

., o the socia.l scientist gathers his fs,cts. ch oses certs.in ones

for tabulation. and by this ve ry se lecti or1 ·.riola.tes the purely scientific mode .

It would be i mpossible in many instances for him to collect

and tabulate all data and. therefore , he must choose; and in so far as
choice enters he deviates

l"Olll his avo1ved plan.

The re.cts,

deas, and philosophies involved must be interpreted.

\

ta.tements.

Here again

a
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su.bjec'bive meth od must be employed .

This is not a critici sm of the

social sci e ntist follovdng this c our se .
t o him.

It is the o ly avenue open

All tha t is a sked of him is that ha proceed as impartially

s.nd from as unbiased a standpoint as is humanly p oss i ble.

Further~

more , i n dravnng his conc l us i ons , in making h i s ge ne ral i zation s and
inte rpretations , let him study his material s care fully and
:.;6
himse l f as fully as he can. "'

inform

Cri ta ria. for rEethod of Froosdure

Adequate se lection of me t hods of procedure in teaching deman s
a consideration of the a ims and function s of the particular subj ect
concerned.

Some materials of instruction should be careful l y mastered

a nd permanently r etai ned , while ot hers are of ephemeral value only.
The latt er may be ne eded to cl a rify the matters which should be mastared for

perman.enc~··

Some materials may be incorporate d in t he course

for b road general orien tating purposes 1 and some included merely t o
serve as challenges , to a. r ouse i nt e rest , to direct thought .

Indeed.

thara are many needs which war rant the i nclusion of gi ven materials ..
Obvious l y the funct i ons to be filled mu st be the chief determinant
of the metho

used.

Some material requi:re.s a we ll-organized l ecture

or telling procedure; some should be mamorized verbatim; some need
only suggest the general t .ought or gist of the course.

It

be folly t o use the same method of i nst r uction in a ll cases .

wou ld
Thi s .

however, is too ofte n donea in both "che primary a nd weconda.ry schoo1) 7

The Aims of' the
I

I

\

Sooi~.l

Studies

The a ims of the social stu ies as offered in the l ast

two
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decades deal very largely' ith: (1) the creation of attitu es and
ideals, (2) the development of spec ific abilities va luable in complex
social relationships, (3) the development and di raotion of critical

social judgments, (4) emphasis on social factors, such as cooperation,
change, self-confidence, control, and

~ ell=regulated

will and desire _

(5) the cultivation of appreciation which will tend to enhance human

welfare in our new complex industrial

order~

(6) the mastery of basic

facts and principles, not for vague cultural or oyolopedic
but for social

use~

(7) the

urposes,

production of definit~ behavior patt~rns

on the part o:t the individual for the enhancement of the welfare of

both the individual !.l.nd society in general..

I n brief, the aims a.ss\.Uile

more and more a functional aspact.3 8
The Objeotives of' the Social Studies
In this connection -there a.re ment:l.oned the ten items

in

Swindler's master 11.s"t of objectives , ou·t of whioh that writer believes all the specif'ic obj ectives of the social sciences for the
various courses should grovr.

They are: ( 1) basic fact. ( 2) funda.rnen-

tal principles. (3) practical abilities, (4) proper ideals , (5) oor-

r·aot attitudes . (6) sympathetic appreciation. (7) critical judgment.
(8) efficient cooperation.

{9)

reasoned se lf-confidence. and (10) so-

cially directed will and desire.39
Also mentioned is
general objectives

or

Swindl~ r's

list of the most frequently stated

this soo:i.9.l studies, ( 1) promotion of socio-civio

efficiency, {2) familiarity in tlH:i use of information as basis

fo'!f'

judt;ment and as an end in itself. (.3) making; the present world in-

I

\

I

telli ~ible ,,

(4) oreating a. desire for intelligent, willing pat•ticipatio:n
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in civic and social activities ,

(5 )

development of knowledge

and

( 6) de-

apprec i ation of civic duties, rights, and respons i bilitie s,

velopment of power to eva lua ta facts, and of c lea.r; independent

thinking and j udgment , ( 7) creation of kaow l edge and a-ppreci ati ou
of the principles unde rlying sound and endlll·ing government

and. so-

ciety, ( 8) promotion of bro d interests, to l erance . sympathy ~ and so

forth,

(9) increasing of nowladga and appreciation of t he

past as a

background for the present,. (10 ) f'urt hera.nce of love of count ry and

intel ligent patriotism. 4°
The f or egoing is by no mea ns an exhaustive li st of the proff erad aims of s oc ial studies , and no attempt has been made at or6anize.tion or classifi cation .

It i s evident that these aims a.re by no

means mutually exc l usive, and that the re i s tremendous ove rlapping.
Some of t hem a. r e p r obably questionable; soma a r e of great value ,. but
they are all he l d by mos t publi c sch ool a.uth ori ties .

There probably

i s no gene rally accept .d list of aJ.ms for the social studi es ,
probably there never can be.

and

However , if the teacher of the socia l

studies is thor ough l y aim-consci ous and ente rs upon hi s work wi th sinc erity , he will be ab l e to

o:rmulate for h i s depa.rtruant and for the

various courses an accep·ca.ble category of aims

whic~h

wi ll lead

a n outcome of definite behavior patt erns in the pupil .

definiteness to achievement and

val~

to

ins t~uction .

toim~.rd

I t wil l lend
It seems that,.

in so fal' as behavior pat te r ns are con ce rned, t he persons who have
maj ored in the socia l sciences 5.n college cannot be d istingu ished f rom
those who have maj ored i n ot.1-ier fields of learning;.

If this is true ,

and genera l obser vation indicat es the veracity of thi s statsment, it
is rather a sa.d commentary upon the renults obtained from the social
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studies , since the greatest possibilities for the building of ideals,
cha racter~

citizenship , and desirable behavior patterns seem to l ie

within their s cope .

Obviously, knowledge alone is not sufficient, but

combined v;ith a propel"' method o1' procedure it has g reat po·tentia lity
for good to sociaty and to the i ndividuals c omposing i t &Lil
The Role of Education
An examination of ba sic institutions, trend s , tensions, problems ,

s tandards of values , and i deals should re veal the ro le to be played by

education i n .America.

Such examination indispu·cably shows that there

is a trend t oward a much closer integration and interdep ende nce, i n
soc i ti.l and culture.l

activities ~

of a ll olasse s in Ame rican society.

Distance has, in a large measure , been annihi ls.ted , and a new economic
o rde r clearly is appeari ng in the trend a.way f rom t he ag;e of economic
a.nd governmental individua.lism and laissez -faire.
type of' collectivism is clearly emerging.
form?

A new order of some

Wha t vd.11 be its nature and

If educati on p roperly fills it s role, the adjus t ment may come in

a:n orderly w-ay /1 rather than in e.. cataclysmi c upheaval such as ha s in the
past quarter century shaken the foundations of large areas of the world .

It remains a matte r of philosophy, t h en, t o determine what role
schools shm.lld ple.y i n ushering in and di re ct:tng it.

the

fi'th a dequate ly

prepared t eachers and e. prope rly arranged curriculum. Atoorican s ociety

rna.y, to a great ext ent. be safeguard.ad from ca.ta.strophe by the :i'unotion-

ing of the public schools, particularly through the soc i al studies. 42
Kinds of Change s to be Made in Pupils
In 'Ghinking of education i n the light of producing desirable

I

I

\
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it is necessal"'IJ to in ica.te the genera l direction toward

change ,

which chang;es should be made in t e l earner as an outcome of wo r k i n

th.e s ocial studies.
of change

The fol.lowing are a few of t he outstanding types

which merit the definite

consideration of the educator:

(1) The student should have an acquisition, an a.ccwnul ation, and a
comprehension of a large qua.nti ty of i mportant information.

(2) He

should have reasonable fs.milia. r i ty vd th deper1do.ble s ou:rces of infor-

ma.t ion dealing; ;;ith the ::iroblems of the p r esent age , in its various
aspects.

(3) lie should have an wrlersta.nding of the te chnical vocabu-

l a:rias employed , so that he may wisely u se t hase various sources of
information.

(4) lie sh ould develop a bi lit;y il'i adequa1;e utilization

and interpreta-Cio11 of de.ta. dealin2; wl t h social prob lems.

(5) He s i ou ld

develop skill in sensing current social problems , in inv·estigating them
and i n arriving at sane t entative s olut i ons.

(6) His interes·t.s should

be turned from se lf toward gener8.l human welf are .
velop a reasonable

de~ree

of immunity to mali ci ous propaganda

demagogue ry, in order the.t he
above.

(7) Ee should da =

ma.~1

and

perform well the functions mentioned

( 8) lie should n ot only be conversant with significant facts

and principles , but also be a.bl a to apply them to the prob lems coni'ronting society .

( 9) He should ha.ve int e:rest in reading about social

p ro lems and abi lity to discuss t hem in an

opeu~mincled

and dispassion-

ate . but convincing , ·way , so as to retain a. sensitivity to

socia.l prob-

lams and act inte ll igent l y in the sweep of current trends.

(10 ) He

should form a habit of working cooperatively with othersa s o that he
ma.y aid in promotin& t he

eneral human we lfa r e .

( 11) In making con-

c l us:i. ons rela.tive to important social matters. he should develop the

I
\
Ii
\

ha.bi·t of collecting a nd eva l uating evi dence, rather than proceed on a

1-3

basis of prejudice . ·
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The Procedure s of Instruotion

The methods or procedures of instruction employed in

the

public schools fall under about thirteen heads. s.s follows :

01>a.l,

textbook j question and answer-, topieal.., source , problem, proj ect,
indiv i dual, uni t .., thesis-response, supervised study, testing

examining, an

The
ma.king

~nd

the socialized procedure .

dvi sability 2£_ aking Distinctionso

clear~·cut

The advisabil i"t<J of

distinotions betlvaen the t e chniques mentioned a ove

is questionable.

No one method can -;e ll be used in isolation.

There

i s great overl apping, and becoming a doct rinaire of any particular
procedure is disastrous.

The oniy j ustification for ma.king distinc

tions is for purposes of discussion and concentra.ti.on of' t hought.

practice, however . the teacher wil l

ind i t

~dvisable

0

In

to have a broad

view and to see clearly t e advantages and disadvantages of the various
procedures il1 t e light of the me.teris. l deal t with, nature

of

t e

pupils . time available, and aims of the pa rtioul s.r de..y or uni t of work.
In brief, good teaching is nothing more or l ess than wise app l ication
of sound princip le s of psychology to the use of instructi ona
for t;he building of behavior patterns a nd the creati on and
ment of ha.bits .. attitudes, and ideals in the learner..

mate ria ls,

establish ~

In some instances

the clear-cut use of one procedure will prove to be more ef1.. ica.cious

than another, while in others indeed in pra ctically al l, instances , mor e
than one must be used. l!l.iThe

~

Groups.

The thirteen procedures mentioned above can

be classif'ied into two lc.rge groups , namely : the authoritati ve

the clevelopmental e

and

The authoritative method is ma.de up essentially
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of oral instruction. ·text.book and reference uti i zati on, and direct

sensory experience .
or

prob lem~solvin

The devel opment a l group comprises the deductive
me t ods 8 the Socratic_, which is a specia.l type of

the deductive procedure employed by Socrat ,s , and the inductiv·e

generalizing method .

An

e.na. lysis

or

the thirteen techniques

or

cited

wi ll r eveal that, whe n ade qua tely em ployed , aach is a combine.tion of

the authoritative and devel opmental ma thod s.
These two g;roups of procedures have their resp ective a dvantages

and disa.d-van·!;ages.

The pa rt icular points of a vantage of' the aut 1ori~

(1) It s aves t;· me .

tative method may be stunmarized thus :

t hat need to be present ed are hardly

or

the use of the developmental procedure .
of ·cime wou l d be enta iled i

!wany items

suffici ent me rit to warrant
Think wha t a t remendous vraste

all items of' knowl edge that the individua l

gains in school had to be a.cqui e d. by ...he dev l oproental me thod~

can be used to make a. g r eat dea.

(2) It

of ma t e ria l i'unct.'..on in the lif·e of the

l ea r-.aer in inst ncas where -the use of the developmenta l procedure

ould

be impractica l or even i mp oss ible.

of

Thi s is true with all classes

ma nta ity ~ b ut particularly with the l ess mentally a l ert pupils.

(3) Its

us e demands less tra i ning and e :fficiency than are required by the de -

ve l1,pmenta. l me t h od .
advantage for

~

method , but it mus·l; be r emembered that practi cal si t;..i~

ations ro.ust bo me

to be desired .,

It may appear q.ias ·tionable to present this as an

and t!1a.t the training of teachers sti ll leaves much

(4) I t l ends itself t o the development of' a subjeo·l;

i n logical order moN read ily than does the developmental plan .

ill~

though t here . is much di scuss ion of logica l versus psychologic0.l presen=
tation 1 much of it is nothing short of nonsensical.

I

\

The re is no :reason

why a ll l ogi cal orde r should be spurned and ru l ed ou1.~ in t.~e presentation
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o~

materiul&

Indeed , in many instances its preservati on is

desirable ~

( 5) It tends in large measure to guard against wide digr.:::ssion auc1 ·l:;hus
aids in a dirao t approach to goals » when these are wi sely se l:; up .

I·t

is, of course; "90ssible to digress in the authoritative procedura as
well as i n the deve opmenta l,, but in the former process such error is

lass commo11.
The developmental

rocedure also has pronounced advantages over

the authoritative method , among which are the following:

( 1) It pro-

vides a better opport unity for study of the individua l student; under

it. his manner , tempe r ament , method of study, and other cha r ac t eristics
can be mo r e read i l y observed .

( 2) I t i s better ca l culated to increase

t he i::iterasts of the l earner, i n ·t ha t he becomes a finder, an originator.,
an explorer , or a discoverer e
vividness .
but ,

(3)

In many i nstances it offers increased

This gai n varies , of' course , with teachers and other factors;

n general, a developmental prooedure , through its provision

for

exploration e.nd di sco-'l"ery , tenc s in thi s r esnect to be sunerior to the
other method .

(4) It affords better opportuni ty for ma.ki ng associations

that fui'ther re t ention and more adequate perspective.
creases comprehension.

Item s whi ch are d i scovered through this procedure

are likely to be bette ;· unde1·stood by the learner .
itse l f is a factor in retent~on .

gott en knowledge .

(5 ) It also in-

(6)

Such understanding

It aids in rec onstruction of for-

Information gai ned through any procedure is likely

to be forgotten , but for g;ott en items acquired through a devel opme tal
process can more often be reconstructed than can those arrived at in
another manner .

lt"'or instance ,, i

is a. together likely that a person

may fo :i.\ ,et the rule for finding the a r-aa

or

a circle .

is

But

possible to show that if one remembers how to find the araa

of

a
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rectangle, one can proceed directly in the redevelopment of the rul
for finding; the area of a circ a.,

(7) It is superior in

establish~

ing; certa:i.n traits o:f particular value; as , for examp l e, self-oo!lfi1,c::

dance., self'-relianee, and the power of thinking a problem through • ....,..;
The Vitalization of Teaching
The vita li zation of teaching merely refers ·to a reve l ation of
reality and to produc i ng; real understandi ng of ·the matter taught in
such a way that the school subject matter a.otua.lly functions in

conduct arid behavi or patterns of the learner .

the

In brief, then, vi tali-

zation refers to the production of intelligibility, meaning , reality,
and e.

sensin~

of actualities, all these to be evidenced by the learner,

not merely in words , but in conduct and behavior patterns as well.

It

is admitted by the authorities of the field that much teaching in the

social studies is by no means vitalized .

Therefore , e. number of pro-

cedures ar0 discussed that should be used in vitalhir1g the social stud-

iss teaching .
~i~

yersus Psychological 9rder .

Some subject matter can wall

be dealt with in the ?SYC ological order, under problem, project, or
unit organization.

But within this psychological order some material

must be treated from the s t anduoint of lo6ical organization.

In other

subj ects , such as ma.themati cs and certain phases of science, tha logical order may make more demand than the social studies .

But to ruth-

lessly sat aside the idea of logical organization of subj ect; matter
tends to produce a

hodge~podge

of scat·l;erad and unrelated ideas , and

this is particularly true in social studies.

There is nothi ng wrong in the organization of material

\

in a

logical order.

The error comes vfhen such material is not dealt with

in the classroom in such a way as will relate it to life and to me.terial preceding and fo lloviing, at least in cases where relation can
readily be established.

It is impossible to say j ust how far either

of' these orders of presentation should be followed.

r

ei the:r is a

cu:re=all ,. and common sense must be exercised in deoiding .. 46
Corr·alation versus Fusion.

The best vrri ters in the fie ld favor

cor1·elating the various disciplil1es in the social studies with

one

another and with other sub j ects , rather than fu sing them i nto one subject o r breaking dotm subj ect matter lines completely for all school

subj ects.

One of' the most excellent means for vitalizing

is to correlate whatever is taught
rences in life in generalo
ve rsus planned correla ion .

1.ili th

inst1~<.tction

other sub j ects and with occur-

Under this shou d be considered incidental
The latter is preferable , since incidental

in most cases ·!;urns out to be accidental.

Here is a casa in which the

admini strator as well as the teacher must fl;.nd; i on .
functi oning should not be of an autocratic type ,

Obviously,, s .ch

emanding th.at forced

corre l ations be made in a multiplicity of' respects.

If the whole pro-

gram of education be analyzed, it will become evident that some subjects

provide particu l ar opportunities to strass certain thine;s, i;rhile others
lend thernsel-ves better for stressing other matt ers , to produce a richer
l ife for the learner.

Such pl:inlled co i-elation will guard a gainst un-

desirable omissions , overem1Jhe.sis , and unnece s sary a.nu undesirable

overlapping . 4 7
Visual .Aids.

.Among; the v sua. l aids prominently used for ?ital-

izine; s ocial s·tudi es mate ria l are maps, globes , graphs , models . pictures ,
slides, stereographs , film • and so for -th.

\
I
I

I

Right ly us ed, they are of

marked va l ue in inc:re asini; rea l ism and int elligibility, but it is not
difficul t to find misuse of val uable and expens i ve thing s

or

this kind.

Globes and maps can b e used to gree.t advantage 3.n vitalizing various
phasas of the social studi es , but the i r i.nere use wi ll not ne cessarily

result in vitalization.

T~ s a

illllstrative helps mu st not becoma mere

playthings for the pupils or j ust something to use as " but1y work .. "
:Moreover, in the p:r·osentat ion of material a semb l ance of attention, on

the pa rt of ·bhe pupil , does not mean act ual att enti on .

a

Sometime s

pupil seems atten-tive but in reality is absorbed with the mechanism or
some special part of the illustrative material and is ob livious to what

the teacher i s trying to drive home .

Any t-,ype of' illustrative material

should be used wi t h t he aid of di rected observation and study .

The

poi nts to be o served a.nd emphas .... zed must usually be i ndicated b

the

teacher, and the learner must be guided by teache r activity.4B
Se lf~impositicn ::!_Tasks~~

Part of Pupils .

A task whic1

pupils deli erate ly ch oose and i mpose upon th•3mselves, vrill , under some
conditions at least, hold their attention .

On t he other hand, it is

easily possible that some , i n a moment of enthus i asm, will impose tasks
upon themselves wH:hout full realization of ·he obligations invol ved rud
u~ll

soon tire of them.

Indeed, if self-imposition of tasks means that

the whims and present interests of' pupils are to determine the schoolroom
activities , i t is a psy chological fallacy .

If, on the other hand ,

t

means that the -ceacher must so presen'c t e.sks , obl:lgations, and challenges

that pupils will enter into them in a who l ehearted and inte r est ed way,
it is an excellent means f or vitalizing

Di stinatio1! between i nowing

nstruc·tion )~9

~Merel .

Remambe i:;tng .

The

psycho~

logical doctrine ths.t interest bege ts attention is only half the truth,,

I
l
I
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since it is equally true that e.tten·!;ion begets interest ,.

In

the

light of this , a fundamental means of vitalizing social studies material is to ma.ke a. de f inite distinction bet een knovnng the material
and merely remembering it .

If pupils can be led to feel this distino-

tion so that they really want to know rather than merely to posse s s
the a ilitj• to repeat f acts a.nd get a passing mark .. a l ong way t o'imrd

vitalizing i nstructim:ia.l material wi ll have been t raveled.

If a pupi l

can be induced to Sl?end time in t he Jl1as·t;e r y of his social studies ma-

tarial , to look at it from various angles, to raise questi ons about it,
to challenge the author, to apply it to the actual ties of life , and
to make comparisons of vj_ews , then knowledge rather than mere memorized

material will be the outcome.

:Vhe re knowledge actually exists and the

material is seen in relation ·bo the actual ities of life , vitalization

bas been accomplished . 50
Self ~ activity

..£!

Learning by Doing .

Learni ng by

doin~ ,

i ng; throur;h se l f-activity., has become practically a .,loga.n
and

i~

founded upon an excellent psychological basis .

or learn-

n aduoation

Although there is

much pass i ve learning , in the sense that the student si mply absorbs much

by way of our mores and

o U.-ways as a. rcsul t of contao·!:; with ·i tu a ti ons

in practi cal exper ence ., it is essentially true that learning is

the

result of self-actiYity; that is, he learns by doin6 e

These terms have

rei'arence to menta l , as well as to phy sical , activity.

There must be

a challenge, an actual participation on the part o

the learner .

an

analysis , a questioning;, a. seeking for full. understanding and knowledge ,
rather than a mere learning or remembering of facts .
or physica l situations, actual participation» whereve

I n either mental
realis t ically

possible , is doubtless an important factor in vi"l:;aliz:i.ng mat erial .

\
\
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The .f<'ive Formal He:rba1·tian Steps

Re ference has already been made in Chapte r II to the five steps
put forth by Herbs.rt in the l e.tte r part of the l as t, and the ear ly yea rs
of the p1·esent century .

They have been u e d :in t he fi e ld of

studies in t he public schools.

s ocial

The following discussion was given by

one educatoro
The first step , prepa ration, shoul d certainly be utili zed i n the
pre s entation of any t opi c, unit , or project in the social studies .

Un-

le ss the mind of the learner is prepared 6 the right atmosphere created,,
t he stage properly set , a nd the teacher certain that the conte nt of the
learner ' s mind is such that he can understand and interpret the mateda l
about to be

considered~

great he.rm rather than va l ue is li ke l y to resu l t

from the teach ing .
The second of the He rbartian steps, presentation of materi a l, can··
not be evaded .

Whether such presentation should be made oral ly, through

reading .. visua lly .. through

ph~rsi c al

not i mporta nt to thi s disc u ssion .

contact , or by some other mean s , i s
The fact is , that if t here is to

actual learning , there must be a presentati on of the mat eria l.

be

The p rep-

aration should clear the way for adequate presentation.
The third of the five steps , com9aris on , is e. vital fac tor in conditioning l earnin o- .

In the social studies there is excellent ooportunity

for comparison of the different ideas of f ered. by "Various wri ters and
authorities; of.' the int e r pretations and co nc l u sious reached by students;
and of the conclusions a nd inter-pretations

~)resente d

by t he teacher.

Such comparisons o.nd e•;al uat ions of dH'ferent ideas, c oncl usions.11 and
evidence s should result in e_n organization of know l edge a nd a truer

I
I

l
I
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evaluation

of what :i.s being; attempted.,

then. to the fourth step in

~he

This will logically

scheme, namely. generalization.

It is impossible for the learner to carry in mind a
pl

oi~J

lead .

of disconnected details, items , a.nd facts ..

multi~

The permanent re-

suH; should be retention of generalizatio11s that were reached through
the work of the classroom and the study period .

Moreover, when knmvl=

edge is drawn together into definite , accurate. and concise working
principles . the indh1dua.l items out of whioh H comes are more likely
to be retained than when generalization is n,eglectad ..
The last step . application. is a sound concept in the psychology
of lea.rninb .

Material ·that is learned but not use

tends soon

to

be

forgotten .

Indeed,, a p plication tends not only to cause ratention and

permanence

f lmov.rledg;e ,, but with it there comes a greater clarifica-

tion and enhancement of maa.ni ng.

.Juch of the ·.-rork in the social studies

toda.y is futile because the material learned is not a9p lied to actual

liie situations through

iscussion or otherwise . 52

Miscel aneous Items Related to Method
The teacher must give carefv.1 attent on to the proper handling of
controversial material in the social studies .

Adequate balance must be

arranged , so tha.-t minor items will no·t consume too much time e.nd
neglect of major ones.

'~Jritten

cause

work deserves soma attenJ.;ion and should

increase w-.i. th the progress through the school; yet such work can easily
be overemphasized and demand t..oo much. time from both pupil and teacher.
The ma·t;ter

or

grade placement of material is not standardized, and the

best guides that the tee.cher can use are

l

II

sense .

~resent

practice and common

The wise admi nistrator will insist that tea.chers arrange more
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or less da·tailed S:>rllabi of their courses,, ind eating the nature of the
problems and intercorrala.tions to be u ilized in a.11 cases where com-

prehensi ve curricula. or courses of study for the schools are not worked
cut .

This is necessary so that the work of a teacher of a particular

course may be adequate and in order that teachers in other courses and
departments may be able to link up their work ">vi th that of the former

instruct or.

over~

This will prevent undue omissions and unnecessary

la.pp i ng.53
Sununa.!'"'J and Cone lusions
The aut or of the book,, Teaching the Social Studi_::!• gives a

basic summal"'J of the subj ect.

It is emohasized that bot1 the content

and t he method of p 1·ocedure are vital :fact ors in the producti on

of

transfer from the classroom to life, and , f urther , that the fundamental

justification for any school activity is its influence upon the building of conduct patte rns .

This dema.rds that tie teacher never

imself' as a finished product but t at he

regard

iligently and constantly

l abor to keep abreast of the times and to see his sub j ect in light of
the new and changing values$ as they arise in the ra?idly changing social
order.

It requires a so great bread h and de9th of' inf'orrnation in the

subject matter field , as well as a deep and sympat he· ic
the nature of the

uncle rsts.ndin~

of

earner vrhose activities the teacher would di rect o

lthough it seemed that the authors of t he books consulted hesitated to he 'Very dogmatic about any of their statements it
apparent that t hey 11ad definite views .

quite

vm.s

Again, a.s in the case

of

the

chapter on English, the ideas are good as far as t hey go , but there is
no relation to Christianity or even relig i on at a.11 and ,

\

I

herefora, the
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ultimate aims are incorrecte

It is easy to see that the j ob of the

social studies vee.oher in the public schools is to train the st udents
to adj ust; to a democracy and live with othen·s :1.n it e
more importa.nt tasks for t e

teacher~

a,s has been indicated in C 11.'.pter

V and C .apter VI on the Christian schools .

I
\

II

There are f'a. r

CH.1PTER 7

CHRISTIAN SCHOOL METH.US 13 THE TE CHING OF ENGLI SH
In contr ast to the two preceding chapters on ·the me'Ghods of the
public schools in teaching English and the socia l stud i es # this chap·.. er
e.nd the following one he.Ye dea l t with t he same subj ect matters ,

but

have discussed them from t1e standpoint of pre sentation by the c_ristian
school s.

The field of English has beerl d i scussed f _om several different

points of view.

The Chris tian ob j ective for English was consi ' ared .

then a discussion of the pri n c ip l es of language use was given, follov.;ed
by an investig;e.tion of the four

i v isions of English , whic:h a.re reading,

language , spelling 3 e.nd handwriti ng .

The Christian Objective fo r English
I n order to properly i.m.derstand th
of them as employed in these schools , it

methods and reasoning back
i'ffiS

necessary to

este.b. ish

first the objective set forth for the field of English .
t the time of the creation God gave to man the ability to ex-

pres s thoughts a.s we ll as to rece ive and comprehend the thoughts expressed by others .

Thus

dam and Eve were ab l e to commune with God.

Even as God expressed His thoughts to

dam and Eve , so they were

n-

dowed by their Cree.tor with the ability to express their human t"_oughts.
Fven as God heard and understood the expressed thou ·hts of His creatures,

so man was creat ed wi th the ab ility to receive e.nd comprehend expressed

\I

l
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thoughts.

Thus also the power of comrnunica:tion. me.rked ma.n as a.n image

bearer of God.

This same endowment also enable

man to converse with

.is fellow man.
n addition to being able to receive and comprehend directly

ex~

pressed thoughts,, Adam and Eve vrere able to read the book of Nature .

Not only were they capable of seeing the i deas which God had given obj ect:i;ve form in the works of His hand , but they were · a so ab le to sense

the or ganic relation between themselves and the worl d .

Thus Adam w :s

ab le to give appropriate names to the animals and Eve was ab l e to con-

verse •ii th t e serpent .
With the adoption of symbolic representations of oral expression,

it became necessary for man to utili ze and develop the God-given powa2·
to glean t hought from these v1:1'.'itten symbols which is

n01.'1

termed

~in~.

I n addition ·!;o the l1ecessity of deve l oping his abi ity to give oral ex-

pression to his thoughts and emotions , it now became essentia l for man
to develop his potentie.1 ski 1 for

wri t ing~

that is,

ha.nd•~ri ~,:ig;.

De-

ve lopment of man 's capacity consistently to arre.nge and rearrange symbolic elements into intelligible

combina·~ions,

spellin~,

was demanded by

both the expressive and receptive phases of written communication.
this

way

writing ~

the field of language

\'fl:\S

broadened to

in<~lude

In

reading , hand-

and ·spelling .

The first language v1.ra.s adequate to express man 's innermost thoughts ,,

hampered only by the limitations of his human nature .
ever, me.n brought chaos upon himself and his poste

ity ~

Unfortunately, howand sin which has

corrupted everything upon earth has also had a disint.egr ting i nfluence
uoon

language ~

Today .man must spend much t i me in preparing himself '.i.n

order to express even his most si mn l e thought s with a deg ree of clarity .
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How different an

approach .t o the teaching of the subject

English has been made by the Christian educators than was

of

presented

by the public school educators as demonstrated in Chanter IH

It

s

more logical to give an explanation of the origins of language in t his
manner t han the evolutionary approach t ·rat is used in the pt blic schoo l s
of

~'Lrne ri ca

today .

As all things are of God , through God. and unto God ,, so

must the use of our language be directed to that

also

Language is t e

nd .

expression of thought , end t he t oughts of a r ege ne rated person mus

manifest themselves in the manner of his expression.

Indecent language

and profani t;f are the exp1·essions of an evil nat ur e . 54

Princip les of Langua ·e Use
The Bible contains ·bhe ba sic princip l es for the proper use of

language.

Some of these are :

(1) It must be logical and consistent •t _ reality .
Phi lip ians 4: 8 - Finally, bre thren~ whatsoever
things are true, whatsoever thin 6 s are honor9.ble,
whatsoever things are j ust . whatsoever tfifngSare pure, ·.i;hatsoever things are lovely . whatsoever things are of good report ; if' there be fl.ny
virtue and if there be any praise. think on these
things .

(2) I t must be wi.th grace , t hat is , grac i ous , f itting,
manifest i ng the f act that grace dwe ll s with us.
Colossians 4:6 - Let your speech be a l ways with
grace, seasoned with salt.
Ecclesiastes 10:12 - The words of a wise man's
mouth are gracious.
(3) It mus t be seasoned wtt 1 salt . that is , who l es ome .
Colossians 4: 6 - Let your s::ieec be a l ways r:ith
g;ra.ce . seasoned wi th sa lt.

(4) It must be edifying. ins t ruc tive 1 choice .
Ephesians 4:29 - Let no corrupt speech proceed
out of 'rour mouth, but such as is ·ood for
edifyi ng , as the need may be , that it may give
grace to them that hear .
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(5) It must be pure .. free f1•om filth and smut.
Ephesians 4:29 - Let no 5orrupt spesoh prooeed out of' your mouth • 5
.Although this is a hi g;h ste.nda rd it is the one the.t should be
upheld not only in the Christian schools of this oountry but the public

schools as we l l.

Too often .. however , t he teachers cannot even set a

. ood example according to these standards •
.s

i'.'"8. S

pointed out in the di s cuss i on of the philosophy

of the

l angua rts arts e.bove , the fi e ld must be divided into four parts :
ing , l anguage , spelling , and ha.ndwri ting .

In o rder t o get

read ~

the proper

be. l ance between these divisions of t he field it was necessa ry to study
each of them separate l y and present them as individual un its .

Reading
From the wealth .of' information availab l e dealing with the Ch ri stian
teacher and t he subj ect of reading , the main objectives were selected and
sugge stions we re made as to how these objectives cou l d be attained .
questi onna ires :re vea l ed t hat a ll of the ::>chools visit ed vlere

The

using the

majo rity of the sugge stions present ed in order to reach t he ir ma i n obj e ctive s .

Thi s information wa s also presented.

The fo l o ring ob j ecti ves

were fo und to be the basic ones .

use~ ~o

His

glory~

The possibility of comrnLmication by me a ns of symbolic

representation of thoughts and emotions w·c:1.s born in the mind of God and
re11ea l ed to man.

The qua.li t ies of the indi vidua.1 which make it pos sib le

for him to read (ino l udi ng abi lity to see 9

think~ and speak) are divine

endowment s.
l

The ability to read wa. s given t o man in order that he migh"t; be the

I
\

I
I
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better equipped to
glory of God.

serve the ultimate purpose of his existence, the

This fact in no vnse minimizes the more immediate pur-

poses of read ng, for example , r.ecrea.tion, information, e.nd

a.ppreci~

ation, but through these more direct purposes man is to achieve the
u timate goal .

(2)

realization that man 1 s ability to read and his desire to
---~

-- - - --- --~

use that ability to God's glory have been disr pted a.s a
-----

--

result of s i n,

_..._

S n has

arken.ed and confused man s unierstanding
1

-

and impaired

powers which are essential to master the mechanics of reading; .

the
It has

resulted in indifference to efficiency in reading, and an inclination
to use this divine endo1;rn1ent for purposes ,,hich fall short of or a.re

contrary to its God-intended

obj ec t ive ~

God's glory demands that the

child must learn to recognize these disabi i ties and rnisinclinations
as the result of sin.

(3) :!_ ree.liza:tion ~the Spirit of~~ Special Revelation

to~~

tc· be use

ability to God'!) glory.

God

h~.s

given His lford as a medium

by man in a vancing the restoration process .

God's rord places reading; in its proper perspective.

. knowledge of

Rea.din

then be-

comes a. fruitful activity directed to a God-pleasing goal.

( 4) The desire to ~ v1all .
achievement of success in reading.

This o jective ·l s basic

to

the

The desire to perform an activity

well is the hig:1e st tYl?e of' motivation.
The desire to read ·.rall may stem f'rom a variety of roots.

Thera

may be a desire to please -the teacher or to gain the commendation and
praise of the g;roup.

1'he se motives are entirely na'ture.l ·to children of

primary gra.des and should be accepted as

I
II
1

stH.~h.

• high type of motivation
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stems from interest in reading for the sake of goals achievedo

The

child may wish to read ·v1ell to satisfy his curiosity and desire for
informationj} or to gain satisi'a.ction from experiencing; vicariously
the experiences of others.

'.!.'he desire to read well in order to satis-

fy these truly human, God-ordained cravings is not only legitimate but
:should be fostered.

There must,

howeve~ ,

be a growing desire to read

well for its final purpose - the glory of God .
( S) ~ cultivation,£.£ the ski~ls ~ abilities essential

proficiency in oral and silent reading .
,-;i th

to

A though man has been endowed

the potential capacHy for reading , much time and effort must be

spent in deve l oping this ability .

roficiency in reading depends upon

many specific experiences, skills , and abilities .

These include

word

recognition., vocabulary developments, eye-movements » abi ity to inter...
prat , ability to retain, abi ity to locate informationM and abili-t:;y to

organize.

Oral read i ng re quires proper enunciation, clear articulation,

correct pronunc i ation,, and proper emphasis.

Efficiency in silent read-

ing calls for the e l imination of lip movements and vocalization.

These

examples of necessary skills a.nd abilities are cited to c l arify the meaning of this objective and to illustrate the breadth of' its scope.
(6) The culti'vation o:r useful study skills.

This objective is

perhaps a. sub i vision of ·t;he i1mnedia.tely precedin • one .

I t is s vated

separately because of its special significance and because it is

fre~

quant ly underamp-asized e
The e.tta.inment of

his obj ective depends upon the child's af-

ficiency and proficiency in selection of' sources . habit and ability to
use sources of datB. 1 deter.minin::; relevancy and va i i ty of data, 1·a\

I
\

II

cording and organizing data , presenting results of study, use of study
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aids., such as tables of contents, index, footnotes, append x, tab es .,
and so forth.

(7)

The

~elopment

of Christian standards of

j udgme~ ~

discrimination in the selection of readin material .
------- - - ----- - - ---- -----

While the entire

cu1 riculuJn should be planned to provide standards of Christian judg4

ment, the teacher of reading has tha respons bility of effecting their
•}Tysta.llization as they apply ·co the field of readin •

Questions such

as the follovting emerge as determi nant:
(a) Is the content such as presents a Godpleasing vievr of life and its purpose?
(b) Is the content such as to give rise to
God-honorin~

thoughts and emotions?

(c) Is the l angua e such as o meet Gog's
standard for the use o_ language?~
( 8 ) ~ development of' desirable readh1g interests.
ests should

increasin~ly

sho., the

Rea.din~ inter-

ollowing characteristics .

(a) The reading should be ab ndan •
(b) The reading should be varied as to type

and content. It should include, for
e>• mp le, both fiction and non-fiction;
it should reflect a wide range of human
experience and deal with man subjects .
(o) The reading should be selective, 5howing
some coucentration of interest upon
subjects or types of reading suited to
the reader .
(d) The reading should be increasingly mature,
gradually increasing in difficulty , complexity and depth of insight . 57

(9) The development of

increased appreciation.£!. literaturae

Inter~

est in and appreciation of' literature which meets Christian standards can
be develope d by some of

he follow ng means.
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(a) Teacher reading to pup i ls.
(b) Teacher tells stories to chi ldren .

( c ) Reciting poe t ry together.

( d) !1.emorization of'

poe~~l'Y

and cho:i.ce prose

selections ..

( e ) Dramatization.
(r) Programs &

( g) Well - s t oc -ed literature shelf for free
reading •
•ethods Used .
which must be
rocess .

God

as o r ained l a11s of gro¥rth and deve l opment

regarded for maximum effectiveness

Sound methods are t hose which are

of the educational

ased upon t hese laws .

Be-

low a.re listed some suggestion;:; f or meeting t 1ese requirements.
( 1) Provi.:1_! for unbroker:
ous ob j ecti ves in reading .

onti nui ty

.2.£. ~~

Learning to read is a

toward the vari-

rocess which begins

at the earliest mom :i:rl; the o ild performs a.ny type o_ raa.ding a.ctiv ty

and continues throughout vhe en ire s _a.n of

~i±'e .

Under favorable con-

itions it u. ergoes continuous refinement and there is consistent increase in pro:r.:.cieucy ..

I t is the school's responsibi ity to plan an

execute a program which will result in unbroken progress toward
acbievemen·c of the Yal°ious objectives in rea -'l ing from the

enters schoo l 'to the day he l eaves .
sponsibilit

·the

e.y the child

The school has the additional re=

of 10.unc hing the individua

on

1::1.

p ~ ogram

by which he may

continue progress toward these obj ectives after leaving the djrect care
of the schooL

Gon

nuity i3 provide

for b

gearing methods , materials ., and

a.ctivi ties to the develop.mental progress of the individual child *

T is

principle i s observed in the careful ar angement of materials in the
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modern basic raading program.

Proper i·ega.rd for t his princip l e should

be reflected in the se l ection of supplementar'J ma e ria s , in the se-

l ed;ion and arrangement of activitie s , and i n the material f ound in the
librariJ .

Each grade level has the responsibility of build ng upon t he

achievemen·cs of the !_Jast,, and of providi.n · for unbroken progress through
the use of methods , materi a ls, and activities appropriate to the pup il' s

maturity l eve l.
A second way of providing continuity is br eva luating

ous ly.

This is e ssenti e.l

continu~

o de ·ermi ne ex c'c y \'lhera a child is i n his

roading ability and to determine his r eadiness for progress .
essentia l t ha t a beg inni ng; thi rd

ra.de pupi

I'l:; is as

be 9repa.red to engage profit-

on the third grade le ve l as it is that a beginning pupil

ably in r es.din

be prapared for the firs t ste p i n f ormal • eading .

This makes reading

r eadi ness an impor ant; cons ideration throughout the entir·9 co urs e of the

readi ng

rogra m.

The investigation of the fourte ... n s cho ol s v isited revealed that
they a ll had s. basic reading program c ontinuing throughou·{; the grades

being taught .

Ten of the schools had a program of definite i nfo 1"Jllation

on readi ng readiness in each gra e b

charts .

r ·

he

me~

ns of tests and evaluation

The other fou r had n o fo1·mal program but ea.ch te a che r was he ld

individually r es p ons ible .
(2 ) Provide for ~~~~~ -~?_!_elop~ of _the indiv~ ~~·
God h as not seen fi t to create men e qua l as f ar as t a l ent s are concerned.
It is the teacher ' s se.c:red trust to provide for the max i mum of glory f r om
His craa.tiou .
bearer of God .

This is a debt he owe s t e individua l child a.s a.n i mo.ge It is there fore , the responsibility of the teacher

of

reading t o di s cover t he s e individual differences through such mediums

!
!
\
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as records of preceding grades , standardized test scores, informal
teacher-made tests , observation of oral expression and overt

be~

: avior, and records of voluntary readil'1g e
It is also . is responsibili 1,;y to care for these differences by
rouping children according to reading abili t ;y , providing ma t erial of'

di fferent levels of diffiouH;y , gearing 'che reading program
developmental progress of the child , usin.g

to the

iffereu-tiated assignments"

and utilizing indenenden·I:; reading.
Ten of the schoo l s vis i ted provided standardi zed ·tests

and

student records ·to their teachers of reading in the attempt to deal
with individual differences.

need of' remedial reading are those whose rea ing ability lags unduly
behind their normal capacity to progress and adira.nce .

Since this con-

di tion generally results in a. dislike for reading , the problem in re-

medial reading is often two-fold : that; of taaohini; t e child to read

and of overcomin

his aversion ·to reading .

The technique to overcoming th i s prob lem should include

the

following: (a) finding out what is wrong, ( b) deciding what is neededp

(c) using good teaching techniques in meeting those needs, (d) begin:ning at the ch:i.ld 1 s leve _ of abi 1i ty and allowing him to advance

onl y

as fast as his developmental progress permits, and (e) d i scovering the
child 1 s interests and providing easy reading material upon this basis.
It was found that eleven of the schools interviewed had
definite program fo 1· remedial reading as a part of

a

hair curri oul1.ur1.

Two of the scl ools felt that they were n ot equipped yet to hav6 as
accurate :a program as they wanted but they were a.ttemptini; to improve

l
\
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on what they did have •. One school had no formal program but left it

up ·co each teacher .,

-- - - -

(4) Correlate whenever such will aid progress toward attainment
-~-·--

of

~

obj ectives in rea.din{; •

-·- ---

Correlat ion means the using of reading;

skills and techniques ,, and so:-netimes rending time, in
l essons in other subjects .

_,_

Since raading has

ge·cting the

a large share

oi' re-

sponsibility in teac _ int:; the study ski. ls . this shou. d be considered
a part of the reading program .

Conversely,, every subject area has some responsibility for deV•3lo~ini':

and refining reading e.bility,,

resp nsibility of

~erreoting

The tea·::her of history has the

reading skills as the

the pupil in studying history .

ure necessary for

The same is true in practically every

subj ect matter branch.
The following are a. few activities which furnish Mca.sion for ,, and
ma e it essential that reading be corre1a ed with other subjects : ( e.)
rea ing to find answei·s to questions ,

·b )

a topic , ( c) find_ng data on a map , graph,

ea.ding in order to raport on
o~

table , and {d) reading to

fi nd out how to do something· or ho\' to make something .
All

ourteen of' the s chools had a. ver"'J good progra111 of

oorre ~

lati on between the reading department and the other departments of the
schoo . .

The reading; classes used materials from other subjects

practice and an interest was shoi:m in reading by the teachers of

for
the

other courses ..

( 5) Pre serve

~

balance between ~ and su_ent reading.

Since the practice and occasion for silent reading far surpasses that of
oral reading,, it is logical that i ·I; shou ld receive ma j or time a.nd emphasis,,

The individua •s

effieienc~

in silent readin

will in a large measure
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determine his future .self-deve l opment socially, vocationaLy, and
religiouslye

It will in great measure inf l uence his capacity

se1·vice in the church; state , school , and society.

for

I't; will de-l;ermine

in large measure his preparation for Christian witnessing.

Upon this

abilit - in silent raa.ding depends success in high school and college.
I t is a fa.ct;or in deter-.mi ning h ow the indi vidua.l will spend his leisure t i me .

Oral reading has also been disc overed to be a. ira l uable social -

izlng medium in a.n audience situation.

It has dia,snostic . va.lue

in

discovering inadequacy of vocabulary , faulty pronunciation and enunciation, and inability to read in rhythm.:.c phra.ses .

It enhances ap-

preciation of some poetic and drama ic lit erature .
This seems to indicate that reading s ould be largely

or~l

in

·the prime.ry g rades while in later grades s i lent reading should pre-

dominate.

· certain a.mount of ora

reading should be retained through-
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Langua.~e

I n the section of the English field dea.lin 0 wi th language, it

was deemed necessary to discuss the objecti· es and some of the suggestions for meeting them .

Again the results of the investigation as

to how these objectives were being rret by the Christian schools , were
included .

The main obj ectives were found to be six in number .

(1) To ~oh~ Christ~s.n interpretation of the ~igin and

;:se

~

language .

The children should knew that language is not an

the
evo ~

utionary development _, but t_1at it wa.s given as a gif't of God to ma.n-

kind in Paradise .

Ch~ i s ti ans

believe that there are both advancemont
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and progress in a people ' s language a s it becomes more oivilized and
c u ltured.

In this sense there is an evolution of langue.ge.

However,

this vievt is different from that which the evolutionists ·;1ould have
people believe.

the

langua~e

They cannot agree vvlth the theory that in the past

of the savage was an outgrowth of some kind of animal

l anguage. but they beli·s ve that God created man in His image. giving
him the capacity for thought and for thought expression. thus distinguishing him from animals also in this respect.
(2) To create -~desire for corre~t _e xprs~sion.

Unless the teach-

er oan awaken on the part of the pupil a desire to le a rn and to practice
what he has learned, teaching i s difficult and often useless.

he oan insist upon the acquisition of a certain

numbe~

Of course,

of facts on the

part of a pupil. and correct practice in the schoolroom. but he knows

that unless he has created for that pupil a desire to learn and to app l y
correot expressi on the instruction will most likely be forgotten just

as soon as the child leaves the schoolroom.
(3) To fostei:_ the

~elopment

of ~ adequate vooabulary.

Every

child is constantly adding new words to his vocabularJ inside or out1>ide
the schoolroom.

The burden of enriching a child's vocabulary with the

proper words, howeve1·, rests upon school.

Cara should be exercised on

the pa.rt of the t eacher to counteract sla ng a nd othe1· obnoxious words
whioh children readily assimile.te outside the schoolroom and. sometimes
use in the schoolroom and on the playground.

On a l l forma l occasions,

such as work done in class, the teacher should insist upon a. dignified

and proper use of words.

Words and their usage should at all times be

in hannony \vith their attitude and conduct as Christians.

(4) To increase the

I
I

abi~ity

to organiz! thought.

One of

the
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most important contributions which olasses in language can give toward
the child's

educational development is a grovrth in ability to· organize

thought logioally and effectively.

This thought organization begins

in the lower grades with the formulation of clear, oonoise, and effeotive sentences.

Gradually this ability is developed to include para-

graph and theme construction, and, as the child,, advances through the

grades, the principles of unity, coherence, and emphasis are inouloated in a simple way.
(5) To deTel~~ langu2 s~ill in the~~ situation of~·
Another objective in teaohb.g language is the development of language

skill which finds expression in both oral and in written work.

In the

oral language the pupil should be taught the value of the use of

the

voice, good posture and poise, conversation, and ability to speak

at

meetings.

In written language the pupil should be taught the oorreot

ways· to write notices, announoements, and advertisements; and the art
of creative wri-t;ing.
(6) To devel~ ~ ~rs ·tan~in~ ~ ~ pri~?_iple! _of the struc-

ture

o!:

langu~

through ! formal study

or

~~r.

This can be ac-

complished only through a thorough study each year with a review which
vli.11 indicate the weak points.60
Methods Used.

The following are soma practical suggestions for

endeavoring to roeet the objectives.
as an aid to oral and written

The

oorr~otnass

pl~ce

and the value of grammar

is frequently disoussad.

Be-

fore 1850 grammar almost entirely dominated the language ourriculum.
Then during the latter part of the 19th century grammar was taught as
a disciplinary subject along with the current emphasis upon the disciplinary value of education.

A few years ago it was held that formal
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training in grammar did not transfer to any significant extent

to

writing or recognizing correct English,, and that consequently the
teaching of grammar should be discouraged.

T~~

present practice which

seems to avoid the extreme of teaching detailed grammar or no grammar
at all, takes into aooount the fact that a well developed ability to
write and speak correctly is based upon principles of grammar and that
many of these principle s can and should be taught at school.
The eight elementary schools contacted have a definite course in
grammar throughout e aoh year of their system, with emphas is on drill and
learning of the essentials of the English language.

The s i x

hi~h

schools

have a section on grammar incorporated into their English courses for the
'

.f'our ye::u·s,, again with emphasis on lmovrledge of the essentials.
Drill as a means of insuring correctness is a valuable method in
teaching language.

Constant repetition of correct forms wi ll do much

to make the use of these correct forms habitual.
Individual

inst~~ction

and remedial teaching provides one

or

the

most effective means .f or developing a child's oral and writte.n proficiancy.

An alert and resouroeful teacher finds many activitie s which can
be used advantageously to stimulate interest and to serve in the teach-

ing of language.

To secure the cooperation of the class in such a ven-

tura a teacher often finds it desirable to plan the class work so that
a suggested activity i s seemingly an outgrowth of the class discu s sion.
Student help in
insu~e

ar1~nging

the details of the proposed activity he lps to

wholehearted student participation.
Every teacher can make constant use of blackboard illustrations.

This can be done in oonnaotion with language skills when such things a s
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sente nc~

sense are being t aught.

The diagraming of sentenoes by the

teacher and pupil is an excellent visual aid . in helping the pupils to
understand the construction and relation of various parts

of

the

sentence.
All fourteen of the Christian schools visited use the system of
dia graming sentences to teach sentenoe structure and parts of speooh.
Language ins truction l ends itself very easily to correlation
with all subje cts.

Every class i s not a language class , but the prin-

ciples of correct usage can be applied incidentally at all times.
relating language with other

~las ses

class seem practical and useful.
can be found.

Cor-

makes t he work done in language

Many instances of such correlation

Writing theme s on religious topics for Bible class , dis-

cus sing and re porting in the socia l sciences classes, and summarizing
and paraphras ing in literature olas u are s uch instances.6 1
Spelling
As in the other two di visions of the fie ld of English that were
dis cussed, the obje ctives of s pe lling were out lined and methods t o be
employed in meet ing them were discussed.

Conclusive evidence was pr e-

sented to indicate that the objectives as stated are being met.

There

were eight main objectives sals cted.
(1) A recogni tion that ability to spe ll is a gracious gift of

--

--

God to be used in Hi.s honor.

-

To~ethe r

--

--

with the advent of written

expression came the necessity of devising a recognizable and efficient
set of symbols.

God endowed man with the necessary wi sdom to devise

suoh a set of symbols.

The next st e p in development of writt en ex-

pression was the arrange:ment tl?ld rearrangement of symbols

I

I

into

a
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multitude of combinations. each with its own distinct meaning

and

The capacity whioh made this second step, spelling,

sig;nificance.

possible was also an undeserved gift of God •
. Out or gratitude to God and in order to fulfill the chief purpose of his existence, man should develop his capacity for spelling
and thus enlarge his opportunity of being of service to God.
(2) !_ realization that inability
indifference

~

spelling correctly

~

spell correctly

is~ re~ of~·

!:..! well .!:,!

Man's ability

to consistently arrange letters into intelligi"ble combinations is imperfect.

In spite of his

ve~

best efforts he repeatedly makes errors.

Sin has brought about this darkening of the mind and imperfection in
skill which resul"l:;s in faulty spelling.

The attainment of this objec-

tive is not only a step in the achievement of the basic objectives of
education; it is also basic to the attainment of subsequent objectives
in the field of spelling.
(3) !_ reoognition _of the fact that .the desire to spell oorreotly
~

well

God.

~ ~

skill

~do ~

is

~

gift of

~·

All ability is from

So is the very desire to become efficient. as well as the desire

to use this ability after it has been developed.

Recognition of this

fact is essential if the child is to develop his ability in prayerful
and confident dependence upon God.

Attainment of this objective is

necessary if ·the child is to give God due honor for the development of
his ability in spelling.
(4) The desire ~ .~terminati~ ~ ~-11 correctly.

Ultimately

the desire and determination to spell correctly must be based upon the
desire and determination to do the will of God and to be of greater
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service to Him.

This should serve as a permanent and developing back-

ground and the development of all more immediate interests and desires
should be considered intermediary to this final goal.
The effectiveness of the teaching of spelling is greatly dependent upon the attitude which the pupi.ls develop.

An attitude of in·terest,

of spelling consciousness. of desire to remember, and to do the work well
is a great help to the pupil in acquiring spelling proficiency.

In fact

the desire to spell correctly can be considered a key essential to suecess in spelling.

observation

or

The development of this desire will result in careful

words in all readings. of consciously and unconsciously

learning to spell all difficult new words encountered, and in exactness
and self-criticism in all writing.
(5) The ability t~ spell accurately the words which a child uses

in daily

life~

to spell

cor~ectly

those which he

will~

in adult life.

The ability

is essential to effective oommunication.

marks spelling as one of ·the langua6e arts.

Eff'eotive written commu-

nioation is essential to full and useful service.
ful as a tool in self-development.

This fact

It is further use-

In order to witness more effectively

to the truth, the child should be able to spell certain words whioh are
peculiar to Christian faith and doctrine.
(6) ~ kno\vl;..!.°:_ge ~ to where the pupil ~ find ~ ~rract spell-

ing

~

words.

I t is obvious that the child will not be able to learn

to spell correctly every word he will ever need to use.

He should , there-

fore, know where to find the correct spelling of unfamiliar words and he
should develop a degree
(7)

·- '

I

!

or

efficiency in doing so.

knowledge~ facility

in

!h..! ~ _of

certain basic spelling
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rules .

The teaohing of rules in spelling has frequently been a sub-

ject of controversy.

The main objection to the teaching of rules is

that there are so many exceptions to these . rules that it i s
to the child.

oonf'usin~

Those who maintain that it is a waste of time to teach

rules suggest that eaoh word must be memorized and that this is

the

only sure way to learn spelling.
Other educators. however, find certain rules very helpful, but
suggest that only those rules which apply to a large number of words
and which have few exceptions should be taught.
to say that some rules are

In general, it is safe

helpful but that basically the ability

o~en

to spell a word is the result of memorization, drill, and review.
(8) !_ knowledge of the :neaning and usag_:: of commonly used words,
~ ~

degree

~

proficiency in their

~·

A word is a symbol.

In the

strictest sense of the term, unless the pupil is aware of the reality
for which a particular combination of' letters stands, he does not know
this arrangement of letters as a

cannot learn to S?ell a

~·

~ wi thout

According to this view, a child.

knowing its meaning.

Furthermore,

if a pupil learns to place letters into a predetermined order without
kno,ving the meaning of this combination of letters , he is merely developing a useless skill. 62
Methods Used.

By keeping in mind the objectives of teaching spell-

ing it was possible to indicate some of the methods that would succeed
in obtaining them.

A few were selected to show how the task could be

accomplished.
(1)

Incid~nta._! learnin~

2!:

systematic teaching.

The teaching of

s pelling as a separate subject has often been criticized.

..
I

I
I'

The people

who offer this criticism contend that the spelling of most words which
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are taught in the conventional type of spelling class is soon forgotten.
which

These oritios advise the method known as the "incidental" method
proposes that all spelling should, as

the term suggests,

taught incidentally while acquiring other knowledge.

be

In summarizing

this cl'itioism, Ernest Horn, a well-known authority, has given the
following conclusion:
{a) Incidental learning does oocur and should
be fully utilized in connection vdth other

curricular areas.
(b) Incidental learning should be supplemented
by direct, systematic teaching, especially
in the case of difficult words. This
systematic teaching should be plarmed to
begin whore incidental lear.ning leaves off. 63

The eight elementary schools include a separate course on spelling
in each of the grades that they teach and also insist on the students
being aware of ·their spelling in all their subjects.

The

six

high

schools give time in their English courses for a consideration of spelling and. as the elementary schools, require accurate spelling in all

olass work.
(2) !.i:_~l!.!:~ !!. ~ 2£., !~l·

Spelling should make provision

for teaching pupils a system to attack the spelling of new or misspelled
words.

In recent years a number of excellent spelling workbooks have

been published.

Each of these presents a system of study whioh should

be checked to determine whether it contains the following essential ele-

ments: hearing, pronouncing, seeing, writing, both as a whole and

in

syllables, centering attention on difficult parts, using the word in a.
sentence.

Whatever syste.m is used should be learned so thoroughly and

established so well that it
through life.

~~11

continue to serve as a useful device
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(3)

Estab~is~g ~esirab~

attitud!!_•

Basically desirable atti-

tudes should be established by appeal to Christian lov·e and duty and a
desire for useful service.

Various methods of a more direct and im-

mediate nature must be employed to stimulate desirable attitudes. however.

A teacher

00.n

show that the words which are being taught

are

those which the child needs for the present a.nd for the future, and that
the words he must study are the ones which he has been unable to spell.
Also, by teaching an efficient method of study, by means of individual
attention, by keeping a chart of individual and class progress, and by
increasing the class spirit of mutual interest and cooperation in learning to spell, the teacher can usually do much to inorease the interest
in spelling work.

(4)

FiYe of the eight elementary schools use this system.

~l.?.r2E.2 spelli~

consciousness.

After a pupil has develop-

ed a desire and determination to spell aocura.tely. every ei'fort should

be put forth to render him spelling consoious.

This consists of

an

awareness of' a.nd sensitivity to the correctnesr: or incorrectness of the
spelling of words.
Checking all of the pupil's wr:i tten work for correotness

of

spelling is e. helpful means in developing s pelling consciousness.

En-

couraging the pupil to check his own work for accuracy of spelling, and
developing the habit of seli'-criticism is even more valuable.
(5) Individual attention.

As in other subjects,, individual at-

tent:!. on to a child.' s work and remedial instruction for each child a.re

two of the bast methods of helping children to learn spelling.
nately most teachers do not have adequate time to do this.

Unfortu-

Whenever such

is possible. however, a teacher will find that helping chilcran individually will pay la.rge dividends in attitude and progress.
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Individual instr uction will f re quently r eveal to the teacher certa.in causes for poor spelling ability on the part of the pupil.
times these causes are individual; sometimes they a.re general in
c l a ss .

Somethe

A teacher should investi gate carefully all causes for poor spell-

ing and should eliminate them if possible.
Spelling is closely associated with all other
subjects.

Whenever difficult or strange words are encountered. it is

well to note these words and if possible to use them in spelling class.
Perhaps no other subject has so much to offer by way of advancement in
spelling as the subject of' reading.

There is a strong correlation be-

tween reading ability and s pelling. and the encouragement of reading

~~11

usually show increased results in spelling proficiency .
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Handwritlng
The subject of handwriting is based on certain objectives which
were investigated and the basic ones were selected to illustrate

purposes of teaching the subject.

the

After a listing of the objectives

a discussion followed showing the fundamentals that were back of them
as discovered in the investigation.
(1) A realization that the a bility t o write is a gift
of God to be used to His glory.
(2) A r ecognition that faulty handwriting is a result
of sin.

(3) Awareness of the fact that indifference to quality
of handwriting is a result of sin.

(4) A realization that the development of a des i re to
write well and the ability to do so depends upon
the grace of God and the work of His Spirit.
(5) The desire to write well in all situations .
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(6) Knowledge of correct letter and word formation.
(7) Development a.nd maintenance of skill in ha.ndwri ting;.

(8) Neatness e.nd good form in all written work, for
example, m.argins, indentations, paragraphing;
and habitually good practice in all written work.
(9) Appreciation of good handwriting.
God's honor demands ·chat the child be led to a realization that

all human skills and abilities are gifts of God, and that their
purpose is the service of Him.

final

This is also true of handwriting.

The

written symbol, as a substitute for oral speech,, was graciously reveal-

ed to man by God.

The ability to manipulate the required

or~ans

in

such a way a s to record the written symbol is likewise a divine endowment.

This gift is at all times to be used in such a way that ulti-

rnately it results in the greater glorification of the Giver.

A course

in hand\'l"riting in a Christian school fa.lls short of its full purpose
i f it fails to develop this distinctive view.

The child must be rendered conscious of the destructive e.ffeots
of sin which a.re evident in the field of handwriting;.

The quality of

the a verage writing is far from the ideal in letter forma;tion

legibility.

and

Actively, writing is carried on with extreme difficulty;

improvement comes only with the expenditure of much time and effort.
There is widespread indifferenoe to making the best possible use of
the ability to write.

The child must come to recognize these conditions

as the result of sin.
While deTeloping an awareness of the deleterious effects of sin,
the child must likewise be led to a knowledge of the God-ordained way
of restoration.

:Man cannot effect this restoration in his own strength.
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Only God, through the instrumentality of the Holy Spirit 1 can r estore
man's desire to serve God lvith the divinely-endowed talent for writing.

He alone can give strength and ability to effect improvement in handwriting.
The child's potential desire to write well for the glory of God

must be awakened and developed.

Although basically the desire to write

well must be founded upon a desire to do God 1 s will,, in an immediate
way it will commonly reveal itself in a desire to write well for intermediaey reasons: to express thoughts effectively, to experience

the

satisfaction which results from the production of neat and legible writing, to meet vooational requirements.

These more immediate bases for

the desire to write well are entirely legitimate and also divinely ordained; but ultimately these desires, if they are to be God-pleasing,
must lead back to the desire to do His will.
Initially good writing depends upon a clear knowledge

ot the

correct form of a letter or word and the ability to visua lize this form
while writing.

While this is the starting point,, bandwri ting is almost

exclusively a skill.

In the narrowest sense,, the a im of handwriting is

the development of this skill to a point of acceptable quality.

Further

consideration dictates the necessity of fixing this skill at a. level
which "Nill insure automatic maintenance of accepted quality in all written work.
Man, as he came from the hand of God,, had an appreciation of the
true , the good, and the beautiful.
restored in the child of God.

This sensitivit y is in principle

It is one of the tasks of the school to

activate this latent sensitivity in a.11 spheres .

The field of handwriting

can also be fruitfully ern? loyed in the fulfillment of this function,
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through the development of an a ppreoiation of high quality writing,
neatly and correctly arrang;ed. 65
Methods Used..

After studying the objectives of handwriting and

the implications involved in them, it was necessary to investigate some
of the methods to be employed to best arrive at these obj ectives.

The

things that were considered first were the basic c oncepts and the correot way to develop them.

Developing a realization of (1) the

God-

centered. nature of all reality, (2) the destructive influence of sin,

and

(3) a recognition of the only hope for restoration is a triple ob-

jective oonunon to all the areas of the Christian school curriculum.

The method used in leading the child tovro.rd this objective does

not

differ essentially from one subject or activity to another.

The achievement of this objective dems.nds a teaoher who
keenly aware of and sincerely convinoed of the truth of these

is
conce~ ts.

The teacher must make a determined and persistent effort to direot the
development and maintenance of a wholesome classroom atmosohere in which
these concepts may take root and grow.
In the field of handv1riting the basic concepts referred to are

in main included in the first four of the objectives listed above.
attainment of these objectives is not achieved in one lesson or a

lessons planned for this specific purpose.

'l'he
few

It may be that the teacher

may wi.sh to plan an initial and an occasional discussion on this subject;

but it is partioularly desirable that the teacher utilize

the

many

opportunities which present themselves to stress and reiterate the concept of God-centered nature of all reality.

In this way the

growing

c onoepts are repeatedly nourished and brought to maturity.
The teacher must exercise sound judgment in the effort to foster
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a Christi an life and wor ld view.

To state and restate a spiritual

truth every day and upon every occasion is psychologically unsound.
Every occasion is not a fit opportunity.

First of all, the truth roust

fit into the picture; the connection between the truth and the occasion

which calls it forth must be readily evident to the pupil.

Furthermore,

in most cases the class or indiv·idual attitude must be such that

truth is sympathetically received.

the

A few examples of occasions which

may prove to be opportunities for developing basic concepts may be cited.
A discussion of the history of writing might furnish the opportunity for presenting or emphasizing the truth that the art of writing
first existed in the mind of God, that God revealed it to men, that He

created man ·with the intelligence necessary to grasp this revelation
and with the manipulative a bility and potential skill to practice thi s
art effectively.
The pupil frequently questions the purpose and worthwhileness of
developing handwriting to a. comparatively high degree of' quality

efficiency.

and

The opportunity might be utilized to indicate that writing

serves immediate social and vocational ends.

Our social and vocational

life. as .,. . .en as all of our other activity,. must be directed
service, honor, and glory of God.

to

the

Therefore, in increasing his voca-

tional and social efficiency the chi ld increases his capacity

for

honoriltg God.
~ben

an individual or class is faced with or becomes acutely

awa re of certain difficulties in handwriting, t hat occasion ma.y

be

an opportunity to indicate that our inexpertness is a result of sin.
This same occasion may be an opportunity to develop the concept that
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we cannot hope to improve in our own strength bl..lt that in this, as in
all things, we are entirely dependent upon God.
These are only a few illustrations of instances which serve a s
opportunities for fostering the development of essential concepts in
a God-centered i.'lorld a.nd life vievi-.

After investigating the development of basic concepts the study
turned naturally to the developing of the handwriting skill.

Under this

study the important factor which has a vital bearing on the differanoe
between the public schools of today and the Christian schools was discovered.

In the Christian schools lll8.nual it is recommended that manu-

script writing (printing) be adopted for use in the lower grades.

Tests

and investigations hAve brought to light three chief advantages of

the

use of manuscript writing in the first two grades: ease of initie.l learning, facilitation of early written expression, and facilitation of learning to read.

The transition fron manuscript to cursive {script) should

be ma.de at the proper stage.

In most oases the transition can be made

most readily during the latter pa.rt of the third grade.

It is at t bis

time that most children show a strong desire to experiment with ours:i.ve
writing.

l\la.nusoript wri tin.g; is a valua. ble technique in the making of

maps, graphs, charts, and art materials as well as serving useful purposes in many other situations.

It should therefore be continued and

perfected throughout the grades.66

All of ·the Christian schools contacted showed a very definite
interest in the study of handwriting.

Although the high schools do

not have it as an individual subject, all the teachers emphasiz e the
importance of proper penmanship in all their classes.

The

eight ele-

mentacy schools either have handwriting as a part of their course in
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English or else have an individual co1lrse in penmanship.

Two of the

schools have special instructors who are expe1•ts in the field

that

teach the subject in each of the grades.
It was observed that the idea of teaching manuscript writing in

the first three grades and then changing to the cursive in the latter
part of the third year is being carried out in all of the elamantary
schools.
As has been pointed out i'urtr.Ll9r in Chapter VIII the public schools
of today in many places are not making the transition to the cursive
writing from the manuscript and are therefore not doing the work that
is set out for them to do.
Summary

In this chapter on the Christian school methods of teaching English an attempt was ma.de to list the objectives and give a short discussion of the methods employed to meet them for each of the four divisions of the field: reading, language, spelling, and handwriting. It
was noted that it is impossible to select one method and recommend its
use continuously through any course as the methods used must depend on
the material being handled and the other ciroumstances surrounding it.

I
I

CHAPTER VI
CHRISTI.AW SCHOOL METHODS IN TBE TEACHING OF THE SOCIAL STUDIES
As was noted

in the chapter on

the teaching of

the sooial

studies in the public schools, the field of social studies is a large
one made up of several different individual subjects.

The present

chapter on the teaching of' the social studies in the Christian schools
was divided into four parts.

were dealt with.

Under each part the obj ectives and methods

The divisions of' the socis.l studies field f or the

purpose of ·this study were: social studies in the p rimary e;ra.des , history, citizenshi p, and geography.
Social Studies in the Primary Grades
In the higher grades social science is divided into geography,
history, and citizenship.
grades.

This division is not obsex-ved in the l ov1er

In grades 1-3 an integrated course is used to promote progress

toward the several objectives for social science.

This course is built

up of what might othe rwise be included in the following courses: geography .. science, nature, health, sa.fety, and citizenship.

It

was not fe H;

necessary to spend too muoh time on this division of the field of social
studies, but the main objectives were selected and the methods
~10uld

accomplish them were discussed.

There ware si.nen main objactives to be considered in the
tation of the social studies in the primary grades.

f

l

which

presan~
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( 1) To impress the ohild with the God-centered ne.ture

or all r$ality.
(a) God is the Creator of all things.
(b) God sustains and upholds all things.
(c) God's glory is the pur?ose of all things.
(2) To impress the child with the destructive effects
of: sin.

(3)

To acquaint the child with the God-ordained way of

restoration.
(4) To increase the child's knowledge of nature and
society.
( 5) To develop in the child an understanding of himself
and his needs.

(6)

To promote Christian behavior and good manners.

(7) To develop desirable habits of health and safety.

The attainment of the goals just cited is effected through extensive reading in books specifically designed to promote prog:rass toward

the objectives accepted for the course in primacy social studies;
variety of activities

ca.~fully

a

selected unon the basis of the objec-

tives; and carefUlly directed discussion with the purpose of developing
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. t i•a n pni
'·1 osop hy o.f. l"f
a Ch ris
i e.
History

HistOr'J• in its narrovrer sense. has been traditionally defined
as a record of past events.

As applied ttJ subject matter, it i:s taken

to mean more particularly a systematic account of the events in
lif'e of e. nation, the political.,

social~

the

economic and international

events as well as any others which are considered pertinent

to an

understanding of the nations or peoples involved.
It is impossible to teach a series of historical events without

I
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some explanation -

without at lea.st a trace of interpretation .

soon as the ·teaching of the .f acts

of' history is accompanied

interpretation. the teacher is giYing pupils a

As

by

phU~sop~y ~! hi~t?ry•

The very selection of s. series of events, the explanation of'

their

relations one to another, and the enumeration o:f their results in the
light of subsequent events presup pose a philosophy of history.

Even

the interpretation of the significance of a historical event is the
product

of

a philosophy of history.

So1ne philosophy is abra.ys present.

fully articulated or otherwise, and is being incorporated, consciously
or otherwise.

Neutrality in the interpretation

is an i mpossU>ility.

or

a historical record

Since this is true, the importance of a

sound

philosophy, and of a conscious, systematic. consistent interpreta.ti•:'.>n
of historical events in the light thereof cannot be over-emphasized.
The Christian's philosophy of his to r,y is one in which he vie\VS
the events of the pa st, just as he doss all oi' life God.

as revel1.ttion of'

From this distinotive approach history is defined as a record of'

God's revelation in the affairs of the human r ace.

It ranks with the

Scriptures and with nature as one of the means throu gh which we

reoo~

nize the Will of' God , His power and wisdom. His providenc e , His justice,

and llis sovereignty.

The Christian's interpretation of history is theo-

cantrie, recognizing an immanent,

tr~nscendent,

personal God. who directs

all things to His own glory.
In a Christian school ·t;he subjeot of history must be presented
upon this premise.

The teacher ao1.!:epts t.1-iis oonaeption

will also impart to the pupils this appreciation
events studied.

or

or

truth, e.nd

significo.nae of the

Cause and effect, th:l trends in history, the rise ard

fall of empires, as vrell as the lesser details, will take on a meaning

I
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for the pupil which no ot he r philosophy is ab l e to supply.

I t must be added at this p oint t hat the tea.char faces a dua l
necessity.
philoso~hy

The re is besides the need of the presence of a Christian
in the teaching of history, the duty

tian philosophy of history .

or

tea.cl:.!:_~

a Chris-

·In other wo1•ds, the teacher subscribes

to a. program of indootrinati on, to a p olicy of attempting to tea.ch the
pupils t o interpret events, past and present, in t he light of
principles.

They must learn to read the handwriting of God in

these
the

events of history.
A fa

principles to be observed in the teaching of history in

the Christian schools were made evident by the information jus t given.

In the first place, the Christian philosophy must permeate the course
of s·tudy.

A sincere effort must be made to point out hovr the entire

course of pa st events reveals divine direction, control, and purpose.
The error to be a v oided is the p ractice of bringing i n this emphasis

only in connection with striking; incidents.

see that it is just

~s

The pupils must learn to

providential that the affairs of the state move

in an even t e nor as that they are disturbed by catastrophic events.
The appearance of a great leader upon the scene is a clear indi cation

of a plan, but design must also be seen in the parts p layed by
lesser lights of historJ•

the

This suggests that the incorporati on of the

Christian point of view mu$t be natural and not forced.

It must be

the background which colors all of the material of t he course of study.
A second principle to be observed is that of the -v·a lue of t he

indi·vidual.

I n the affairs of state, each actor has his

and predetermined.

role ~

assigned

Men are the product of their times, but the times

are also the produot of men.

They are the prod1.4ct of those 'nho have
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been plaead in positions of influence, and who are the instruments
through which the plan of the ages is being worked out.

A practical

value of the study of history may be indicated in this c onnection:

the emphasis on the responsibility of the indi·vidual, the idea of good
citizanshi?. the far-reaching effects of personal influence.

We may

state as a correlative that the ·tea.oher may not place subject matter
ahead of the interests of the individual.

The manner in which the Christian philosophy of history is

to

be put into use, how it is to be applied in the course of study, has
become evident in the following pages which list and discuss the objectives along with suggestions of the methodology to be employed.
essential, however,

t~.at

It is

the Christian philosophy, the goals, methods ,

the subject matter and activities must be an integrated whole.68
1.

The devel?pment of a God-centered philosophy _2! history.

The

essential elements in a God-centered philosophy of history were briefly
s1lmroarized as follows:

{a) A recognition of reality as a God-centered
l?a ttern.
(1) a recognition of God as the Creator of
all mankind who directs all t hings to
His honor and glo~y.
(2) a recognition of history as a revelation
of God in Eis dealings with mankind.
(3) a recognition of the God-centered unit y
of' the human race--common Crea.tor, common
Provider, and Ruler, common aim of
existence, a God-determined interdependence.
(4) a recognition of the individual's responsibility to God for the role he plays in
human r elationships.
(b) A recognition of the de structive effects of sin
relative to this God-centered pattern.
(1) a recognition of the disruptive force
of sin on the course of human events.

!
[

I
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(2) a recognition that sin has destroyed ma.n's
ability to road aright and clearly God's
revelation of Himself in His dealings with
man kind.
( c } A recognition of the need of spiritual r eblrth
and special re velation.

(1) a recognition that spiritual rebirth of t he
individual is essential to bend the will
of men and nations toward the achievement
of the ultimate purpose of human existence.
(2) a realization that the enlightening Spirit
of God and special revelation are necessary
if man is t9 read God's revelation of Himself
in history. 09
Philosophy to be of value must be functional , it must reflect itself in ever<J sphere and aspect of living.

wora, and deed.
objeotives.

It mus t influence

In history it is basio to the attainment

thoJJ.ght,

of all other

Hi storical information receives true significance only when

seen and interpreted in the light of a God-centered philosophy.
lightened patriotism has its r0<)ts in such a view of life.

An en-

Onl y

then

can the study of h:tstory serve as a. medium to attain the general objeo-

tives of Christian education and the final a.im--the glory of God, when
it is predicated on a God-centered philosophy .
2.

~acquisition~

significant historical informa-bion.

are no "bare" or isolated facts in h istory.

The re

All fact s, events and inoi-

dents are embedded in a complex network of re lationships.

For example,

every fact is antecedently, late rally, and posterio rly joined

to a

multitude of causal and r esultant factors; every faot is vertically
related to God, the fi:nal caus e and purpose of all things.

Facts are

significant only as they can be discerned in relationship.

Generali-

zations and conclusions reached upon the basis of facts are more important than the f acts themselves.
than a single b r ush stroke.

I
f

I

The complete picture is more important
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On t he other hand, a knowledge of historical f'act:s is i mportant.
The meaning of

histo~;

oan grovr only out of a knowledge of f acts.

Con-

clusions can be reached only upon the basis of faots.

3.

An increased knowledge of God

tory is God's self'-rev-elati on.
knowledge of God.

-~

revealed in history.

Its study should result in a

His-

greater

God's hand in history is not ahm.ys clearly seen.

This is a result of man's natural limitations.

God sees the

ture; man sees only a small part of the whole.

Besides, sin has de-

strayed man's a bility to see this small part clearly.

whole pio-

But, the child

of God enlightene d by His Spirit does see God's hand in history, how-

aTer dimly and inaocurately.

In the fall of nations, which have forQ

saken God, he sees an evidence of God's justice.

In the landing

of the

Pilgrims on New England's rock-bound coast, he recognized the love
God for his persecuted children.

of

So step by step the child. of God should

be led to increase in knowledge of God as ha reads in history evidences
of God' s attributes.
This knowledge should be more than intellectual awareness
acknowledgment.

a nd

Tho child should be led to e xclaim with David, "Thine,

O Jehovah, is tha greatne ss and the power and the glory, and the viotory, and the majesty; for all that is in the heaven and in the earth is
Thine; Thine is the kingdom, 0 Jehovah, and Thou are exalted as Head

above all. n70

4.

The development

~

patriotism and desirable citizenship.

Patriotism dep ends up on a variety of factors.
a deep-seated and abiding patriotism.

Knowledge is basic

It takes little argumen·t;

to
to

demonstrate how an intimate acquaintan ce vii.th the history of our country

would res ult in increased patrio·tism.

l

I

One needs only to consider

the
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idea.ls of early settlers, the pe r severance and patience of the colonists
i n the face of severe trials and tri bule.tions, the price paid for freedom,
dence.

and the boundless undeserved blessings enjoyed under God's proviBut knowledge, unless interpreted in the broadest possible sense

of the word, is not patriotism.

It cons i sts of those sentiments, atti-

tudes, and appreciations which find their root in this knowledge.

5. The development of social sensitivity. Social sensitivity
refers to the readiness of an indiv idual to res p ond in a desirable way
to a social situation.

The desired response may take a variety of forms,

depending upon the case at hand.

For example, it may consist of a feel-

ing of sympathy or aversion, an attitude

or

approval or disapproval, or

the proper response may oonsist of taking definite action to oorrect an
existing sooial injustioe.
Basic to social sensitivity is a knowledge and awareness
existing social situation, its causes, and effects.
acquaintance with the history

or

of an

For e xample,

an

the American Negro will r e veal the

causes of the "Negro problem", as well as an understanding of its e.ctual

and potential disturbing influence.
While history is a. medium which can be used -to develoo in the ch i ld
an awareness of the needs, problems, and contri butions of various

cul-

tural and national groups, the ?roper response depends in large measure
upon the child's developing philosophy of life.

Upon this will depend

whether the response will be a selfish resentment, or a sympathe ti c r e sponse a nd a sacrificial readiness to take necessary steps to

s.n injustice towa r d an image bearer of' God.

correc·t;

Upon this will also depend

whether the response to the evils of his day will be one of apathy and
indiffe rence, or one of aversion and a determination to counteract them

I
I
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to the utmost of his power.

These few examples a.gain i llustrate the

primary importance of developing a God-_centered Yiew of life.

6.

Cultivation of desirable work habi~ a~d study skills.

His-

tory shares the r es ponsibility for the attainment of this objective
with various other subject matter branches.

The extent and complexity

of this objective is illustrated by the following outline of

factors

involved:
(a) Knowledge of and regard for conditions essential
for ef.f ective study• for example. lighting,, heating,, posture, self-reliance and independence.
(b) Effective use of study time, for example, prompt
attack,, sustained applioation, meeting study
obligations promptly, carrying work through to
completion.
(c) Awareness of and habit of using various sources
of historical information, for example, printed
materials, interviews, pictures, graphs, and
so forth.
(d) Ability to make effective use of various sources
of data, s-.1ch as books, the library. lectures ,
discussions, interviews, and observation.

7.

'l'he development

~

effective methods of thinking;.

Perhaps no

characteristic is more distinctly human than the ability to think
reason.

I

and

Among God's creatures only man was ordained to be an intellec-

tual being.

In the child, however, t h is ability is found in a

immature state.

very

Besides, sin has sadly impaired this human faculty.

God's honor demands that this characteristic be dev-eloped in each individual image bearer to the maximum of his potentiality.
History is admirably suited to the development of effective method s
of thinking.

Relationships must be arrived at, sequences must be followed,

evidence must be weighed, fact must be distinguished from opinion

and
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t ru·t;h se parated
c r iticized.

from err or , and generaliza tions must be

ma.de and

These and a number of rela ted a ctivities not only demand

71
.
.
but a 1so h e 1p t o d eve 1 op e ff ec·...~ i· ve me·th od s of t hinking;
..
Me thods Used .

The abili't-J to meet this object ive

must be

demonstrated throu6h the various methods that are employed.
presented here which

have seemed the most

A few were

important of all those in-

vesti gated.

The distinctive

objectives listed above

methods, techniques, and activities.

demand distinotive

Every teacher of history should be

acquainted with the best methods of teaching a.s advanced by a uthorities
in the field.

However, e:xclusi ve use of these methods,. techniques, and

activities vnll result in the achievement of objectives quite different

from those acce pted for the teach ing of histo r y in Christian schools.
It would certa inly not result in the development of a God-cente red view
of history, or in the development of social sensiti vity on an a cce ptable
ba sis.

Howeve r . much a t e ache r may learn. fro m the cu1·rent textbooks a nd

manuals on the teaching of history, the Chr istian teacher will

find it

necessary to ado pt his own methods and t e chniques. a.nd to select his own
contents and activities to assure efficie nt p rogress toward the obj ectives adopted for Christian educa tion.
God's glory dema nds that each of his image beare r s a ttai n
maximum limits of his development.

The

guide.nr~e

t he

of this developm•e nt is

i n large measure the responsibility of the teacher.

This make s

it

essential that the teache r of hist ory discover the capacity and poten tia lities of the i ndividual pu? ils throug;h such media a s records of p r e ceding grade s . s tanda r d tests, teacher constructed tes t s,. and obs e rva tion

of ilYte re sts.

This is being done 5.n the fourteen schools visited.
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It

next becomes the

duty of the teacher

t o keep each child

profitably engaged with.in the lirnits of hi s ta l ent s .

This wi ll require:

(a) diff'erentie.ted assignments, (b) p roviding history mat..erials

on

varying l evels cf dii'f':i.culty, (c) ma.king available and ca.ref'ully c las si fying and cataloging reading matter of historical value , and (d) pro,,-iding activities of various types in keeping with various interests a.11d
a b ilities.
The teacher need plan no special lessons to effe ct progress toward

the objective of developing a God-centered view of hi story, for history
is God-centered.

It is God' s s e lf-reYelation through His providental

direction of human affairs.
and nations.

It is the unfolding of God's plan for men

The consistent considera.tion 0.nd interpretation of history

i n this spirit and in the light of this truth will de termine in large
measure the child's progress toward this . particular obj e cti ve .
The teacher should a t all times be on the alert for oocasi ons e.nd

opportunitie s to i :ndica.te t.""ie God-cantered nature of history.

For· in-

stance, the teacher may indicate that: (a) human interdependence is an
indication of a God-determined unity• (b) inventions are God-revea.led,
and man is to us e them to God's glory and praise Ilim for them as did

Mo rse whe:n he exclaimed a " vVhat hath God wrought", ( e) God of ten sends

wars and depressions as panishment for greed. lust and pride, (d) the
radio has unlimited possibilities fo r the spread of the gos pel .
· 'r he Christian tee.cher, who sees h i s tory as a progressive record
0£

God's dealings vlith man. wi ll see innumerab le instances to

strate this trutho

demon~

If the les son discussed presents no natural oppor-

tunity, nothing need be said.
The tea.oh.er should not and need not p reach or ele.borate to s:.cy
- \
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great exten·t.

A word or two reay be sufficient.

It might be even more

effective to formulate a question to center the child's attention

on

the particular truth which a pp lies, for example , "Vihat a.re some of the
basic reasons underlying a ll wars. regardle ss of thei r immediate causes? 11
In view of the secular chare.oter of most history textbooks
materials. the

a nd

Christie.n teacher must constantly exert an influence

which is both corrective and construati ve.

This

ca11

be done: (a) by

furnishing a proper introduction to the lesson. (b) by planning
supplying questions and problems to guide the child's progress

and

towa.i~d

the seve r a.l objectives, (c) by skillful guidance of class di s c'\.1ssion,,

and (d) by selection of aids u on the basis of Christian standards.
Textb ooks are designed by their authors to lead the child toward

the attainment of certain definite and predetermined goals.

The

objeo~

tives selected. in practical ly a ll oases, fall short of those selected
for the study of history in Christia.11 schools.

This indicate d (a) the

need for extreme cars in the selection of a textbook. and (b) tha inadequacy of ·t;he textbook to t:,'1.lide the child toward a. full 0.chievement
of all the objective s adopted for Christian schools.
All of' the teachers contacted in the social studies departments
of the various schools expressed the fact that this is indeed one of
the greatest problems facing them in their teaching.

Since they are

aware of the fact that the false ·teachings are present in the text they
point them out to the students and show them the correct interpretation
according to the Bible a.nd Christianity.
Specis.l effort must be put forth to develop the child's efficiency
in the use of the history textbook.

.,

Definite instruction must be given

when the child is first introduced to the history book.

Through continued
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instruction and practice the pupils form a ;7orking acquaintance with
the various sta.ndard a.ids such as table of contents, chapter headings
and subheadings, index, appendix , pictures, maps, graphs. and tables. _7 2
Citizenship
Citizenship is the study of man and his government; and man's
relationship to his government and his fe l low man .

The present day

study of ci tizenshi p is far broader than the former civics which dealt
almost exclusively with government

~

its origin, or anization,

and

function.
God oreated man a.s a social being.
f or man to live a.lone . 11

God said , "It is not good

By virtue of this divinely estnblished human

chara.cteristic, there exists in man a fundamental need and desire for
fellowship and a.ssooiatio11 with others .

This is true of adults

a.nd

children alike.
Not only di d God c r eate man as a socia l beingf He also established t he l aws t o govern ma.n's social life .

These laws ·were originally

written in man ' s heart, and man obeyed them because his will
harmony with God's wi 11.
lon~er

But man f e 11.

was in

The wi 11 of fallen man is no

in harmony with the will of his Creator.

1'Tatural man is

not

sensitive to the divine principles e stablished for the regulation of
ma.n's social relationships.

God este.bHshed government fo r the purpose of governing
relations hips.

All authority rests upon divine foundation.

to authority is in accord with divi ne v.ri.11.

human

Obedience

" Let every soul be

in

subjeotion unto the higher powers , for there is no power but of God;
and the powers that be, are ordair..ed of God . 11 73

llO

For the regenerate man, obed ience to divinely

established

authority and divinely ordained p rinci p l e s is no burden.

Through the

operation of the Holy Spirit his will is once more brought i nto harmony with God's wi ll.

It is his desire to know the divine ly ordained

l aws and organizations for the regulation of inter-human relationships
i n orde r that he may do the will of his heavenly Father.
Tvro sources from which he may learn God's will are a t the disposal of the child of God.

God's special revelation includes t...ri.e funda-

mental exp ression of divine will for the ordering of man's social
civil life.

and

The second source is God ' s general revelation and consists

of t he institutions and organize.ti ons ·which .Ee has estab li shed a s agent s
and agencies for the direction of human relations h i p .

.Among

these

agencies a re the home. church. school and the stat e.
In cithenshi p the child of God utilizes these t wo sources

or

divine reve lation with a sine;le aim in view, that is, th at God's honor

may be enhanced.
ment.

This he aims to

ef~ect

through a two-fold a ccomp lish-

First, it i s his goal to bri ng; his life into closer harmony with

God's will for t he conduct of man's socia l and civil lii'e .

Second. it

is hi s de si re to bring the divinely ordained alenc:i.es for t he direction
of human relationships into gre ater confo rmity with God's expressed wi 11.

It is the task of the Christian teac he r to lead 1 direct, and aid.

the

child in the study of divine revelation with t hese ob jectives in view.
In the training of the Chri stian citizen it is of

paramount

importance that the directive e.g;encies such as the home, church, school
and sta.te pull in the same direction.

These a gencies should work to-

gether to unite what sin has torn apart, to integrate what has become
disintegrated throug h t he f a l 1 of man.

This uni VJ oan be aoh ie ved. only
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when these vari ous a:::encies utilize God's revelat ion as the di re c ti ve
in their educational activitias.74
The re were five main objectives to be set forth i n the field of

citizenship i n order to teach H:; from a Christian viewpoint .

These

ob jectives are liste d be low.
(1) lt recognition tha·t the prope r foundation for citizens hip
is based upon the Christian world and life v iew since-(a) Citizenshi p er,1bra.ces all the relationships
of men under different g overnment s .
(b) Good citizenship means more than membership in
a state o r union and obedience to authority;
it includes prop er conduct in human society i n
general.
(2) The rea lization that r ighteousness is the strength and
si n is the downfall of a nation (P roverb s 11~:31~). that is,
(a) True Christian life, fundamtmtal to good citi zenshi p, means p ro~ er relations hip to God and to ou r
fellow men.
(b) "r-,11at-s oever makes a man a good Christian, also
makes him a good Citizen." Daniel Webster
(c) Righteousness is not merely a n i dea l but
a requirement by God of a.11 men and ;ill
alao result in obedience to God and Eis
ordinances.

(3) The

realizati on that a ll government is instituted by
God a nd tha:i:; obedience to constituted authority is
re quired of eve ry citizen (Romans 13:1).
(a) Purpose of government is to protect ri ght and
punish evil.
( b ) The child is at one and the same time a member
of several groups, ( for examp le, home, school,
church, community, state, nation) and therefore
becomes subject to the governing regulations
of ea.ch group .

(4)

An understanding of, and appreciation for, the American
~.:ay of life , set forth in and guaranteed by the type
of government established through God's grace by our
forefathers generati ons ago.
( a ) All the blessing s of home . church , and nation
a re wholly undeserved by reason of our sin and
are all due to the grace of God.
(b ) In app reciation of our civil and religious
r ights there shou ld be develo?ed a real determi nation to preserve and ~er petuate.thos e advanta5es enj oyed by us as c itizens of these
Vni ted States.
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(c) In appreciation of the blessings of lL>nerican
citizenship there should also ba a i,'filling
acceptance of the duties, obligations , s.nd
probable sacrifices attending this oitizenship.

(5)

To show the functions of state and national governments as they affec·t communi t y life.

(a) Interdependence of loc.a l states and national
government.
(b) Establishment of ·the broader principles of
patriotisiu embracing proper attitudes towards
eople outside our small family circle, and
axtendin· our world wide net work of social
and political relationships . 75
It was a lso irnpcirtant to n ote the ways in which corre l ation could

be

roainta~ned

between the subject of citizen hip and other subject fields

in the curriculum • . Some axa.mples were selected to shor how it could be
done e
( 1) Bible - All religious instruction prepares for. good
citizenship.
(2)

ea.ding - Citizenship can be stressed in lessons which
deal with such virtues as honesty, kindness, help v.1nass, a.nd. coura~e .

(3) Language - Oral or writ en compositions on topics in
the field of civic responsibility .
(4) Geography - Topi .a such as transportation, communioa.tion, conserTation of natural resources , business
and commeroe may be used to show the need of interstate and even nternational good will and cooperation,
espeoially today when distances mean nothing when dealing with our internationa l neighbors o
(5) History "' Biographies of great Americans lend them~
selves well to llustrate unselfish love of count ry , a
spirit of sacrifice, trust in God and other qualities
of good citizenship . The Declaration of I ndependence
and the Constitution may be used to enphasize the principles upon which our government is founded . Stories
of pioneer life illv.stra.te the dif'ficulties under which
our life was established and thus serve to increase
an a preciation of the blessings we enjoy.
(6) Eealth and Safety - These a.re necessary to perform
~che duties of citizenship.
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(7) General Science - A good citi zen aims to have an
i ntelli gent understandin g; of the world about him
and thus enable him to render more e ff i cient service in "subduing; the eo.rthn (Gene s is 1:28).76
Geog:rti,phy

Geography literally means description of the earth.
nition is vary comprehensive.

This defi-

It may include astronomical geography,

geology, physiography, meterology, biology, and human geography,
conception of
raphy course.

geogr~phy

This

gives too wide a scope for an elementary geog;-

In common vith other educators , the Christian educa tor

must select and reject.

A philosophy of geography is basic to t his

selection of &eographical facts and understandings.

Also, it is im-

possible to teach geographical facts withouv interpreting them to the
pupils.

Fo r such an interpretation the philosophy of geography

mus~c

be considered.

The Christian teacher must always begin »nth God.
catlon is a God-centered education.

Christian edu-

In geogra hy the ea rth and all that

it conta.ins is viewed as a creation of the All-glorious God -

deistic sense. but in a. theistic sense.

not in a

That is to say. the earth and

all that it contains is a finite manifestation of the :marvelous greatness. the matchless power, t he unfathomable wisdom. the wonderf\i.l p rovi-

dencs of God, in one word

~

of the glor3 of God.

The whole earth i s related to God.

This is clearly evident from

such Biblica l pa.ssa.g;es a.s: "The earth is full of the lovingkindness of
Jehovah. 11 77

d r y land. 11 78

"The see. is His and He nade it, and Hia hands formed
"He that formath the mountains and createth the wind,

the God of Hosts is Bis name. 11 79

the
e

"In His hands are the deep pl a ces of

*

G
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the earth ; the heights of' t he mountains are His also. 11 80
holding all things by the word of His power. 11 81
pleas ed , that hath he done.

"He is u -

"Whatsoever Jehovah

In heaven and in earth, in the seas and

in all deeps, Who causeth the vapors to ascend f'rom the ends of

the

e a rth; 1i'v'ho maketh lightnings for the r .9 .in; ''r110 bring;e th forth the wind
ou·t; of' His treasuries. 1182
The crovm of creation is man.
of this earth.

God has enth roned him

as King

Be cause man was cre ated in the image of God , he could

subdue and replenish the earth a s a ha b itat for man and he could attai n
to the purpose of all things -

the glory of God.

But before considering anything; more about ge ography it

was

necessa!""J to ta ke into consideration the serious discordant note which
t he fact of sin brought upon earth with the fall of Adam and Eve .
effected t hree important cha.ng;e s .

This

In the fi rst pl ace , through sin the

eye of man 'tJ'as dimmed so t hat he sees with d iffi culty the excellencies

of God.

Secondly, because of man's fall, God's curse

i~ sts

on creation

"cu r sed is the ground for thy sake • • • • " ( Genesis 3:17,18)

Jmd ,

finally 1 God 1 s g lo ry is novr reflected. not onl y in c r eatural g lo ry manifested every;vhere, but also in the retributive justice of God which is
li kewise s een on eve ry hand.

Although sin ha s disrupted man' s relationship to the earth, he
still rema i ns steward of all i ts riches.

It follows then that

those

things which have to do with the influence of man upon the earth, and
of the ea rth upon man would be emphasized i n a s t udy of geography.
should be intensely human.

As well as learning to k now God, it should

give the studen·t; a sympathetic understand ing of his fellow man,
neal' and !"'ar.

It

How ha is to study his fel lov; man is p robably

both

11 •ell
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illu strat ed by
geography .

enuraeratin.; some of

the different phases of huma.n

( 1) Human and social geography teach how men live together

on the earth.

{2 ) Industrial and commercial geography demonst rate how

men help each other make a liv i ng .

( 3) Political geography emph('l.siz es

politi cal boundaries into which the earlh i s divided and the chief features of' the r es pective government a l areas.

are often intertwined .,

(4) History and geography

Many historical events ca.n onl y be understood

by an understanding of geography.

All these things point to the i nterdependence of merL .
t ian teache r is well s uited to t·saoh human geography.

The Chris -

Hi s God is God

or t he entire unive r se and He has peopled it with one people -

ths

hu.lllan race.

Chris ~

No seotionalism a nd no r aoe prej ud ice fit into the

t i an 1 s t eachi ng of' geography .
In organizing a course of study in geogr aphy the Christi an school
i nclude s e spe cially those t hings that teach people to J....Ti.ow God
understand symptd;hetical ly their fellow man .

and to

Geogra:phy then is n ot

study of isola t ed facts, but rather of facts linked together by

design.

a

God' 3

Thes e schools emphasize particula.rly those facts that reveal

man 1 s relati onship to ·the earth a.nd the infl uence eac h has upon the other.
Since God's creat ion is one vmole a nd all events are directed by
His provi dence , geography should be correla:ted and i ntegrated with every
othe r subject .

Life is one; the su.bj ect- .!M.tte r divisions a re arbitrary

and made only for convenience so that the student can better understand
ff?.:

the whole . /

The implications of this philosophy became more eviderd;; as
goals and methods were studied .

the

The goal s were divided into vari ous

obj ectives f or the pur pose of exa.mination and discus sion .

-- --

__ _____ --

( 1) The development of a God-cente1•ed philosophy of
...
.,.

- -.

-------·----~

-----~---

------~-

-·

Christi an child learns that God created all things

in~ beg;inn~~·

He learns that this is the plain teaching of the Bi b l e .
ning; God created the heavens and the earth. 11 84

11

nature
-··--

"In the begin-

0n the seventh day God

finished his work which he had made; and he r ested on ·!;he seventh
from all his work which he had made. 1185

da.y

Explicit fa. i th in God's Word

is the basic essential to a God g lo rifying life. and prec l udes any trace
of be lief in the man-centered and man- i nvented evolution theOl"'J.
The child learns that God upholds and gover"1s a.11 t hinss Be has
~reated .

For example, the various la?rs of nature are divinely es·tab-

lished for· the orderly and systematic operation of t he uni verse; God .' n

the be ginning wisely and marvelously provide d the earth with resources
to meet the needs of man for all time.

In His good time God will termin-

ate the exi stence of t he earth in its present state.
All th i ngs were ' created fo r God's glory.

"Thou didst create all

t hings, and because of thy will they were, e.nd were created. " 8 6

If

t he child is to f'ttlf'ill the intended purpose of his existence., he must
early be impressed with this truth .
it is His self revelation.

All nature glorifies God in that

God is glorified nhen He beholds His divi ne

att:ri.butas reflec·t:;e d i n nature and in Hi s p rovidenti al control of nature.
But God demands more; He demands that man shall see His revelation

in

nature and that man shall fear and praise and adore Him for the divine

attributes recognized the re.
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God has placed man upon ea1·th as His steward, viceregent,

interwediary.

or

As such man is to have domi nion over the earth, t o rule

over it, and to dedicate

i·I;

to its intended purpose.

God ha s "placed

all tt!.ng;s under his f eet" that man i n turn might lay a ll thing s a t the
feet of God.

Thi s concept is necessary ii' the child is to l ive a truly

God-ce ntered life.

Thi s truth empha.si-zes t he child's rasp onsibi l i ty

·t;o deve lop to the ma.xinn.u:n his capacity f or ru ling over the earth.

It

diot ates man's resp onsibility for the proper use of natural resou rces.
The child must understand. tha.t t he natural realm no longer re-

fl e cts God pe rfectly.
marred so that it no
did .

For
lon~er

exa.mpl.~,

the beauty of nature ha.s

be en

reflects the beauty of God a s it originally

The vtis d om of God i s n o lon;;er e. s pe rfe ctly demonstrated

in t he

natural realm as originally; the smooth and effici•:int operation of the
uni verse is frequently dis r upted by abnormal phenomena_, such a s storms
and e a rthqua ke s.

The curs e of God rests u pon t he earth beoause of man • s sin .
refuses to give its increase; weeds and drought inte rfere.

It

The earth

ha.s become for man a place of sorrow, obs tacl e s, and hard labor .
The mind of man has been darkened so that he no lon 0 er reads
aright the i·evelation o:f God in nature.

·iian's will he.s bean perverted

so that by nature he is se lf-centered instead of God-centered,

and

he desires to a ppropriate God's gi fts in nature f or his own purposes
instead or devoting them to God's glory.

A recognition of this truth

is n eeded i f the desired restoration is to be effected.
The child must come to reali ze t hat if he is to know God as He
re-veals Himself in nature, his sin-darkene d mind must be illumined by
the light of God's Spirit.

A knowledge of God's s pec:1-a.l revela·tion,
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the Bible, will open his e yes and his mind to the knowledg;e of
11

which may be gained from nature.

God
a~

In 'I'hy lig;ht shall we see light. 11 f

__ _

-- ----- ·- --- -.·- -.._

(2) To give the child a knovrledse of God as He reveals Him--~

se l i' in the universe.

Through the study of the universe the

ch:lld

should increase in knowledge of i ts Creator, Preserver and Ruler.

He

should become i mbued with a. deep sense of God 's majesty, power, wisdom,
and justice.

The final result should be that the child is impelled to

praise Him who created, preserves, and rules all things.

(3) To ~~ ~ child 1 s power ~ nature.

A knowled!!;e of

nature is essential to the development of man's ability to assurne

his

privilege and responsibility of ruling over nature,,. of redeeming it,
and re-directing it to its original pu r pose.

This demands a many-sided

It calls for a. knowled ge of nature and its potentialities.

kncnrledge.

It :requires an u11ders·ba.nding of how the latent powers of nature may best
be ha.messed, oontrolled, and utilized.

The achie vement of this objac-

ti ve is required i f the child is to be able to res pond to God's command
11

to replenish the earth, and subdue i t , "

88

and t o make a reality tha.t

which is true in principle, ·that is, "Thou makest hii.'1 to have dominion
over the -wo1•ks of thy hands; Thou hast put all things unler his feet. n89

-

(4) To increase the child's efficiency as steward.

-

-·

.

...~

The concept

-- -

of stewardship is implied in the immediately preoeding objective.
importa.noe calls for special stress.

Its

The child must come to regard him-

self' as one to whora God has entrusted the management of t hat which remains
His own.

To know this fact is not enough; the child must understanc what

it implies.

For example, man may not vra.ste no.tural resources; he must

use them in a God-pleasing way and for God-pleasing purposes; he
share them w:t th others J he must thank God for them.

must
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(5) Tc give the child an understanding of the influence of the

-·----

,natural environment

-----~
~

upon~~~~·

---

The child must be led to

consider the variety of natural environments as evidence of God's providen ce.

God ha s created the natural zones of temperature a s we ll

great differe nces in climatic condi t ions.

as

He has created a variety of

significant and i nfl uentia l surface feat ures : mountainsa valleysa rivers 1

a.nd seas.

He has pr ovi ded a wlde variety of vegetation, animals, and

minerals to match the varying clirm.tic conditions.

This has res ulted in

a bountiful and we l l-balanced pr ovision of natura l res ources essential

to man 's welfare .

It is a directing force in ·the lif'e of mana dete rmi n-

ing to a great extent his occupations and customs .
course, and history of nations.

It affects the actions ,

An understanding of this God-directed

influence of natural envirollL'l.ent should result i n a dee pened sense of
God's wisdom and greatness.

The cl.1ild should develop a deep sense

God-determined interdependence of me11 and nations.

of

It should result in

an understanding of the basio reas ons for the differences in national

cu s toms and cultures.
(6) The

social being .

~:f..2pment of

so cii;:! _sens itivi t y.

Man was created

This f act is amply demonstrated by the necessity

a

of

trade and oonw1erce occasioned by t h e conditi ons discussed in the preoad i ng objective.

The attainment of this objective makes a·t least three

demands: (a) a. knowledge and understmding; of factors which underlie
national and local problems and differences, (b) a sympathetic response
to a knowl edge of the needs and p roblems of the vari ou s national and
social groups. and (c) a vd llingness t o take the necessary steps

solve existing needs, prob lemsa and inequalities.

to
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(7) ~ development of effici_~z:cy in .thi:_ ~ or sources of geographic information.

This includes a knowled ge of possible sources of

geographic information, such as nature itself, geography textbook, and
so forth, the sk"ill and a bility in using sources of geographic informa-

tion, and the habit of us i ng these sources.

(8) The development_.:! effective method s of ~nking.
created with the p ower of reason .

as the image of God .

Also this characteristic marks him

Educ ation as a redemptive p rocess 1-as the responsi-

bility of developing; this aspect .

toward this end .

1fan wa s

Geography can and should be utilized

H; is not e11oug;h for the child to memo rize a mass of

In the study of geography the child must ac quire the habit of

facts.

·tracing cause and effect, and of endeavoring to see re l ationships .
develops habits of olose and intelligent observation.
t e xtbook

a nd i n reading the conclusions

He

I n using a secular

of non-religious thinkers. he

fi nd s that it is ne cessary to weigh the validity of his mm and

other

peop le's conclus i ons.

(9 ) Increased a pp reciati.on of nature.
simp le liking or e motional satisfacti on.

gent "insight" into t he thing appreciated.

This imp lies more than

t\

It should include an intelliIt includes s.n understanding

of the source of the thing app reciate , an underst!mding of its ca?a city

and potentialities, sensitivity to its qualities and characteristics.90
I n geography there should be the closest relationship between
the objectives. methods_. :mat erials and activiti·ss.

In fact. methods,

me.terials and a c tivities are only mean s used to a chieve the obj e ctives.

They are valua.ble only in the measure t ha t they contribute towa rd a tta.inment of the obj e ctives.

They must be selected in itiew of the contri-

bution which they can make toward achievement of the obje c tives .
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Summa.r~,r

In thi s chapter the four division s of the social st udies f i e ld ,
soc i al studies in t he primary grades , history, citi zenship , and geography. were discus sed .

Unde r each of these headings t he object i ve s we re

considered a nd then the various method s vrhich a re emp loyed
tian school s ·to accomplish th ose obj e ctives .

i n t he Chris-

Wha:t was said about the

met h ods employed in the t ea ching of geography ai)plies t o the entire f i e l d

of the soc ial stud i es .

Any methods which a re emp loyed must be j us t ified

by t hei r ability t o fulfill the obj ectives of the co urse .,

Therefore, it

is impossib l e to set down certain methods as being the onl y ones to use .
The great difference between t he methods empl oyed i n the publio and t he
Christ ian schools would a.rise i n the fa ct that the objectives to be me t
wit h t he methods a.re so di f'i'erent .
Chapte r VII ..

This comparison was brought 01.rt in

CHAPTE R VII

A COMPAY:U TIVE STUDY OF PUBLIC SCHOOL ND CHRISTIAN SCHOOL
METHODS I N TEE FIELDS OF ENGLISH . ND 'rBE SOC IAL STUDIES
The philosophy and me thod s emp loyed by the publio schooli; and
the Christian schools have been prasented in the prec,3di11g cha pte rs.
Th is chapter was compiled to ma ke a. compara tive study b e twee n

t :vo.
1

the

For bre v ity a nd clarity. the me ·thod of a chart wa s use d t o s h ow

this c ompari son .

Brief sta.tements we r e listed from each

system in

parallel columns to s h ow what are the s i mi l arit i es and diffe re nc e s.

FIELD OF ENGLISH
Pub lic Schools

II

Ch ristian Schools

Ac a d emic Qua lifi c a tions
--- --------·--

Aca demic Qualifi cations

1. Empha sis p laced purely on
litera r y knowl e dge .

l. Empha.si s on l j te rary knowl edge

2. Require knowledge of mov i es
and stage p lays.

2. No emphasis on

Profe ssional ' ualifications
1. Requi re ab i l ity to i ntere st
stud ents in Eng lish for their
pers onal ga i n .
2.

e quire sta te ce rtifi c ati on .

with Christi a n i nterp reta ti on .

mo-vi e s and

stage p lays.
1

Professional Qualifica ti ons

1. Re quire abi lity to i nt ere s t
s tude nts i n Engl i sh for the
glory of God .

2. Re quire t e a che rs to be ab le to
me e t state r equirement s.
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-----·~---y--------- ·------------.,

______

_::1,1~ic

Schools _ __ _

_ll_~-~~ristia.n _sch-~ol~~------

------·----·- -·- ---- --w-n=-------·
· -- --The -~even E_ard in;i-2_.. Frinci.Ples
!I The Seirnn _9a:rdin~ Pri.:?-~~g_les
of Education

--

of Educati on

1

l -

--· -.-..-"-~

!

1. The teac he r's p rirne.ry goa l s.

1. Conside red sec onda.,..v to
Christian obj ecti ves .

~

~ o)

j'

l

I 2.

2 . Lateria.Hstic emphasis.

~-

Christia.n interp retati on.

,l

lj Readin~

Reading
1. Te a cher should lead student
into wanting to read more and
bette r l i te rature .

!j ~ev~·l opment

of Chri s tian
standards of judgment and
discriminati on in the sel e otion of.' r eading material .

l

I
l;

1!
1.,l

h Language

H

1. Laclc of i n-l;e rest i n teaching;

fundamentals .
2.

approach
origi n of language.

Evo l uti o~ary

to

--~---·

l ! 1. Emphasis p le,ced on language

l

funda nentals .

ll

lj' 2 .

Ii
IIJI

1. An attempt to co r rect i mproper
spel lings in all cla ss es but
no concent rated effort.
~writing

1. Le.ck of interest in improv i ng

student's handwriting .
2 . Complete disre ~ard for script
in some schools .

Fina l Ai ms of Instruction
1. Tra i n a child to work out
destiny and fit into democracy.

Bible - Cree.tior1 approach
ori gi n of language .

to

S pelli~.

!'

ii 1.
Ii
II11

Special cours es i n spe llin g in
all gra.des a s we ll as a correlation with other course s .

II Handwriting
11
:;

~:~=is
.

11

•1

II 2.

I
Ii
I
l
l
H

II

on handYirriting in all

grad.es •

Trans i t i on to script writing
at least by third gre.de.

~al ~ ~! I nstruction
1. Inst ruct a ch i ld i n making
Chri stian prind.ples a part
of his life and through them
to live for the glory of God.

---~ --·~--

FIELD OF THE SOCIAL STUDI ES

·-

-·-----·-----·-1r----

- ---

Public Sohools

lj

Christian Schools

--~----===-======t!*=

======

11 History

l. Increased em~ha sis on study
of history.

II 1. -I ncreas
. ed emphasis
I of his tory.
11

2 . Acknowl edgment of interpretation
entering into history .

2. Ac knowledgment of inte rp r e tation entering i nt o hi story .

3. ri ews histo r y a s merely a record

3. Vie1vs hi story a.s Revelation

of events .

of God .

4.

1:-,. Prepare for an orderly transi ticn to a new order of some
type of collecti ·ism .

I s.

5. Students interests turn ed from
se lf toward gene r al human
walfe. re .

I

on study

6. Pl anned c orre l a tion with othe r
subjects .

i

11'

11

II

6~

Prepa re stud e nts for meeting
the requirements of life with
God - centered v i ew· of history.
Students interes·!;s turned from
se l f' t o God and through Ehn t o
general human we l fare.
'?lanned correlation with other
subj e cts.

Citiz ens h i p

Citize~hip
~

I

1 . Objective to make student a
patriotic supporter of
Democracy .

·I
11

i

I

i . Obje ctive to give student an

unders t anding of, and appreciation for. the Ameri can way

of lif'e, set forth in and
guaranteed by the type of goverrunent este.bl ished, through
God's grace, by our forefathers
generations ago.

11 Geo grap hY:

1 . ObjectiYe to instruct ·l;he
s tudent in the facts of human
geography such as : physical
featu r es, and ways of making a
H·vi n{; i n the various countries
of the world .

to devel op a
111. Objective
centered
philosophy
of nature
11
th r ough recognition of the Godpattern of t he universe
i oentered
and a rec ognition of the deGod e•

I

structi ve effects of sin on

II

nature , and t he recognition of
spiritual rebirth and special
reve l a tion.
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-.. -=-·------------~=*- Public Schools

H

The F'inal_ ~inis of Instruction

I The

1. The production of definite be-

I 1.
!

i

ha.vior patterns on the
the individual for the
ment of' the welfare of
in1'lividual and socie'l:;1;

ps.rt of'
enhancebo·th the
in

general ,

j

li!
1

Christi an Schoo ls

-~---------

Final Aims ~ Instruction

The development of a God~
centered philoso phy of the
social studies which will
equip the st.ude nt to qetter
serve God, a nd societ y in

1 - : n = o u g h Eim,

----~-

-------Su."i'lillary

This chapter i.va.s vrri tten with the idea in nlind of setting down
in oha.rt form the similarities and <lif'ferences oi' the two type s
school s studied; th e pub lic schools and the Christian schools .
f i elds of English and hi s tory were dealt with separately and

divided into t heir vari ous pa rts.

The
each

English was di1Tided into a cademic

qualifications. professiClne.l qua.lii'ications, the seven cardinal
ple s of educ(il.tion, reading,. language , spelling,

i':i.nal a.i ms of instruction.

of

h~.ndwri ting,

p rinci ~

and t he

The field of the s oci a l studies was di v ided

i nto histo ry, citi zen shi p , geography, and the f inal a i ms of instructi on.
This was done in a ver"J concise manner as the next chapter ha.s dea lt wi th

ea.ch one s pe cifi c ally in drawing; the conclusions of t.'ie study.

Cfu PTER VIII

GENERAL SUMMARY , EVALUATI01J, AHD COHCLUS IOWS

I n the

p reTious chapter the simila.ri ties

a.nd difference s be -

tween the tvrn systems of educe.ti on, the public school and the Christian
school, we re shown in

a concise manner in the form of a chart$

purpose of this ch&.pte r was to

~ive

The

a more complete summa.?"'/ of these

findings, to d raw certain conc lusions , and

then make sone

reco~llllen

dat.ions that ca.ma to 1 · ~ht during the inves ti gation .
Ge nera l Summary

The purpose of this study was to i nve stigate both the public
schools and the Christian schools to determine their presentation
material, and to determine whether or not the Christian schools

of

are

accomplishi ng the te.s k for which they have been organized o A chapter
was i nc luded on the history of methods which showed the various methods
·chat have been used throug;hou'c the ages in schools.

In studying b oth

the public schools and the Christian schools it was discoYered

that

predomi nantly the se.me methods are used in both types of schools .

As

was mentioned in the cha pter on public school methods of teaching the
social stud ie s, the method s or prooedu:res of instruction emp loyed in
the publlc schools fall under about thirteen

i eadiugs, as follows :

oral, textbook, question and e.nswer , topical, source. prob l e m, project ,

individua l, unit, thesis-resp onse, supervised study, t e sting

and
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e xamini n~,

and the soc i alized p rocedu re.

It is safe to say that some -

t ime during the cours es of Engl ish or the social studies

at least

most of these methods a re employed in both t he pubiic schools a.nd the
Christian schools.

Naturally, one teacher may emphasize a particular

method more than another, but it i s i1npossibla for a e;ood teacher to
constantly emp loy one rrethod alone.

The conclusion,

therefore~

must

be drawn that the difference in presenting material between the public
schools and the Christian schools is not especially in the methods used,

but rather in other realms .
F'urther investig;ations showed that the irethods employed in the
presentation of material are determine d by the philoso phies held

by

the individual teachers and the ins ti tuti ons that they represent.

conclusion was

drawn~

The

t herefore , trat the differences between the publie

schools and the Christian schools did not lie in the methods as such,
but rather the variance in philosophy lad to e. different approach.
It was felt that the best vray to s how the various differences,
as well as the

siroilarH~ies

in the

tu'lO

systems, was to discuss

each

field separately.
Diff e rences in the Field of English
In the matter of the academi c qus..lificati0ns of the

English

teacher, the list gi ven in Chapter IlI, as those for the teache r i n

tbe public schools, could very well have been included in the

quali~

fioations of the teache r in the Chr istian schools except for the emphasis on a knowledge of movie

and stage plays which would not interest

the teacher in the Christi an schools.

Howeve r , underlying these quali-

fications for the Chri s tian teacher is the Chri s tian interpretation of
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literary knowledge which is not even expected of the public school
teacher .

In the consideration of the professiona l qualifications for
English teachers, it 'fas seen that t he pub lic school requirements u rged

t he teacher to crea te a n i nt ere st in the student for the f i eld
only for the s tudent 1 s own selfish personal gain.

or

Engli sh

The English teacher in

the Christi a n schools should show jus t as much interest i n

creatin~

li ki ng; for the subje ct in the student' s mind , but for the purpose

a
of'

ma.king that person 1 s lif'e count in the furthe rance of God 1 s work here on
earth.

It is not correct to consi de r the p rofes siona l qualifications of

the Ch ristian schools to be any lower than t hose i mposed by the pub lic
schools , as the interviews he l d

vn th

the fourteen schools indic a ted.

All f'otlrteen of these schools are a i ming; toward state accreditati on and
t herefore r equire t hat their teachers should be ab l e to meet the state
re quireme nts for teachint; even thour;h they may not a s ye t have a s t ate

oe rtifice.te .
The Saven Cardi nal Principle s of Education, which are health.
command of fundamental p rocesses , worthy home membe rshi p , v ocations ,
citizenship or ci"rric education, worthy use of le isure ,, and ethical char-

acter, were discussed in Chapte r III as goals for t he Engli sh teacher
to aim at a.long with the others teaching i n the public schoolse

These

p rinciples offer excellent mate rial for testing the accuracy of

the

teachi ng; , but i t is easily noticed that the stress put on each of these
p rinci pl e s is very material istic e.nd the re is no a llmva nce made

f or

Christian i nterpretation.
The teacher of English in the Christian school can take these
same princi pl es a.nd put an ernpl:1s.sis on them that is centered i n

God 1 s
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Word .

The first principle, health, can be t aught from the viewpoint

that our bodies are the tem?les of the Holy Spirit and therefore should

be properly cared for .

The health of tha body must be supplemented by

the henlth of spirit. which very definitely includes a person ' s relation
to God.

The second principle, command of fundamental processes, should

be vitally important in both t ypes of schools,

but ~

as was pointed

out

later in this chapt er, many of the pub li c schools today have lost interest
in teaching t he fundamenta l s, while the Christian schools are doing the
job properly.

The th i rd principle, worthy home membership, opens a wide

area to the Christian schools and its teacher of En&lish .

As wa.s noted

in Chapter II I, the public schoo l Engl ish tea.oher was to aid in this
department by employing dem oc ratic c lass r oom procedures which

should

eventue.lly result i n greater democracy in homes a.nd thus stem the tiae
of divorces ths.t ·the Un:i.ted States is facing.

It is di f'i"icult to see

how this alone will help , but the En lish tee.Cher in a Chri stian schoo l
will naturally hav·e better success in teaching; worthy home membership
with accentuation on re l a t ions to God and the church instead of

democrn.ti c procedures alone .

more

In the realm of the fourth principle, vo-

oatio11, the Christie.n teacher by developin ·· the obj ectives set

orth in

Chapter V, can help di rect the thou ·hts of the studen,c to the voca tion
in which God. v1ould have him.

Citi zenship , or ci vie education, the fifth

principle, was discuss ed more thoroughly under the field of social stud=
ies_. but even. the teacher of English in a Christie.n school can enable
the student to realize that God i s to be honored by obeying the laws of

the land .

The worthy use of leisure time, the sh.-th objective, presents

excellent opportunities for the Christian school Eng;lish teacher

to

encourage the student into hobbies and other a ctiv-i ties that can be done
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i n accordance with his Christian

life ~

These would be far d i fferent

from the imnressions left on the students in the public schools by
the examples set before the.:n by their te achers .

Especially in

last of the pr inci?l es # ethical character, a difference was
t ween the

tea.chin~

in the two types of schools .

the

noted be-

The Christ i an view of

ethical eha.rac'cer is based on the Bible as the Word of God and its instructi ons f or living 1 while the average public school teacher oan cnly
use the various i deas of litera tu r e at his disposal to try and impress
on a student a theory of ethi cal conduct r1hich is ver; dii'feren·t from
the one presented in the Bible .
I n the subj ect field of r eading there v. re raa.ny similarities between the public school and the Christian sch ol presentation.

In all

fourteen of the Christian schools visitad they '\vere usi ng state adopted
textbooks 1 which means t w. t many of the stu en ts are studyi.n g from the
S<:J.me

texts in both t;..r?aS of schools.

However, where the difference

comes in agai n i s the phi l osophy back of the material and the methods
used to present it .

The object:tves of the publ:lo school English tee.che1•

me.y be summed up in the s tatemen ·t; that he i s suppos ed to l ead the students
i nto wanting to read more and bet ter l i teratLu~a .

On the other hand , the

objectives of the Christian school En lish teacher may be summed up
saying he is to develop

Chri~

standards of

j ~'<lgment

and discrimination

in the se l ection of readin& material. as well as to develop
readin

by

des~. rable

interest and incNase the stude11t's appreciation of literature .,

It is understa.11dable tha:t the Christian teacher will

teri on for

ood and bad literature in that he

Bible st andards .

~~11

ha~.re

a different ori-

base his decisions on

From the observations me.de in the va.riou s Chri stian

schools visited. it is obvious that they are placing a proper amount of
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time a.nd effort on the study of l i tera.ttu·e i inc lltding a course

Bible literature in on

school~ ,

of the high

on

while at the same time

"they are not neglecting the other important phases of

En~lish

such as

graJ?IJnar, ha.n writing, and spelling.

Perhaps the g;rea·test contrast that can b e drawn between the two
types of schools in the field of Eng;lish is t.he approach taken to the

origin of languaze .

In Chapter III a passage from a public

school

meth~

ods textbook was quoted shovnng the very evident evolutionary theory of
the ol'iiin of languae;e which teachers a.re urged to present to their

stu~

dents in getting them to understand language and see the importanoe of
learning it.

In contrast

t.;o

this , the interpretation that the teachers

of English in the Christian schools present to their students vra.s indioe:ti~d

in Chapter

v.

Wa.turally, the Bible i s the basis for the origin

of lan€uage , and the exp lanation is made according to the cr0ation ac ..

count of Genesis .

The fa.ct that God is recognized in the Christian

schools . and a proper explanation can be made from the Scriptures. gives

the child in these schools a proper understanding of the

t~~e

meaning

of things . while the teacher in the public schools is often hindered by

regulations in acknowledging God and religion and is urged to present
the evolutionary theory as a fact in many aspects of the classroome
In the field of writing a.nd speaking, which would include grammar
or

language~

spellin~,

and handwriting. there was found to be a. great

contrast in the two type ... of schools.

The sad e.ncl perhaps even shocking

fact is that the public schools in many instances have lost interest in
teaching the proper fundamentals in

~his

field.

This fact

was very

vividly pointe d out in the article , "Speak Out, Silent People," in the
February

5,. 1954, issue of the Collier's Magazine:_.

The author. Howard
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,f'hitman, made a survey of t 1e public school s i tuation and reports this

i nstance of lack of teaching the f undamentals of English.
Brookline, J::lassachusetts., has been another
battle i'ront. This thriving Bos·ton suburb las;';
spring suddenly discovered that its 6,,700 puhHc
sch ool chi,ldren were not being taught how to
writ-a ,, but only how to print. That the disoovery took Brookline by surprise indicates he"
blind many Americans have been to what's been
going on under their noses; the Brookline School
Co.mmit tee had b~!n elimina ting script writing
for nine years.)!

The author goes on then to describe the: comments of' angered par-

ents at an open meeting held in one of the elementary schools .

These

"testimonies v..-ere heard.

Words tumbled over one another a.s paren ts
told of their experie11ce w-1 th children who
ha.d been taught only to print. nMy son, t webre
yefJ.rs old , go·I.:; a post oa.rd fro .in a cousin in
New York, 11 said one fathe r . "It was written
i n script and he oouldn vt: read iJc ., He had to
bri nb it to me and say, ' Please r ead it to me

so I aan answer her. •N
"Only this mor.ni11g a letter was brought
into a four t h-grade class and on ly one child
could read it ~ a transfer pupil f rom New York.,n
a nother father related .
11

0ur children can't even read letters
from their parents~ 11 a mother complained.
"All we vmnt is for oU!' childr-en to be able
to read our handwriti ng e.nd for us to be abl e
to read thei rs. 11
Another mother said her teen-aged son ha.d
taken a job as a groce:rJ clerk but couldn't
read handwr itten orders . .A father t old ho1'1
in de s air he had bou~· ht a book on script hand'""
Q?
writing e.nd begun teachinf; his son at h o:r,1e o"'-

This is not just an isolated case of negligence on the part of
the public schools for the author of this same a r t ic le went on to

quote others., both parents and educa tors.
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~nat disturbed parents most in the
numerous communities I visited was not extreme right-winb or left-wing hysteria,
but thi s fundamental faot : Chi ldren were
sen·t to school to lst\rn, and many of them
weren 1 t learning as muoh as fast as they
should.

In Washington,, D. c. ,, Mrs ., Muri el
Alexander ,, princi pal of Kelly Miller Junior
High, told me: 11 We have one hundred children in this school who oa.n 1 ·b read and wri ta .
I magine - in junior high schooUtt

Other pri ncipals and te ach ers co .. p l a i ned
·th at today's schools i:teach. only sight r ead ing and neglect phonetics so that chi l dren
stumble over nevr words and spell badly, 11
"don ' t require a stande.rd of accomplishmeni:i
to pass fr om one gre.de to anot he r , 11 and "go
overboaro on this business of 'let ti ng them
learn at their ow.a rate of speed' - so tm:t
lots of children loaf along and don't learn

at all . "9'
When ·the viewpoint of the educators on ·this matter is studied

there seems to be littl e hope t hat the future will bring a change.

Mr. Vfnitm:an makes this statement in his article :
'Tnile inability to handle our ba sic
tool of living, the English language, may
shook many a pa. rau·t;, it does not shock some
educators . In the Bulletin of the national
Assoeia:liion of Seoo nda ry=S chool Pr incipals,
one enthusiastic sup porter of the new te~ch
ing methods wrote: "We shall some day accept

the thought that it is j ust as illogical to
assume that every boy must be able to read as
it is that each one must be able to perfonn
on a vi olin; that it is no more reasonable to
requ1.re that ea.ch girl shall spell well than
it is that each one shall bake a good cherry
pis . " He aokna¥ledged that the idea would take
'a lot of selling.•~4
The resul ts oft.his conditi on are causing untold difficulti es

in the colleges of ·the nation, both f or the instructors and

students .

5r. Whitman aga i n points this out .

the
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Robert Maynard Hutchins , former chancellor
of the lJni versi ty of Chicago, wri"t;es in his new
book, Conflict in Education, that the modarn
trend Trhas endecr-i n the concept of the educational system e.s a gigantic playpen in which
the young are to amuse themselves until we ar
ready to ha-ve them do something serious . "
In Wisconsin, Dr . Clark Kuebler, president

or Ripon College , has found ~ as has many
another educator ..... that playpen preparation
hardly equips a student for college. He told
me , "All this folderol in our schools ce.n pro dtrne only one thing; a cult of mediocrity . 'Ne
have students at Ripon who resent the sohools
t hey att end ed for not equipping them wi th the
basic tools of learning. "

Students at the college confirmed Dr.
Kuebler' s remark. One sai d, " I went to a hip;h
schoo l where you cou ld tinker with your car
and get credit for it. 'l.'hat sure isn'·t; helpi ng; me hit these freshman courses." An upperclassman said, "The t hing that gripes me is
that t hey di dn't teach us any English grammar
in M.gh school . How can t.liey expect you to
learn a _ oreign l angu a~e when you ~~n 1 t know

the grammar of you1· own language? "
The r e sult of these cir cumstances is not dif ficult to under-

stand .

Like scores of other colleges, Ripon has had to establish spa-

ci al courses to bring some of its freshmen up ·t;o the level where they
can start college work.
"In subfreshman English, 11 oom.11ented another

faculty member, "we have to teach them a vocabulary before we even can talk to them about the
English language .

Their preparation is

sta~

geringly bad. Some of them don't know a verb
from a nou~b They have no idea of a complete
sentence. 11
It is a great condemnation on the pub l ic schools of this nation
when the private colleges must spend e. large part of the first year
teaching their studerrts what they should have learned in the elementary

and secondary gre.des.
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On the othe r side of the ledger the Christi a n schools of today

a.re accomplishin g one of thei r purpose s for existing by teaching the
grammar, handwriting. and spelling which should be required in all
schools.

After sitting in classes in b o-1.:;h t he elementary and seconda?"'J

depa r tments of various Christian schools, it is pos si ble to make the
statement that they are teachirLg the fundamentals of not only English

but all the subjects .

In all fourteen schools contacted English courses

were offered which inclu1ed granunar, literature, handwriting, and spelling.

Al so the requirements were such that t he student must lmow the

materi al before he was advanc ed to a highe r grade .
In summarizing the differences between the public schools and
the Christian schools i n the field of English, it can be seen

that

although the teachers from the t wo types of schools may use the same

methods as outlil1ed i n the beginning of this chapter, the philosophy
back of the

use of the ioothods is very different, in .fa.ct, it can be

said that it is exactly opposite.

objectives.

This in t urn greatly affected their

The object of the public school English teacher seems to

be to equip the child t o wo rk out his ovm destiny and fit a.s well e.s can
be expected

into a democracy.

The object of ·t;he Christian school Eng-

lish teacher is to instruct a. child in making Christian principles a
part of his life and, through them, to live for the glory of God.
Differen ces i n the Fie l d of the Social Studies
In the s ubject field of history there are a number of simile..ri ties
between the teachi ng of the public schools and the Christian schools
which are listed before the diffe rences.

There is an increased e mphasi s

on t he study of history i n both the p ublic school and the Ch i-i sti an

school.

This

has been brought about by the

events of' the past few

de c ades which have brought the enti r e wo rld into clo se contact,

and

have indicated the f ac·!; that isolation and l ack of interest in the

rest of the world are no longer poss i ble.
There is

a lso an acknowledgment on

s chools that a certain

the part of both types of'

amount of interpretation must enter into the

wri ting of history textbooks, and into the teaching of history i n the

schoolroom.

It is understood, of course, that too much in·tarpretation

is wrong, but

it is impossib l e to t e ach

history irere ly a s a list of

facts which have taken p lace .
Another simile.ri ty between the two types of' schools in t he presentation of history i s the fac t of planned correlati on with the other
subj ects.

I t is realized that history plays a vital part in the life

of every studen·t and it is imposs i ble to limit it to one coursa

any

more than Engli sh or some of the other subj ects c e.n be limited to their
ovm subject fi e ld.

On the other hand. there are a numbe r of differences between the
public schools and t : e Chr i stian schools in the pre sentation of material
in the socia l s t udi es field.

As i n the discussion of the fi eld of

En~

lish, i t is seen ·that the ma.jor differences are in the realm of philosophy and obj ecti v·es rather than the a ctual methods emp loyed t o put across
·the material.

The tendency of the t eache r of hi story in the public

s chool is to view history as roora ly a. record of events , things that have
j ust happened without any rea son other ·l;han t he ones easily noticeable

to the physical eye .

The teacher of hi s tory in the Christi an

views history as t he reve l ation of God.

school

Eire :cythi ng has an exp lanation

in the realm of God, even thouzh to the human mind it may seem to have
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"just he.ppanod 11 •

To the students oi' history in a Christian s chool it

can be ma.de t o live as t hey see unfo l ded before t hem t he ple.n of God
and the ways He uses to put it into effect .

The underlying obj ecti ve of teaching history in the public schools
today is to prepa1e the students f or an orderly t rans ition

from our

prese nt mode of existence to e. new orde r of some t ype of collectivism.
They da r e not s ay what i t is t o be exactly , b ut t hey feel that p rope r

prepa rat ion in the hi s t ory c l a ssrooms of the schools will help to bring

it about ;rl.thout the violent upheava l s t hat have occur r e d in various
parts of t he world over t he past century.

The underlying obj ect ive

of

t ea ching hi story in the Chri s tian schools i s to prepare the students for
meeting; life " th a God-cen-1:.ere d vi ew of history.

Thera i s no need of

fear of revo lution s when God i s put f irst i n the minds of the students
and they realize that they can fulfill t heir part in Hi s grea:t plan for
the VTorld .

One of the a ims of the pub lic s ch ool hi st ory teacher is to see

that t he st udent' s int erests are tu rne d f rom self toward general
welfare .

human

In ot her words, t hey a re e ndeavoring to train the student to

live vrlth others in a congenial way .

Along thi s same line of thought the

Christian school history teacher aims to turn the s t udent• s interests
f rom self to God and by doing t his he, in turn, will be interes ted in
the general human welfare .

The basis for proper fellowship is a reali-

zation of God 1 s way i n the c enter of life and t his is unders·bood

and

taught by the Christian school hfoti,:,ry tea.oher, while t he publi c schools

do not ho l d to that philos ophy.
The area of citizenship i s one of great importance and yet one

of great differences bet een the two types of schools.

It is

the
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objective of the public schools to make eve r y s t udent a patriotic
supporter of democracy. or rather of the governme nt as it is at the
tin1e of study without rega rd for the points that need correcting.

The

Christis.n schools also endeavor to make the student a patriotic supporter of democracy, but it g;ives the student an understanding of the
unerican way of life , set forth in and guaranteed by the type of govern-

ment established , through God's grace. by our forefathe:rs generations

ago.

It is important in being a supporter of democracy to realize that

ma n's sinful condition has been the reason for his allowing deficienc i es
and faults ·to enter the system of' government. and in realizing this it
enables the student t.o try to counteract these faults, thus i mproving

the government under which he lives.
In the article,, "Teaching Patriotism -

In The Home and Schooln.

the e.uthor,, Victor Snee.den. g;a.ve an interesti:r1g and enlightening discv.ssion of the very idea discusse d in the last paragraph.

e said,,

"P triotism is defined as 'love for one's country',, or 'devotion to
one 's counhy 1 . "

He also said. HThe teaching; of patriotism is doubly

important at this time when our country and its traditional way of life

a.re threatened. from within and without ."

He feH: that if it is to have

any degree of pe1_anence it must be built on a foundation of knowledge,
e.nd , therefore , asked, and proceeded to answer the quest ion.,

we teach patriotism in the home?n

lio\v can

From the ideas on the home he turned

his attention to the school and asked the question. "How oan

patriotism in school'{';

11

we teach

He felt that the Christian schoo l teacher should

follow the same steps that are employed in the home, bu·t that the Ch ristian ·teacher ha.s many additional means and opportuniti es at his dis-

posal for the teaching of patriotism.
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The development of patriot ism is e. ri ght~
ful obj ectiv-s in the study of h istory . The
middle gra des can oontribttte significantly to
the development of patriotism. In hi story
children live vicariously i n the pa.st; with ·t;;he
Pilgrims t hey suffer for the freedom of religion; wi th the colCl11ists they struggle for
political rights and independence ; they fight
with the No rth for the liberat ion of the :Negro
slave; with the frontiersman they conquer the
wilderness. They love the country they have
helped bui ld ; t.hey cherish the liberties they
have won through years of struggle . Geography
and Ci tizenship are a mong ·t he other s chool subjects that can be employed to good advantage in
teaching patrl otism .

No. we need not close our eyes to t he many
fault s and weaknesses of our country. Let us
speak frankly of the wide s pread g r eed and oorr uption, and the general disregard for and indi fference to God and hi s commandments . ~e
should call attenti on to the fact that we must
firs t c·f all fight these sins i n ourselves . and

.

then by al l lawful means s eek to purge our country .

Also in ou r classrooms let us fervent ly

pray God that our citi zenry may repent and that
God vrill be merc i ful to our land.
These are only a few hints which may prov·e
he lpful in teac:tint; patri otism i:o. t he home and
school . Extend this procedure; follow it con~
sistently and persistently. There a re indications that the teaching of pat r iotism is needed
today as never befoi-a. 'j7
Mr . Sneaden di d so well in s t at:i.ng his arguments tha. t H; wa.s

11ot necessary to elaborate on them, but it was easy to see the

real

necess .. t:i.es i n teaching ci tizenshin -nd ?l triotiSi'.1 in the Christian
school's social studies deparbnent .
The public school s ooia.1 studies teacher, i n pre senting the
sub j ect matter of ge ography, wi 11 tea.ch the f acts of human geography
as merely fact s which are important and should be remembered by the
student .

To him, the physical features of a cour1try, or t he vari ous

way s used of ma king a livi ng in that country, are ends in ·thernsebres .
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To the Christian sch ool soci al studi'es teache r the facts of a geography
course are i uportan ... , but not as an end i n themse l ves .

Rather, they

are a mea.ns to an end in that: they help the student to develop e. God-

centered phi losophy of nat ure through recognition of the God-centered
pattern of the universe , a reccgnition c f' the destruct ive effects of
sin on nai;ure, and the r ecognition of s piritual rebirth a nd special
revelation .

This teacher, the refore , vtill teach the

acts as important

to proper understanding of the countries around them, but a lso as a
means to the proper understanding of God's control over the things of
this univ·erse.
In summing up di f ferences between the publ ic school s and

tha

Christian schoo ls in the field of the sooia l studie s , a pattern similar

"co that of' tlte f ield of English was noticed.

gain. the me thods em-

ployed by the t e achers of the two types of schools may be t ha very same
under many circumi3tances .

One of the Christian schools vis i te d is using

a. textboo k for American History written by a Christian author and slanted
to a Christian viewpoint; of life, but ·the other thi rteen schoo l s contacted are us ing textbooks recommended by their particular sta.te bo r d

of educat ion.

Thu s , the textbooks and methods are almost duplic ates .

However, where the differe:nce does oorne is i n the realm of philos ophy
and obj ectives .

The same fa.c ts of history, citizenship, and geography

are ·caught in both types of schools but the final a i m of inst r uction is
very d if'f'erent.

The public schoo 1 social studies teacher is aiming at

t he production of definite behavior patterns on the part of the individual f'or the enhancement of t h e we lfare of' b oth the individual and
s oc i.ety in general .

A s elfi sh motive is inc orp orated in that

aim be-

cause the individual's welfare is considered first and then others i n

society in general .

The Christian school

ocial studies teacher is

alming at the development of a God-cente red philosophy of the social
studies in the mind of his student which will equip him to b e tter

serve God , and society in general through Him #
General Differences Between the Two Types of Schools

The re

r e some matters which do no t fall directly under t he realms

o! English or the social studies but, nev rtheless, do have a beari ng on
them and on the overall traini ng of the child .

Some of these matters are

the major poi nts on which the public schools and the Chri stian schools
disa g r ee .

There f ore, a s ort section was devoted to a comparison of these

matte rs which we e noticed in the contacts ma.de wi t h t he va rious Christian
schools in t.is area .
One of the contacts wi t h the Christie.n s chool student., which i s
missed i n the publ c school , i s the chapel peri od .

Eight of the

Chris~

tian schools contacted have a chapel service every day, four of them have
a cha pel service 'b1dce a week, and two of them have one c .a.pe l period a.
week.

During the period the students parti ci pat e in the meeting at; a ll

fourte en of the schools.

This gives

t r~m

as well as i mp roving t he ir speech ability .

experience in facing audi ences
Ten of t he schools put

an

emphasis on missions by having chapel speakers from the missi on fie l d.,
offering courses i n mi ss ions , an

having a missions smphasis week.

It

is very apparent that none of these things are pre sen tl-r found in the
pub lic scho ol.

The most outstandi ng of the general

ifferences between the two

types of schoo l s is the intere st shown i n the Christian s chools in the
ind_vidual person e.nd his needs .

Ten of the schools interviewed had

ll.i2
special projects to keep the unusually intelligent student interested
after he has completed h is re gular assignment. .

All fourteen of

the

schools have a p r ogram of p r ivate i nstruction e.nd extra help for the
slow student.
individual, and

There was a definite interest in each student as
$.

an

constant effort was put f orth to aid each student

to get the most possH>le out of his education.
inte r viswad put ·the ideas expressed

and fitting words .

One of the p rinc ipals

y all of the schools into concise

He said that the teacher in the Christian school

must have a love in his heart for each student and make that love the
ba.sis for dealing with the child under al l circumstances .

When a

person has been called of God into "the field of teaching in the Chri s-

tia.n school he has that pe rsonal interest which is too often absent
in the public s chool

~ceac her,

who is only

p erfo2~..ning

his duty that he

mi ght reGeive hi s pay che ck .

Another vray i .u whi ch the student is made to realize the

od-

Mntered emphasi s of Christie.n education is the devotional periods in

the c:ls.ssroom.

One school ha.s a devotional period a·t the beginning of

ea.ch period, tw.r, schools have it op·tiona.1 , bui; it is frequent l y

dom~.

Eight of the schools have prayer at ·the be ginning of the c lass and , of

these eight, four have a

evotional peri od i n the homer oom.

Thi s

is

just anothe r way to make the students understand t hat God must be

at

the heart of ·(:;hei r. very lives.
Alor1g with the individua l he lp mentioned above, ten of the schools

have a definite counseling program, vrith t ea chers responsib l e for va rious
groups of students .

Of these ten schools , eight felt that it

was a

_very effective prog;ra.m wi th most of the students f ee ling free to bring
problems to the iI• a ppointed

a.dvi~or.

The two, who we re not so sure of

the e.ffectiveness j) did feel tha.t it was improvin

and that soon they

'lvould have very effective programs al s o ..

In the area of general admin:tstra:ti on the Christian schools
follow

ve~J

closely the patterns of the publi c schools .

As has already

been mentioned, all fourteen of the schools use the state rec ommended

·textbooks .

They all make moderate us a of the :radio, sti l l and moving

pictures , smd t he phonogra ph and re oorcling ma.chines , partic ularly in
their English and his t o ry departments .

There are set ste.ndards

tho grades in thi rteen of' the s chools .

The -time spent i n each c lass

for

period varies among the dif'ferent schoo l s as follows : forty mi nute periods in one school, fo r ty-five minut e periods i n t v,ro s chools , fifty min-

utes in two schools . and f i fty-f i ve in one.

Of course, the class periods

in the elementary schools operate on a different basis .

It was interest=

ing to note that all of t he schools are i s sui ng report cards VTith

per~

oentage or letter grades, in viev1 of t he fa.ct that the modern trend in

the public school s is to do

a~ay

wi th the report card entirely .

The ma:tters j ust discussed do not concern the fie l ds of English
and the social studi es e:r.c l uslve l y , but they do hava a re l ertion to them
and , therefore , ware felt to be pa

of this study.

Recommendations for the Christ ian Schools
As a result of' the investigations made in the course of this
s tudy bo·th in t he educational literature of the publi

and -(;he Christian

schools , and in the interviews he ld with the Christian schools in the
area , there has arisen a realization -that there are improvements needed

in the Christian school field.
~\ioh

I
11

II

These have been listed as recommendations

have coma out of observation.
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(1) The buildings of many of the schools need improvemento
(2) The amount of educational equipment should be enlarged
as rapidly as possible.

(3) The salary schedule for the teachers and administrators
needs to be increased .

{4) The greatest need of

the Chri tian schools is textbookse
There is almost a. complete l e.ck of Christian textbooks
on the elementary and secondary l evel, which means that
the Christian s chools must reso t·t to the public school
textbooks and overlook or ootmte ract the obj ectionable
materials in them.

The se rec ommendations were listed in the hope that the near future
will find them being ta.ken into consideration and ultimately incorporated
into t he prog;ram of the Chris tian schools.

However , in spite of

these

points which need to be improved , it wa.s felt that the Chri ti an schools
of today ha.ve been called out by God to perform a J?articular task 11 and
that with God's help they are accomp l ishin · their mission exceptionally
well, not only in the fields of English a.nd the soc ia l s t udi es , but i n

all realms.

\
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APPEl\ DIX

Tr:::E I NTEP.VTSVT I iSTRIBIBNT AND QUES 'fi m.. 11L IRE
. 1'.IBTHODS OF· T3ACHING H J CERIS TI1m DAY SCHOOLS

------·--

N !!E OF SCHOOL

---~
-

LOCATION

---- ----- - -----------·----------- -

PERSOW FILLHTG OUT SCHEDULE

A.

POSITION

Pre par:si.tlon a nd Training

1.

What p repara tion do you r equi r e of y ou r teachers?

( a) HoYT much college tra5.ning?
( b) Whe:b degree?
2.

B.

-~'!hat

i n - service trai ning do you 1ave?

3.

'ihat arr angements do you make for this training?

4.

Do y ou use the course sponso red by HI CS 't

Or ganization
self - perpetm~.ting

1.

Is ·chis a parent owne d or
organization?

board control led

2.

Doe s this schoo l ~ave any rule or custom a s to the teaching
l oad of faculty members?
If so. giv e the rQ le or describe

the custom.

3.

Do you have spec i ally a ppointed advisers for personal advisement?
Training?

If so , how many?

4.

Do students consult with personal advisors on religious, mo1·al;

and ethical problems?

5.

Please outline briefly you r program to cultivate spiritual life,.
( a ) Chapel

se rvi ·~es

and part taken by faculty and s t udents .-

( b ) Devoti ons , both privat e a n d group-

\
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(c) Do you have retreats, evangelistic campaigns» spiritual
life conferences, ate.?
If so, describe.,
(d) Outline your program f'or fostering and developing studan'l;
interest in mi ssions .

6.

(a) On what plan does your school operate?
Semester
·b) Give the

1st

Term ( or quarter)

Year

length of each divisim:lo.f theschool year in weeks .

2nd

4th

3rd

( c) How many ac"€nnrschool week_s_a_r_e there in your school year 11
excluding Christmas holidays an spring vacation, but includin~ examinations?

7. What is the

length of your regu l ar class period , exclusive of
intervals between classes?

C.

Methods of Teaching

1.

Please cheok the fo llo'ldng; list w lich shows :methods of
tion used in your school .
( 1 ) Lecture method
~~~(2)
ecitation (questions and answers )
(3) Laborator'J method
---( 4) Lectur.e - Quiz method
( 5) Lectu r e-Demonstration me thod
~-(6) Tutorial method
(7) Independent st·1dy
--~~(8)

i nstruc~

General reading

( 9) Study-Y'.'ork method
Free discussion method
( 11) Proj ect method
~(12) Unit method
( 13) Re s earch
- - -(14) Combination lecture a.ril recitation
( 15) Combination lectu re and discuss:i.on
- - -(16 ) Combination research and recitation
~~~(10)

2.

Vinat methods do you employ to impro·ve student ini·t i ative and
provide for individual diffarenoe s ?

(1 ) Honors and independent courses
~-:--( 2)

General reading
- -··-(3) Spacial plans to motivat e student's work
- - ( 4) Preceptorial or tutorial instructions
~~( 5) List any others, please

3. Wha.-t standardized educati onal tests and measu r ements do you use?

4.

Do you use standardized achievement tests?

5.

Is there - set standard for teacher g;ra.ding?

6. 1ifuat type of exami na'don

\

do yo1.!. use?

I f so. v-ih.o gives t hem ?
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7. if!ha. t di sciplina!"'IJ measures, if any, are used?

\

\
i

8.

\l!ith whom does the final disciplinary authority rest?
.1!n o initiates it?

9.

Do

ou use wo r kbooks in your teaching?

I f so, to Yfhat extent?

I f so , to what

10.

Do you .tW.ke any \.me of radio in yo ur teachinb?
extent?

11 .

Do you use films (either still or moving) in your teaching?
so . to what extent?

1 ·")

- C:. . •

Do y ou use phonograph or recorders i n teaching?

13 .

1~1hat

lli..

Is there any private tutoring done?

15.

' 1ih~.t is the textbook( s) used in this course?

16.

·_ sample lesson plan.

If

How much?

allowances do you make for i ndi vidua_ di ferences in students?

